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and
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of his experience and
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Though he went without any appointment
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in God to sustain him, and believed that he
should not trust him in vain. Already had
light burst in upon his pathway.
:
Rev. G. H. Ball made a stirring appeal.
He thought the pastor should not confine
his labors to his own parish, but go out
and engage in missionary work in the true
evangelical spirit. The speech was both
earnest and eloquent.
Miss A. 8. Dudley, by request, then gave
an interesting account of the progress of
the work in the Shenandoah Valley, and
spoke of the aid and sympathy which she
had received while she had been at the
north for the past few months. She was
now on her way to Martinsburg, where she
expected to commence
her work anew.
Her remarks ar¢ wholly unreportable, and
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Anniversaries,
WEDNESPAY EVENING. —OcCT. 12.
The Anniversary of the Home Mission
Society was held this evening. The President, Rev. J. L. Sinclair, was in the chair.
Prayer was offered by Rev. J. Boyd. The
Treasurer, Rev. S. Curtis, reported the
receipts for the year as $10,577.45. The
expenditures

The

$10,087.20.

been

have

permanent fund invested is $2,393, the
interest of which only can be expended.
These figures embrace chiefly the receipts
from New England and New York. Most
f the contributions from the west go
-

to another treasury.

The report of the Treasurer was followed
by that of the Corresponding Secretary,
Rev. G. H. Ball. It opened with a reference to the hopeful view of the situetion, and after speaking of the condition of
the

was

treasmy,

the

it said

great

that church extension

work

of

our

day.

The

churches have hitherto suffered, and unless
we save them, both Church and State will

be

destroyed. For us not to grow isto
In other countries churches may re_ die.
main stationary, bit not so with us. Action
will strengthen the men whom we now have,
and
and

will draw others to vs. We have men
money, and we must plant churches

at important points.

Oar Foreign Mission

will suffer if we fail to do our work at home.

Our General Baptist brethren did splgndidly
for some years in India, but failing to do
their home work at the same time, they
suffered greatly. Our doctrines demand
aggressive work. They are of such a character that all evangelical Christians are be-

ing drawn tons. We shall fulfill our mission
in this regard just in proportion as we are
aggressive. We must not remain in seclusion, but let our light shine. Boasting
will not do it.
We must push.
Our geographical position demands that
we should be aggressive. Our churches,
though many of them are in the country,
are stretched through the best portion of
our land, These churches must and will
help plant churches in the cities, ia places
where our work will be seen. Daring the
year the Society has received contributions
and many churches in
from 200 churches,

important positions have been helped. The

mission among the freedmen has been
prosperous. The report from Vermont is
cheering, and new life has been infused
The labors of Rev. J. S,
everywhere.
Manning in the south-west and those of
Rev.

D. G. Holmes

in the west ,have been

greatly blessed.
Twenty new churches
have been built the past year. The close
communion sentiment is dying out, and
the great body of Baptists is being drawn
toward us. Young men are giving themselves to the ministry in large numbers.

Rev L. B. Tasker,the first of the speakers
appointed, said that, in order rightly to
understand our condition we must consider
briefly our position in the past and the pres-

- ent,

The change in the character of our

ministry

is known

The work of the

to

fathers

almost

was

everybody.

evangelical,

and they traveled from place to place.

In

the changed condition of things, the ministry find enough to do at home.
We must

not only consider the change in our ministry, but also in our field of operations.
Qace it it was largely in the rural districts
but now it is far otherwise. "Wa are spread
over a larger territory, west and south.
We have alsoa large number of chuches in

cities. The question is, ‘‘ How shall we
meet the obligations imposed upon us,” To
me, the subject seems to magnify itself.
This work seems to be the great work of
our day.

Once small, it has

now

become

large, and it is to be hoped that we hall be
able 10 meet its demands. He spoke of the
qualifications of Mission Agents and Mission
hy

"

*

sympathy

The anniversary,
was
At the close a
interest.
amounting to

nearly
Sn

THURSDAY MORNING.—OCT. 13.
A prayer-meeting was held from 9 till 10
o'clock, led by Rev. A. H. Morrell, which
was well attended and most interestingly
sustained.
:
At ten o'clock the Temperance Society
was called to order by the President, Rev.
J. Rand. After singing, prayer by Rev.
H.

Whitcher,

Com.

and

the

to nominate

appointment

officers,

was addressed at length,

the

of a

audience

and in .a very ef-

fective way, by Rev. A. Deering.
.
Bro. Deering occupied himself very largely in giving statistics exhibiting the pecuniary bearings of the rum traffic, its direct and indirect cost to the pecple, until
the figures became mentally burdensome
and morally appalling ; while his allusions,
witticisms, pungencies and home thrusts
kept the audience so constantly magnetized
that it frequently discharged its strong
feeling in bursts of applause.

A mere

line of his course

and an

of thought

out-

oceca-

sional item from his array of statistics is all

that could well be reported or for which we
can find room,
He said he had been puzzled to decide
what phase of the subject to present, but,
partly from the suggestions of brethren

whose advice he had asked, he had concluded to present that view which was most
likely to touch the very sensitive nerve run-

ning to the pocket. We need practical
views and a consi<tent conduct. Praying cn

Sunday against .ne devil

of slavery and
was found

then voting for aim on Monday
to be miserable policy,

and

there is quite

too n.uch of thut sort of procedarein the
neme of temperance.
Facts qught to lead

sc true action, and startling facte are at
2d.

Alcoholic liquors, when genuine ®are

bad enough, but when

adulterated and fab-

ricated according to modern methods, they
are worse in quality, and we are doubly
cheated. And over 90 per cent. of the liguors sold are of this class. Two cents
worth of strychnine will make some gallons of whiskey. For example: there are
tweunty thousand pipes of Porter made in
England; and yet she sells forty thousand

pipes to be used in London,and sixty thou-

sand are sent to this country. Much lignor is sold, as reported, for mechanical
purposes,—that word mechanical being
used with peculiar meanings; as When a
man bought two gallons of rum on that
plea,

afterwards

learned

and it was

that

it was used to move .a barn. We use in
this country, according to the most reliable
statistics, 400,000,000

of gallons annually,

a quantity too large to be comprehended.
The annual cost is set down at $1,088,000,

to run the U. 8.

000,—a sum large enough
debt

national
years.

years,

ten

Government

a

in
.

All of

pay off the

to

or

than two

little more
c

us ald in paying

these bills,

do it indirectly.

Nine-tenths

though

we

of our

pauperism

comes

from

intemper-

army of men is worth at least $300,000,000

a year.
Look at the matter from another standpoint. We pay a few millions of dollars
annually to sustain the gospel at home and
preach it abroad, and at the same time we
spend $1,650,000,000 a year to promote the
worst kind of heathenism. How long will

it take to convert the world
With the

bills

money

-you

at this rate?

annually

could

paid

for grog-

build 70,000 meeting-

houses, and so provide sittings for our
whole people, and then have enough money left to put a minister into every pulpit
and pay his salary eternally, then give
every Sabbath school in the land a library
every
year
worth
$125. This shows
the relation of rum and religion. Freewill
Baptists are taxed $2,000,000 a ‘year as
their share of these indirect grog bills, and
they contribute perhaps $50,000 a year, or

one fortieth as much, for general objects of
Christian benevolence. This Society should
put and maintain an agent in the field

portion of this vast outldy

so”that some

objecst.

better

may be saved for other and

If one-tenth of this worse than waste
could be saved for denominational purposes, what glorious results might be reached!

What

is the remedy

for this state of

things? . Well, there must be a settled purpose to find and apply the remedy, and do
it at once, allowing no plea of postponement to prevail. Prohibitory laws must be
executed fairly and faithfully. Now and
then’ a complaint is made

and an

offender

punished,—but it may be because the Mayor’s son has been brought home drunk, or a
complainant has been

moved

by

personal

spite. Officers must be held as fully responsible‘for the execution of the laws as
for framing them. They should be forbidden to exercise

discretion

any personal

in the

preference or

matter, or to turn

work over to private citizens.

laws relatingto taxes and
tion were left in this way,

the

Sappose the

to. their collecWould the tax-

es be collected or the official indifference
be tolerated? Why insist that the examiner of milk shall seize the can or the meas-

ure wherever he suspects fraud, and forbid the

proper officer to tquch the jug of

rum, or leave him at

of sight?

liberty to wink it out

Officers say they

thing in the

can’t do any-

way of enforcing

the law

against the thefts and murders that come of
but let a man

the rum traffic;

build a weir

and catch a few alewives,and he is pounced
upon at once and dealt with in the sterncared

The alewives are

est way.

unprotected.

left

are

our wives

for, but
Oh;

that

women might speedily rise to the dignity
of fish! ¢
Every denomination of Christians is sum-

moned to action. Some professors of religion refuse to join any temperance organization or make any special effort, and yet
claim to be good and consistent friends of
There is a fallacy here, or
the cause.

Suppose Christians
worse.
something
should utterly refuse to go into any church
organization or join in any systematic Christian effort. It would take as many such
Christians to convert the people in a community as it would snowballs to heat an
oven. If the professing Christians of the

land should refuse to vote for a man or set
of men who were not consistently temperate, no party would dare to nominate them,
even for the pettiest offices. After doing all
that can be done by other methods,we bave
got to meet this question at the ballot box.
Decisive measures are demanded. All the

devils that can be killed by softhblows were
dead long ago. This devil of rum must be
treated to constant pounding, for he has a

tenacious life and is forever playing pos-

sum.
There is need of all classes of workers.
The whole Christian army should, be at
once brought into the field, and each division set to perform just the service to
which it is adapted. I would put the
Episcopalians into the forts. The Congregationalists should manage the movable
batteries, The Unitarians and Universalists
would

serve nobly as cavalry and scouting

who naturally take

The Baptists,

ance. -Massachusétts paid fifty millions in parties.
sphere
one year for pauperism and crime, and to the water, would find their proper
diVicions
these
of
Each
monitors.
the
in
education.’
for
much
as
about one-fifth

And there is no other pauperism

so bad as

that induced by rum. . The drunkard will
sell his wife's clothes to the pawnbroker,

and his own loathsome body to the surgeons, for the sake of rum.
There were 2500 licensed grogshops In
Chicago in 1868. For these licenses the

city received $100,000, .and paid the same
year $450,000 to take care of her criminals

manufactured by these grog-shops. Was n't

that a shrewd and profitable way of doing
business?
One half the insanity

is traceable to in-

temperance ; one half our idiots come of

drankenness, and there are twice as many
more who are about half fools from- the
same cause. Ten per cent. of our grain

should

be

in turn

brought

into

effective

gervico. The Episcopalians should open
with their heavy siege guns upon the army
And when the ranks began to
of Rum.
waver,

confusion

and

was

apparent,

the

Congregationalists should bring up their
flying artillery, pouring in grape and canister. Then, when the retreat had commenced,

the

Unitarians

and Universalists

should charge in upon them with the fury
of Sheridan's troopers. And as they were
driven in hot haste down to the sea, to find
a way of escape, and curse some other land
where they might do their evil work, the
Baptists should open on them from the
monitors,

until

they

went

down

like the

Alabama under the fire of the Kearsarge;
as the waves closed over the sinking
on
and
dollar
one
so
goes to make liquor, and
in a shout of
every barrel of flour, and two cents on enemy, we would all join
that which
like
ing
thanksgiv
and
triumph
every pound of sugar that we buy, goes 10
sang
Israelites
the
when
heaven
to
up
went
is
nation
In all, this
pay our grog-bill.
;
Sea!
Red
the
at
paying, in this incidental way, $262,000, their anthem
At the close of this address, the Commitis, a sum

000a year for grog bills,—that

26, 1870.

AND DOVER, N. H., OCTOBER

YORK,

NEW

Vol. XLV.

tee

to nominate

were

elected:

additional help at once. Bates College will

officers reported the fol-

lowing list of names,

J.

Rand;

Vice

Presidents, H. E. Whipple and S. D. Bates ;
Rec.

Hillsdale C8llege is doing a good work,and

Sec., E. N. Fernald; Cor. Sec., J. B.

other

Davis. These officers are to constitute a
Board of Directors.
A Committee on Resolutions, consisting
of A. Deering, E. W. Page and I. D. Stewart, was appointed, who subsequently reported the following, and they were adopted:
Resolved, 1st. That as a denomination
we should hold no fellowship with any

institutions are springing up.

Well

found

may we say, “Thus far the Lord has led us
on.”

century.

x

have

contributed.

They

have

ing saloon or tippling shops neither knowingly admitting him to membership in our
churches nor to a seat at the table of the
Lord.
2d. That the wide-spreading 'desolations
of intemperance so hinder the progress

The

Lord,

in

answer

even

to prayer, is mul-

Treasurer, Rev. S. Curtis,

made his annual

showed,
among
other
funds of the society were

well invested.
The Cor. Sec.; Rev. W. H.
Bowen, then read his annual report. It re-

ferred to the fact

that

been an eventful one

the past

in the

year had

history

of the

Society. Itopened with doubt and discouragement respecting its future plans, and
it closes wich its condition and prospects
of

a very encouraging

character.

Bates

College has so taken the School under its
care that it furnishes it witha home and
provides for its instruction. The Society
is now at liberty to employ its funds for the
aid of young men in preparing for the ministry, and thus

do a

more

than it has hitherto

legitimate

done.

work

The friends

of

Theological education have great reason to

rejoice in view of what has been accomplished.
Quite a portion of the report was devoted
to an argument in favor of the aid of ben eficiaries,

and

in urging

devise liberal

things.

the

We

churches

need

only to meet existing wants,

men

but

for

educate

for

own.
3. Every

to

not

emer-

gencies as well.
The Theological School, removed to Lewiston, has entered upon a vigorous life, and

place

of

us,—on

church
a

shares,—but

seeking

retiring

to

every

who

the

gospel,

assistance

ought

to

who
of the

become

aration than

while new talent |
however, will nee’

added.

The

Society,

additional funds to car-

ry on the work wi ' :h it has marked out for
itself. While the number of beneficiaries is
nearly or quite double that of last year, the
funds of the Society are not so ample as
they might at first appear, and the churches
will be called upon Yo contribute even more
than hitherto, in order to meet the pledges
and wants, At present there are twentytwo students in the School—a larger number .than has been present at any one
time since the School has been in New
England.
At this juncture, 4 paper was read showing the finanical condition of “The Commission for the Promotion of Education in
the South,”

which

is about

to transfer

property to Storer College.
that the Commission has now

its

It appears
property to

the value of about twenty thousand dollars
to transfer, while the estimated value of the

property of the College is from

$50 000.
Rev.

@. H.

Ball,

$40,000

to

the first speaker, $aid

that it was a pleasing feature in our work,
as manifested at these Anniversaries, that

there are so many sides to it.
however,
has

is one.

The

assumed so many

ting that we

are

Thé theme,

fact that the work
phases is one indica-

making

progress.

The

history of our educational work is interest-

ing.

Twenty

years

ago or more, we had

bat few educated ministers, and the educat-

ed laymen

were

less in

proportion,

had then but comparatively

We

few schools,

and no colleges worthy of the name.
Daring this time a great change has been
wrought. Atleast $1,000,000 have been raised for educational purposes,—a grand accomplishment, considering tae point whence
we started and the location of our churches.

formerly.

because of the great demand™that

our

upon

it.

The

very

perpetuity

of

Home

idolatry,

to our
it the

but

by

alert, malignant.
take up the work
ing, of attacking
ing the gospel, at
lipy'and Bacheler

skepticism,

intellectual,

No man will be able to.
of teaching, of translatheathenism and defendthe point to which Phil ~
have carried it with their

thirty years of experience and the mastery
of more than half a score of languages,

are unable, without the

unless, with a large

spirit in their hearts, they are also

to avail them-

degree of

with a large degree of
ness and facility in the
guages, and bave also
opportunities for culture

the

same
blessed

intellectual acuteacquisition of lanenjoyed the best
which our institu-

tions afford.

How shall we fulfill the obligations which
these demands of the age lay upon us?

now have,

—and no additional ones should be inauI answer:
gurated for a long time.—have cost an | 1. Educate
and

sacrifice sufficient

want

our own children, in our own

inStitutions.

to show us the maguitude and importance

the

our

churches depends upon it. The success-of
our Foreign Mission depends upon it; for
even in heathen lands, the half-century has
brought a change. The missionary is no
longer met simply by the inertia of stolid

preachers of.

institutions which we

for

will re-

sult upon our sympathies and our benefactions, or because it seems to place the educational work highest on the list of the enterprises of the church. This is its true
position. Our Home Mission work depends

disgrace to the ministry.

bankrupt

Once they were

churches,

exertion

ex-

evangelists, preaching but few sermons at
a time in any place, and often able to meet
the demands of a year’s preaching by the.
preparation of a smaller number of fres
sermons than many of our Theologica
students annually preduce while prosecuting their studies.
Let us not besjgite to accept the necessary conclusion from these considerations,

2. Consecrate them to the service, not of

| of the work of education about which Providence has setus. These have cost fartoo
a generous interest is awakened in its bemuch to be allowed to decline, or become
half. The services of Professors who have
spent years in the s~rvice are still retained,

it is in reality an

battle ground as it was in the second. Af
this we may rejoice; a new conflict is an
opportunity for a fresh vietory. But it demands of hm who is now preparing for the
ministry, and who would not be ignorant
both of the nature of the attack and of the
means of defense, an amount of preliminary
study that was not required of our fathers.
The changed circumstances of our ministers also necsesitate far more labor in prep-

call, or else enter the ministry under circumstances calculated to cripple their usefulness, it not to render them an actual

immense

all the

to be for the next half century as truly a

selves of the advantages of our institutions,
and who therefore turn a deaf ear to their

5. The

Simply to comprehend

only the-ignorance of its ministers that allows these weapons to be temporarily
turned againstit. The New Testament is

‘right man.”
4. While so many of these imperative
demands can not be supplied for the want
of trained men, there are scores of young
men

to the

altion of the triith of Christianity ; and it is’

Mission station, and every community
containing individuals who desire to establish a meeting under the auspices of our
denomination, is desiring to look
educational institutions to furnish

made

armory of weapons
for the defense and

to supply the

pastor,

additions

hold of skepticism, when

tiplying the young men who are coming
of Christianity, as to demand of every forward to preach the gospel.
Already has
Christian, and especially of every Christian minister, an active and outspoken op- there come to the knowledge of the Society
position to this fearful evil; and that the cases of no less than seventy-five young
every church and Sabbath school should men who are looking to the ministry, and
be an active temperance organization.
| most of them need help. It is probable
3d. That we deem it our imperative duty that there is actually double this number.
to secure the enactment and enforcement
We must have funds to aid them. Bates
of such laws as shall most effectively stop
the importation, manufacture and sale of College has done nobly in providing a
intoxicating liquors in this country; and to home and institution for the Theological
this- end we pledge ourselves to vote only
School, but we shall need more funds.
‘for such men for office as shall use their Collections must be taken in all the churches
official influence to accomplish this obto aid young men. It is a grand and noble
ject.
_ An expression of opision was taken, work in which we are engaged. Allshould
approving the idea of giving prominence rejoice in it and assist in carrying it forto the subject of Temperance in the col- ward. The speaker became more and more
umns ef the Star, after which the society interested in his subject as he proceeded,
and closed with an earnest appeal in behalf
adjourned.
-of the cause.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
Prof. Hayes, of Bates College, was the
At hslf-past one o'clock, the Education So- next speaker.
He said:
ciety met for the transaction of business.
The encouragement of our educational
Among other things, the following resoluinstitutions. and the assistance of students
tion was adopted:
who are preparing for the ministry, deResolved, That the Disbursing Commit- mand from the churches a stronger interest,
tee be authorized and directed to make spea more persistent and unanimous effort to
cial provision for colored students, prepar|
ing for the ministry in connection with our than ever before. Because:
norma. schools.
1. We have now a larger number of canAt two o'clock, the anniversary of the didates for the ministry desiring an educaSociety was held. The President, Rev. G. tion than ever before.
:
T. Day, occupied the chair, and prayer was
2. These are not now looking abroad to
offered by. Rev. D. M. Graham.
The the institutions of other denominasions to
report
which
things, that the

vast

modern discoveries in science and philology, which throw light on the subjects of
theological inquiry, demands years of
study.
g
Yo
The peculiar forms of infidelity that ar
rife in this age, add to the energy of this
demand.
Every new science is taken possession of in advance, not by the real advance guard,—rather by the ‘‘bummers”—
of the army of scientific inquiry; and the
attempt is made to convert it into a strong-

given when they shouvld have been recipients,
of favors, and the Lord has blessed them
in so doing. It will indeed be an unfortunate period in our history when we cease
to. have the spirit of sacrifice. Just so far
as we are unselfish, just so far we represent
Jesus. We shall be called upon for sacrifice
in time to come.

person who shall rent a building asa drink-

in the

knowledge of the worid during the current

In the accomplishment of this work poor
men

a5:

or no remark in many places, two genera
tions ago, would be intolerable to ‘many
in every community at the present time.
Another characteristic of this age, calling’
for fuller preparation forthe ministry, is

bide its time, but the denomination will
not rest content until it has an endowment
of $400,000 or $500,000. In the West,

and the nominees

President,

No

mammon, but of the kingdom of Christ.
Follow them with our prayers while they
are in the schools, that there, if not already
Christians, they may be converted and called to the work of the ministry.
3. Sustain, not only with patronage but
with liberal appropriation of funds, our educational institutions. They are not finished ; they are only in a hopeful infancy.

of furthet sacri-

fices.
6. Our youth new have faith in us, that
our policy is to be such as will meet the

demands of the age; and if we fail to fulfill
that expectation it wiil be at our peril.
7. We find a motive for larger exertion

They will reach maturity, they will be pre-

and sacrifice to secure an educated ministry,

served alive, only by a general appreciation

when we consider the characteristics and
demands of the present age.
Public sentiment in this country at
the present time demands a profounder,
wider and more many-sided culture in the
ministry than in any other profession. In
other professions a man may more thoroughly know his own business in proportion as

of their wortirand a general effort

he withdraws his attention from all other
affairs; but it is demanded
of a teacher

ministry. Let this work be done by systematic contributions, along with the effort

of religion that he know something of
everything. And every man or child is
disposed to withhold confidence, in relation
to all subjects, from the minister whom he
is able to convict of ignorance upon any.

for the support of missions.

Such

is the

inquisitive

activity of the critical and
spirit

of the

present age,—a

spirit which we welcome, and to the production of which no profession has contributed more largely than the ministry, —that

lieve them

from

embarrassment,

to re.
like that

which has already been shown by individue

als.

Ld

4. Let every church and Quarterly Meeting charge itself with the work of providing constant aid for those who are devoting
years to the

work

of preparation

Do you say, ‘Let
the pluck

to

for

:

our young men

depend

the

upon

have

themselves

as

their predecessors did?" Consider well
what the fathers endured before you require these to go through the same, together with the added years of preparation
demanded by these times, without aid or
sympathy. Let us look into the early
home of one of those fathers, where his lit

the religious teacher finds all adult minds

tle family are gathered at evening in

preoccupied
, with questions to which they

room of a log-house,

demand an answer, or atleast a reason why

at full length on the hearth,studying by the
light of pine knots. Would you gladly have
thrown an additional knot on the fire that

they

can

questions,

not

be

though

answered.

And

these

they influence the recep-

tion of the preacher's message, relate not
wholly to the matter of the message itself,
but are drawn from every department of
history, chronology, language, science and
‘|
philosophy.

while

the father

lies

the student might not be interrupted in his

study, when the fire grew dim?. Would
you, when the pile in the chimney-corner
began to fail, with the student still yearning to continue his reading, gladly have
:
The minister, in this age, finds no com- given him a candle?
munity where public teachers are few and | Logs to build a house can no longer be
these few c Operative with him; but every had for the cutting, and pine knots cost
community welcomes the daily paper, the five dollars a cord; yet whem the young

magazine and countless fictions, claiming
Duriog this time also a large number of he time, absorbing every power of thought

minister has toiled as long and suffered a3

ministers

course

and

laymen hve buen educated

In New Englund especially, our educational
work is prosperous. Bates College has
grown to he a strong and influential insti.
tution.
Maine
Central Institue, New
Hampton Institution, and other schiiols, are
doing a guod work, though they must have

and feeling, and teaching every \maginablo
combination of error with truth,
The multiplication of facilities for the cultivation of a literary

taste,

causes men

turn in disgust from whatever

fynores that j—hence

and manner that would

to

outrages or

defects of languaye
have

evoked. little

much

as then, he has
of

study,

and

but just begun his
the

demand

that he

shall study is still ten times as urgent as
then. Shall we not gladly help him till be
is through with his apprenticeship, and we

can welcome him into visible service in the Master's vineyard ?
”
(Concluded on fourth page.)

i
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@ omic ations.
Benefit

Association.

First of all, let me say that we do not
intendto oppose ‘‘Life Insurance,”{to ques:
ees

the propriety of the large expenses of

¢‘Life Insurance Companies,” nor to answer
embellishments

of

canvassers,

now

deed which would live

can read a neighbor's duty clearer than him-

and

is lo be paid

met

AL il
Ee

postage

He

would

doing

in

business

in

gladly

ence which

1869, the amount paid for expenses was

Fond
a
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aT
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Going out
a

from

young

poverty

meeting,

man,

I

struggling

‘in order

that he

Master’s
reward,

would

assist in building the

and

how

this should encourage us

out

reduces

the

cost

one-half,

wish

Bro.

L.

could

see

what

a

seen, with a noble generosity, are willing
to favor those who have been longer in the

glorious chance God has given him to do
this very work. = He has thouSands of
dollars in the bank, besides his large farm
and all the property you see around him.
Now why does n’t he give a few thousands
to one of our Colleges,or to the Theological

work,

school, ‘and

for it favo largely the older minOur younger ministers that I have

and

under

less

favorable’ ¢ircum-

as may be, to benefit the families of

not

be likelg#to cost the younger men

more than by Life Insurance Companies,
and the older men not as much. The officers
are only doing what they deem a privilege,
if it shall be so generally accepted as to
accomplish the good intended. But they

will not beg as paid canvassers do; they

cordially offer their services in forwarding
what they consider a good work.
INcoME. No company has -an income
for any person,only so far as money of his in
their hands shall earn it. No one can get

an income from what be does not own, any-

- where in this world, so faras I know.
If
any one desires our Association to have an
income for his benefit, he can deposit with
the Association a sum sufficient to earn
enough to pay his assessments, every dollar of which shall be paid to his family in
addition

to the

One

Thousand dollars, or

it may be withdrawn at any time when he
shall request it.
HEALTH REQUIRED.

each application,
liberal, they do
broken

down

The Board examines

and while they will be
not propose to dccept

and

worn out ministers, but

to accept those who are in fair health and
working condition.
WAITING TO BE OLD. We propose, after
giving an opportunity to our older ministers one year to secure the benefits of the
Association, not to receive after that time
any who are over forty years of age.

Security. We think that we can rely
upon the amount proposed being actually
paid to our families:
1st. Because we are an Association of
Christians, and brothers of one family, who
know and sympathize ‘with each other;
and it is hardly to be supposed that one
would

fail to pay the sum needed to go to

a deceased brother's family.

2d.

:

By neglecting to pay, one forfeits

all his interest in the Association; and
members will not be very likely to do
this.

8d.

The Association will hold the ad-

mission money of each member, and if one
fails to pay his assessment, it will be paid
from this money, and so it seems well secured.
ForrEITURes. It is possible that some
may, after paying awhile,stop and forfeit the
interest. But it does not seem probable

that any worthy minister will be unable to
meet

these

assessments.

Either by self-

denial, or by the assistance of his brethren,

or of the church of which he is a pastor or
member, the money can doubtless be obtained.
If sick or old, the. money can
easily be hired in anticipation of the amount

soon to be received.

Very

few will ever

be compelled to forfeit their membership.
Acruan Cost. We have refrained from
estimating the annual cost, not being willing to put it too low. The deaths of ministers in our denomination, as reported in
the Register, have averaged about 1 1-2
per cent. I shall be satisfied with two per
cent, ‘or twenty dollars a year.
I believe the Association is a good thing,

and ought to be sustained by having our
ministers

generally join it, and do and get

the good which

it offers by promptly and

cheerfully paying what it costs. Let each
one judge and act.
D. R. WHITTEMORE.

What

can I Do
—

for Jesus?

W—

A short time since, while attending a
prayer-meeting, I was forgibly impressed
by this uttered query. A man, whose head

threescore
ten years had whitened,
arose and asked,—“What can I do for
the cause of Christ? I have lived nearly

my allotted time.

I am #0 old
I can

for their acts.

And who

these things.

felt good when

The sins

I got out the sum—rare tri-

umph ! but ordinarily I went to him that
he mighf teach me. It was help that I

wear

the

aspect

Sufficiency of Jesus.

home,

their

with stars, in the day when God

would

gladly

leave

behind

in order

them

so

must

think

about

ourselves,

have
that

man should see his doctor. When he lies
fall of suffering, and is growing worse and
worse, is the time that he should”§end for

his doctor. A man should send for his

wants to be scoured, it is good.

a
the

Otherwise

it is not good.
He who seeks mere pain is
an idolator. While the strife and conflict
of sin is on you, then look at it and fight it;
but when

of a man’s morbid

economy

A journal

might

better

not be kept. You have enough to do with
that economy anyhow. It is sufficient

it is past,

then

thiow

it away,

and forget it. Never look long at yourself, or at the old burnt out craters in life.
Never linger long in the precincts where
you have suffered a great. deal. You are
children of light. Lookunto Jesus. Look
unto him, as he sitteth above,

in the

midst

of the myriads of those who have been just
like you
; of those who have wept over ten
thousand transgressions; of.those that overcame their sins at last, and are saved with
an everlasting salvation. . In their midst,
crowned with joy, floral as the summer,
Christ sits. And every sinner who mourns
over his sins,and would triumph over them,
is commanded to look to him. - Do not look

after I had worked out

my

But when

stuck—which

I

had

got

but

shall, one day; if we are faithful;
he will not be sé necessary to me

but ah!
when I

shall have passed through. death,

as he is

to-day, and to-morrow, and every day,

un-

tilIdie. Itis now thatI need him. My
times of need are in my conflicts here. It
tougher

than

my

sums

It isin the midst of my strifes and struggles that I need a Saviour. And itis in

your times of need
Christ;

untuned

and

discordant,

I

well-remembered tones of a voice long silent: Let not your heart be troubled. For
what is your life? Itis even as a vapor.
Then my troubled spirit becomes calm ; and

the little world, ‘that had grown so great
and 50 formidable, sinks

again.

into its true place

Iam peaceful, I am strong.

There is no need to take down the volume
from the shelf, or open it. A glance of the

eyeis sufficient.

Memory

and the law

of

association supply the rest. Yet there are
occasions when it is otherwise ; hours in

life when some deeper grief has troubled

the heart,

some darker,

over the spirit and

heavier cloud

is

over the dwelling, and

that you skould" go to

but not when you are conscious that

editions,

the

original

lan-

guages, the notes and commentaries, and
all the critical apparatus whica the scholar

gathers around him for the study of the
Scriptures, are laid aside; and the plain
old English Bible that was my mother’s is

ef,

pendent.

and "syecoring

friend,

and he

has

said, ¢ I will never leavethee nor forsake
thee.” And if theres any one who is conscious of being in moral degradation, the
command of him is, Look unto Jesus.
He
is the All-helpful, and he will succor you,
and will teach you how. to gain a victory.
;
We are not to grieve Christ by despondency and despair in over-measure, arising out
of our evil courses.
Many persons fall into

the notion that in some sense they make
atonement for sin, if afterwards they comel themselves to suffer for it. But we are
to tobe selfish.
e are to remember
that, being delivered from our transgressions, we are not our own, but

another’s—

that we belong to Christ. s
When Christ wagon

earth,

men

were

brought to him to be healed.
You will
observe how he healed them. He said to
them, ** Take up thy bed and walk !” Suppose a man had taken up his bed, and

also

bis crutches and gone hobbling off, what
would the multitude have thought?
And
if they had
stopped him, and questioned
him, and h¢

would the

had said that

he

was

healed,

not have said to him, *“ Why do
stand up straight, then?
Why do
Nobody will believe that you

taken

let on your shoulders and

walk

so

that

rybody will see that you are well.”
|

from the shelf. —Dr. Haven in Inde"

Selections.
Christ Rejected.
4

—

—

Rev. E. P. Smith, during

a

brief

visit"

to St. Louis, was invited by Miss McBeth
to see a Michigan soldier in Jefferson Barracks, in whose case she felt a peculiar
interest. He says:
.
I saw at a glance that he had not long
to live.. ‘In his pale, thin face,flushed with-

the last sign of flickering life, there was
a beseeching, a piteous longing, such as
in all my hospital experience I had rarely
seen. At first he gave me little heed, but as
I laid the back of my hand upon his burning cheek, and stroked the hair from his
forehead, he

turned his

eyes full upon me;

in a look that spoke things unutterable :
“How
are you to-day, my
soldier
friendP"
“Poorly, sir; very poorly; a few. days
more,—only a few.”
“You are all ready,

I trust ?”

“I'm going,—there is no help for it; if
-you call that * ready,’ I am ready.”
‘But I mean,

are you

prepared to die?

Is this.exchange of worlds going to be
pleasant to you?”
horrible
‘Pleasant!
It is awful, sir;
beyond all account! But I have got to
come to it!”
to’

“No, my brother, there is no such ¢ got
about it. You aré in this world yet,

and it is a world of mercy. This is the world
where Christ died. Letme tell you what he
says :‘Wnoso cometh

unto me, I will

in no

Vhen a man has been drinking forty wise cast out,”
“J know it, I know it all; I have heard
yeas, it is never necessary for him to say,
“1
hive been a drunkard.” Everybody | it a thousand times.”
“Well, isn’t it true ??
will know it; and there will bé enough to

throw it up,to him and keep him in memory of it.

You do not need ever to say,

‘I

have been a gambler,”—for I believe that
Christ is able. to save even a gambler.
You may have have been an impure
person; you may have
wallowed in wicked-"
ness; sd when you have risen out of your

degradation, there will be a strang temptation for you to run along on the ground
and make yourself humble by degrading

yourself.

But

remember

that

you

are

healed by the Lord Jesus Christ, and that
_you have a testimony to give to him, which
sll the world may see; viz.,

that,

whereas

“It may be,—but not for me, now.”
But he says,*If you will come to him ;"
he does not say, * If you had come,’ or, ¢ If

you

would

have

come'—‘whoso

come,’

but ‘if you

cometh’'—comes

‘ he will not cast out.*

It's a great

haven't come already, bnt—"

«Pity! It's my rpin, sir.

now,—I will

not.

will

to-day,—

pity you

I can not come

See there,

stranger,

do

you think-1 am geing to give that withered,
dried up hand to God, after I have given
all its strength to the devil?

Do you

think

I'm going to drink the devil's wine all my
life up to this last day in hospital, and
then offer the settlings to Jesus”
“It was wrong, it was mean for you to
refuse

the

best to your

God, but see

what

you are doing now, Jesus has followed
you were blind, now you see.. And it is you all through, and to-day asks for this
the healing that is to be uppermost in your remnant of your ‘life, ‘these settlings,’ as
testimony. It is the grace of God which you call it, He really desires your affechas restored you, that is to be on your tion and trust in him for the little while
on this bed.
lips. « J once was lost,but now am found,” | ¥ ou“Iswill itliehonorable
or decent to give it
is to be your declaration. Your song now?”
,
should be one of glory and joy, and not one
«Jf he can ask it, is it honorable or
you to refuse it now?
You
of remorse. Look forward. Do not be for- decent for
ever

turmoiling

your

peace

by

looking

backward. Bear a testimony that shall be
worthy of him who has loved you, and redeemed you, and is to make you a king and

priest unto God.

gq

My Mother’s Bible.
On one of the shelves in my library,

sur-

languages, stands an old book, in its plain
covering of brown paper, unprepossessing to
the eye, and apparently out of place among
the more pretentious volumes that stand by
its side. To the eye of a stranger it has certainly neither beauty nor comeliness.
Its
covers are worn ; its leaves marred by long
use; its pages, once white, have become
yellow with age; yet old and worn as it is,
to me it is the most beautiful and most valbook

on

my

shelves.

No

I
shall. You come a little too late! It’s
getting dark now.”
!
I prayed at his bed-side, but he was only
artially conscious.' As I sat watching
im, he said. in a whisper, scarcely audi-

NN

“If Icould get back again,—back again.

rounded by volumes of all kinds, in various

unable

have refused
everything; Jesus makes g
last request; will you refuse that?”
\
«J see it,—that’s so,—but;—I am afraid \

ble:

other

awakens such associations; or so appeals to
all that is best and noblest: within me. It
is, or rather it was, my mother’s Bible—
companion of her best and holiest hours,
gource to her of unspeakable joy and consolation, From it she derived the principles
of « truly Christian life and character. It
was
a light to her feet and the lamp to her

Supposing he was thinking of his friends,
I.asked about his home in Michigan ; rou s
.ing

slightly, and

with a shake of his head,

he said—
:
** No, no,—a boy again,—a boy again—"
Thinking that he might have fallen into
a sleep

from

exhaustion, I left him

for a

while. But it was the sleep of death. The
consistency of sin held him straight through
his course.

He

could

not

break

it.

e

must begin anew, if at all, he thought,
with the beginning of life; but, alas! for
the boyhood with its thousand invitings, it
came back no more!

To begin a Work

of Charity.

——

-

Think over your Plan
in your own mind.

well.

Mature

it

iscuss it with one

or

germ of true life it will vegetate,

it

two whose judgment is worth having.
Give it form and Shape before you,call in
others to your aid.
Then present it for general support, as it is. Don's begin with’
proclaiming your object, and calling a
meeting of all who are friendly to it.
Some will come who think they know all
path. It was constantly by her side; and, ‘about it as well as yourself.” They will
as her steps tottered in the advancing pil- talk wisely, as they think; make suggesmethods of progedure, withgrimage of life, and her eyes grew dim tions, propose
a clear idea of what you design, and
out
with age, more and more precious to her the meeting will adjourn upon the appointbecame these well-worn pages.
ment of # committee, which may never
One morning, just as the fae were fad- meet. No; begin in a quiet, natural way.
ing into the dawn of the confing Sabbath, Let the thiflg develop itself under the fos-It
of a congenial few.
the aged pilgrim passed on beyond the stars teringbe sympathies
small and weak for a while, but if
and beyond the morning,

and

entered into

the rest of the eternal Sabbath—to look upon the face of him of whom the law and
the prophets had spoken, and whom, not
having seen, ghe had loved. And now no
legacy 1s to me more precious than that old
Bible. Years have passed; but it stands
there on its shelf, eloquent as ever, witness
of a beautiful life that is finished, and a silent monitor to the living. In hours of
rial ‘and sorrow, it says: Be not cast

myself,

was

And then it was | down,my son; for thou shalt yet praise
!
~

time, the latest

you are getting better, but when yon know’
that you are getting no better, but .worse.
‘Jesus is oe
physician, and teach-

ninety-nine times in a bundred—I then
went to him, in order to have him show me

to work them out.
that you have experiences growing out of it how
”

have become

says strength, it is in the tempta®®hs that lurk when it is a comfort to take down that old
He declares that their sins shall about me on every side, that I need ‘help. ‘Bible and search its pages. Then, for the

be cast as into the depths of the sea. And
why should a-man trouble and vex himself
about his past sins? Db you suppose you
are any better for remembering that which
crushes you and fills you with pain? Pain
is like emery.
If it scours anything that

more we do it the better we are off. It is
wise that a man should know himself tobe

above of on the earth beneath,

well,

while he is sick; that he may. get well.
“We need to go to Jesus as victors, as we

of the bands which are

xen-

some influence which would never cease so sick as to need to see his physician; but
the physician says, ‘Think about your
to assist in the rearing of Christ’s kingdom.
And now, my brother, has not God given sickness as little as you can.” He draws
you the means of doing this work? Loeok him off from his symptoms as much as pos- to yourself, nor to your sins, but to
:
at it carefully. The fields are ‘‘while for sible. And when a man is roused to a Jesus.
Christ
is
to
be sougnt, nojafter~we have
the harvest,” and ‘‘the laborers are few.” sense of sin, and the consequent danger of
after we have
It is also just as true that many of the labor- sin, it is not wise for him to look at him- overcome our sins; ngY
r transgressions.
ers are suffering terribly for want of meang, self
too
much. It is not
wise for gained a victory over
with which to carry on their work. You! you to turn your eyes inward too much In the old lists, or in the Schutzen games
have often prayed for God to increase the upon
that
gulf of the heart, which of the knights, the queen was selzcted, and
laborers. Tears of honest sorrow have run ‘every
one
of you has in him. We she sat in the center on the upraised seat;
down your cheeks as you have seen the are not to swing round as in an eddy’ or and after the knights had made proof of
We are to look their skill and prowess, and their adversaripening harvests exposed to the pitiless whirlpool in a dark gorge.
Every man whose ries were cast down, then the one that had
storms of sin. You can not go and reap, unto Jesus, rather.
and you sit down in despair, forgetting that pride is wounded; every man whose vani- gome out conqueror, soiled and weary, and
God is testing your honesty, by giving you ty is wounded ; every man who has been "with his armor dashed and dented, came
the means to answer your OwWRm prayers. overthrown by lusts; every man whose forward, and was crowned by the queen.
Have you taken that money which God has appetites have carried him away captive; But he had to go through the conflict
lent you for the building up ofhis cause every man who has violated the law of the first.
land and overstepped the bounds of divine
and hid it away in some bank, unmindful
A great many think that Christ sits
of that voice” which comes ringing down law ; every man who has gone counter to with a coronet in his hand, to crown those
through the ages, sayipg,—*‘The silver and the dictatesof his own conscience, and dis- who are victorious, after they shalk have
obeyed the tribunal of his best thoughts; fought their own battles. And so he does,
the gold are mine?”
We, as a denomination, have but just every man who convicts himself of wicked- in one sense. We are to- be final victors,
awakened to the fact thateducation is one ness, is not to sit and read over and over | and then are to be finally erowned in heavof the strongest pillars in the structure of and over again the sentence of the con- en. But there is a sense in which this is
Christianity.
The denomination can not demnation that is pronounced against him. false.
That is to say, if you suppose that
advance faster than its educational interests God does not think thisneedful. His com- the conditi6n on which you are to look to
move.
There is not a school inthe whole mand is, “Look unto Jesus, the author and Jesus for succor is thaf you shall overcome
denomination which is not suffering for the ‘finisher of your faith.”
your pride ; if you say, “‘ I have fallen into
It is this very moral sensibility that he habits of self-indulgence, I want to be free,
want of money, and especially is this true
in-respect to the colleges and the Theolog- has begunj and out of this very moral and I would go to God and promise him
ical school. Is this God's fault? Does any sensibility he will work cure to the world. that I will reform, only I have been a thouone suppose that he has made the blunder And the first step for every wholesome na- sand times, and it has never availed, and
of creating a want, without also creating a ture,when conscious of having done wrong,
I shall fail again, and I dare not go any
supply? How long shall these things be? is certainly notto go back and chew the more until I have some evidence in myself
How. long shall a college, given us bya bitter cud of memory, ruminating on trans- that I shall be able to stand in my own
State and the munificence of our friends.run gression, but to look unto Jesus and be for- resolution” —then you take a wrong view
in debt two thousand dollars a year? How given; and then, ‘ for getting those things of this matter.
Peoplesay, “I would go
long shall the Theological School go with- which are behind, and reachiag forth unto to God if I felt that I could promise anyout needed professors because we have those things which are before, to press thing, and that I could keep my promise.” «
toward the work for the prize of the high
“hid our Lord’s money ?”
That is not it. You are a helpless capMay the Lord help us all to answer these calling of God.” That is the command. tive; you are under a tormenting master;
And, it is sensible. It addresses itself to and Jesus is your deliverer. And shall
questions.
A.T.
the moral consciousness of every man, and not the captive cry out to his deliverer
to every man’s’ sense of things fit and until he has broken his own chains? Are
right.
you not sinning every day? Is not sin
“Reform Needed”.
And yet, there are many persons who set your master?
And while you are sinning
their life up before them, and look it over, are you not an unfortunate soul, carried
The article headed thus, in the Star of and review it again and again. - Sometimes
away captive? And is it not declared that
Oct. 5, utters a very singular sentiment.
people keep journals; and when a man Jesus came to break shackles, to open
It appears like language used at the break- keeps a journal of his religious experience
prison doors, to give sight to the blind, and
ing of a certain alabaster box.
he never will lack a fool's looking-glass; to give hearing to the deaf? He comes to
Several questions force themselves upon and he will see himself in it every time, rescue men.
And the time when a man is
the reader in spite of himself. Have not too. If there is one place where the devil to look to Jesus most confidingly is when
men a right to act upon their own judg- is surer to get a man than anywhere else, he is in his sins, and when he knows that
ment in starting a church?—And have it is when he is writing his journal. And he will sin again.
they not a right to ask a well establishéd yet many think they grow in grace by an
Your cup betrayed you to-day, and your
church to help them?—And have they not a anatomical process of analyzing their mocup will betray you to-morrow.
You have
right to send their pastor or other agent to tives. They think about their motives, and fallen into self-indulgent pleasures to-day,
ask them to do so, without his being called they want to discriminate as to what they
and you know that you will fall into them
a beggar and ‘‘sent home to honest toil,” shall put down; and, generally speaking, to-morrow. You have tried for months,
unless he ‘‘have an endorsement from some ‘a man lies every time he dips his pen into
perhaps years, to get rid of your sins,
of our benevolent societies?” What more the ink. For although a journal has, in and
and you can not get rid of all of them.
benevolent society than the church?—And pompous letters, on the outside, ‘To be You can give up one thing and another
has the sentiment obtained a footing among read by no one but me, and in case of my
that is wrong, but you can not give up all
us of a centralized power P—By what prin- death, I enjoin my affectionate friends to
wrong things. You can not help longing
ciple are all required to go-to the ‘Home burn this manuscript,” he knows thatv these to be a better man, and you can not preMission Board,” or any other Board, to affectionate friends will read it, for the vent these evils which spring from the
seek permission to ask help in their hour of same reason that when you see on a door, flesh. You are‘waiting, and hoping that
need ? Paul did this kind of work. He ‘ No Admittance,” you are all the more the time will come when you can present
says: “I robbed other churches, taking anxious to go in, because you think" there yourself as a fit person to join the church,
wages of them to do you service.” = To what is something there worth seeing. And and when you can present yourself at the
Board did he go?
when a man.says, “ Ihave a journal that table of the Lord, saying, ‘I have conThe “legitimate” contributions are those has something in it which I do not want quered.” Oh! it will be a joyful d4y when
which the donors see fit to make, and the anybody in creation to read,”” everybody
you can say that; but you need
to go to
object for which they give is the ‘‘legitimate” in creation wants to read it, and all
him, to get pity; to get succor; to get inobject, are they not? Are the contribu- creation would not stop you from readspiration.
There is no time when Christ is
tions of money to run in particular and nev- ing it. And when it is read, it is exaggerso needed by a man’s soul as when that
er-varying channels, and be compelled to ated. It is filled with deeeptive statesoul is sinning from day to day. That is
go in those channels or not go at all? Are ments. A man does not choose to gibbet
the time, above all other times, when you
ministers and brethren so dishonest, or so himself on every page of his journal, and
need to go to him.
lacking in good judgment, that they must tell how wicked a man he is. A man may
I used to work out my sums wearily—
be under tutelage to a particular fountain of tell how wicked he is, but not how mean
when
I worked them out at all—af my seat,
the
is
wisdom ? Or are the churches so short- he is. And, after all, the meanness
sighted, that they launch out their money worst part of wickedness. But that is the on my slate; and when I had done them,
to my masterto show them to him
without due consideration, and upon un- thing which does not go down in a journal. I'went
with
pleasure;
but I did not need to show
Yet
there
are
persons
who
draw
out
the
worthy objects? Who are the ‘“responsible” men to whom the question, ‘Shall long black linesof record, as if it ‘were of them to him, so far as any benefit to me was
I didnot need to be helped,
we build, or shall we not build,”is to be re- any use to them, or to anything in heaven concerned.

not often get out to prayer-meetings. My ferred? Who, whether we shall organize
infloence is diminishing.
Soon,at the a church or not, but the council of minislongest,
I shall be called home. It is many ters chosen upon such occasions? And are
years since I sought and found the Saviour; they not the ultimate and ‘‘respomsible
‘but I have done little:
or nothing for the men ?” Have they not the vows of God

physician, not when he has got

you to do it.
“I will never make
tion again of your transgressions,” he

couragement with them :

must

When some-

thing. But'ah ! it is not then only that a seem to hear that book saying, as with the

is in this mortal thrall, it is in the breaking

We copy from ¢ Plymouth Pulpit” the
following extract from a recent sermon of
Mr. Beecher. Hs has a rare faculty in"setting forth the fullness of Christ and the
adaptation of his ministry of grace to the
necessities of the human soul. These
words ought to carry instruction -and en-

knowledgeof our own sinful condition, and

in

Be strong now, my son,

and quit yourself manfully.

are so hard and selfish, and a world that is
so_unfeeling—and the strings of the soul

tomen.

does not follow, because we

a -little

In moments of weakness

that ed bright. morning, by Balling upon him, ‘and
him of faving, siiyingigh* Behold & man risen from the
perhaps, murdered his royal master, and dead; Doctor "+ That is a very pleasant
sackcloth

might remind

es that he will do it; and he coms

of ex-

Since then I have thought of this subject
continually. I believe there are many such
brethren, who, departing to their heavenly

them

and fear, it says:

times, from the cares and conflicts of external life, I.come back to the study, weary of

scratching

remain to work for God aad truth.”

help

him who is the health of thy countenance,

and thy God.

phy-

used to wear

shall gather home his jewels; or he might
at least give enough to found a scholarship
in a college, and this, too, would forever

crown

all our ministers. But if we admit that the
younger men will have to pay double their
proportion, it will be seen that by saving
half the cost,they will give away only what
they save, and thus sustain a real and large
charity at littlesjf any actual cost; forit
will

you

of ‘an
great sins, and who are like the knightthat’ invalid, tq: surprise his physician some the world and tired of men—of men that

held re-

Men, in their life-struggles, are to look
to Christ rather than to turn their'eyes upon
themselves—which is the tendency of men.
We are apt to think very little of ourselves
until we begin:to attempt to break away
from bad habits and evi courses; but then
we shoot into the opposite morbid extreme,
and think of almost nothing else. - It is
very true that one must examine himself,
and know something of himself; but it

necessity? He might give enough to found
a professorship in the Theological school,
and thereby do a deed which ‘would fill his

stances. No one who refuses to let go of
a dollar until sure that he shall get-at least
an hundred cents back*for his own pocket,
can sympathize with the spirit and object
of this Association, which aims not only at
. the benefit of one’s self and one’s own, but
far

behind

who never wanted to forget that he was a
murderer.
But what is the use of remems
bering one’s crimes? Some set apart days
to remind them of the sins of the olden
time. They want to keep them in memoclose examination, and the writer did not ry. But what is the use of keeping one's
very carefully consider the scope of his lan- sins in-memory? You are not the children
guage, unless he entertains the opinion of night, that you should sét up a monuthat all our'movements should be under a ment of darkness of this. kind:'' It is not.
centralized power, amounting to Episcopa- worth a man’s while, after he has Yo
cy, not to say. popery.
W. F. E, -| escaped, to ponder the things of the olden
NoTE. The writer of the article above is allow- time.
Itis not in accordance “with New
ed liberty of speech, though he. has doubtless Testament truth, or God's truth, or Christ's
failed to apprehend very clearly the precise obForget, forget, forget! God rproyisject of the article which he criticises, and makes truth.

kingdom after he was gone to his

ed,—*I

expense,

to God

some of his own points
cess.
— Ed.

who are younger to press onward.
My
friend became silent. At lengthhe repli-

as

rte

ruin, with no one to

penses exceeding the losses by $1,385,434.
Our Association,by doing its business with-

olence,
isters.

9. co aT

to

The conversation turned to Brother L. and
his desire to leave behind him some influ-

New York, report that,

sponsible

and men are ever

make any

might fit himself for the Christian ministry.

which is a real saving for its members.
EquaLity. Ours is an equality of benev-

8

them,
a brother,

nobly. against

$17,615,575, while the amount paid for
losses by death was $16,130,141 ;— the ex-

|

drifting. down

warn

will go unbroken to the families of deceased
brothers.
Seventy-two Life Insurance Companies

a church,

selt? Some of the most flourishing churches
of to-day started -with few in numbers
sacrifice, and trust God for the reward.
io
What a pity, 1thought, that more of out and very weak, and have struggled up
young men are not imbued with this same through adverse circumstances, being comspirit; young men who are strong, and pelledto ask aid from others.
The article certainly will not bear a very
whom God is calling to enter the Christian

from the income of thé admission money,
so that every dollar paid by the members

and

Cast

organize a church, and recommend them to

1870.

r

they see best to from hour to hour:and from day to day.

feel that he meant just what he said. In
his inmost heatt he wished to do something

are

stationery

26,

;

Aud suppose

start

wihistry. | Here are the fields which have
certainly not to imitate them.
long
been‘‘white for the harvest ;”churches
Exrexses. The officers~and agent of
scatour Association do mot receive a cent for on every hand, where the flocks are
tered
for
want
of
a
shepherd;
Whose
souls
any of their services, and the cost of printing,

upon them?

if I could only say some

breastheaved with emotion. I could not but

i possible.

the simplest afd plainest manner.

the

OCTOBER

after I am gone and have an influence if” build, where it is absolutely certain they that you have committed are evil. Do not
Throw them into the draught. neededr
wr
building up Christ's kingdom, it would must have help, who has higher authority keep them.
Let them sink to the bottom of the sea.
to forbid ?
:
_ tis a good thing for a man whose
| give me unspeakable joy.”
It certainly takés more than one man to
t saw him with dll the airs
Great tears rolled down his cheeks: His
There are men- who have committed -sidia

It has been thought best for me to say
something about the objects and workings
of our Awol pion, which shall be done in

tion

and

word, or do some

A

Bn

Mutual

STAR:

So

may

it be a

will strike root and grow,

When it has

acquired a body of its own, then throw it
open to all who will, to supply the requisite

nutriment for its growth and expansion, but

notto trim and fashion it after notions of
you in the right
their own.. If they help
way; thank God and take courage. If not,
no matter,

It will flourish, that is, if it be

“g plant which our Heavenly

Father hath

not, they could not
eep it alive; and the sooner it wither

lanted.”

If it be

and dies the better.—W. 4. Muhlenberg, D.

|p
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i
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of the Lord.
—

~~

. MRS. WINSLOW’S

The yooky Foad, sil climbs the glowing steep
vet;
Though rains of two millenniums wear it deep,
Men tread it yet.
;

SOOTHING SYRUP,

Still to the gardens o’er the brook it leads,

Quiet and low ;
Before his sheep the shepherd on it treads,—
\
His voice they know. .

Agents! Read This!

The wild fig throws broad shadows oer it still,
8 once o'er Thee
Peasants ge home at evening up'the hill
;

The waves have washed fresh sands upon
re

the

Of Galilee ;
But chiseled in the hill-sides, evermore .
Thy paths we see.

Man iias not changed them in that s lumbering
an
:
' Nor time effaced ;
re
‘Where Thy feet trod to bless,we still may stand ;
All can be placed.
Yet weave traces of Thy footsteps far
;
Truer than these;
Where ‘er the poor, the tried, and suffering are;
Thy steps faith sees.
And now, wherever meets Thy lowliest band
In praise and prayer

There is Thy presence, there Thy Holy

Land,

Thou, thou, art, there.

.

:

=—Cong. & Rec.

Sociability in Church.
" My pretty cousin Amy Hanks called last
evening. I was deep in the mysteries of
the construction of a new black lace bonnet
for myself, and she offered her assistance.
“It will be a perfect love,” she exclaimed,

throwing the flowers and lace into,a pile in
her lap. “But
I must not forget my errand. I came over on purpose to ask you a
question. And the preface to it, like the
postscript to the old-fashioned love-letter,
18 longer than the question itself.”
I bade her go on, while I woundup my
wire skeleton with fancy cobwebs!
“You know how fascinated”Roy and I
both were with Rev. Dr. Earnest, so much
so that we joined his church witffin two

months after we moved

to the city.

We

rented half a pew of the sexton, and twice
every Subbath walked in and out of it in a
most proper and straightforward manner.
* Ayear and a half has rolled by, and notwithstanding our exemplary conduct and
good clothes—for I do not think we have
ever been a whit behind any of the congregation in this latter respect—nobody has taken any

notice

of us,

I have

spasms of annoyance
have

church;

friends

we

a

few

in reference to the

matter, but Roy always said,

we

had

#Never mind,

enough

can worship

outside

of the

God all the

same

whether we know our neighbors or not—"
‘Excuse me, but I thought Dr. Earnest
was one of Roy’s college friends?” I remarked, while inserting a pin through a
confusion of nothings.
“Oh, yes, and he has

called upon us two

or three times. On one occasion he urged
us to attend a church sociable. Idid not
like the idea, but Roy thought it was - best,
80 we went. Dr. Earnest was there, met
us as we entered the parlors, and very
courteously introduced us to the host and

hostess. After that, we passed on to the
other end of the room, and stood by and
entertained each other until half-past ten
o'clock.
It seemed almost incredinle,
it is none the less true, that we were

but
not

noticed, with only that first exception,
during the evening, and were not anxious
or willing to place ourselves

again in such

an awkward position.
«I do not feel disposed to cast one shade
ot

ashadow

of censure upon

Dr. Earnest.

He did all that he felt called upon to do un-

der the
bly not
else in
course
But the
Last

circumstances, and we were probain his mind afier that. As no one
the room knew who we. were, of
all were exonerated from blame.
facts remain unchanged.
week I read your article on, ‘Sociab-

ility.in the Churches,’ and was particularly
struck with that remark of “Mrs, Finley's,
how. ‘three ladies, occupying the same seat
went in

in the sanctuary,

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

GRAHAM, ~ PERRY

itsend.

one of the

only isolated

|

friend,

thou

art

that.” ~ “Yes, any boy ought to ‘know bet-

drifting?
Yes, one bearnig the precious
name of Jesus; and a sad, sad sight it is.
I remember just such a scene, and possibly

that boy had not been taught *‘better” before.
What was his home ? How was he

And do we not sometimes see a Christian

others may recall its counterpart.
We had
had pleasant meetings, and agoung man

of considerable ability professed convergion.
For awhile he kept his boat’s head

up

stream, and all went well.

Yea, more,

he plied the oar vigorously, and seemed

to

mike progress. Visiting the sick, assisting
the pastor, taking part in the social meet-

ings, he was instant.in season and out of
season, and we ail felt encouraged coucerning him. But as we looked, his boat slack-

trained there? Mr. Hawley knew all about
that when he spoke so tenderly-and in truth,
as he turned the topsy-turvy

his feet once more.

scholar

on to

His home was a den of

squalid poverty in a swarming tenementhouse, into which crept the most forlorn

children of crime and misfortune when nothing was left them

but to die,

of the low haunts of vice

and

no

was open

in all that besotted quarter.

Two

other

to them

or three

murders in that building were among that
boy's home lessons.
Blasphemy and every
foul utterance polluted the air of the ecrowd-

ened speed; then it was stationary.
By
and by it turned, and then began to drift. ed house by day and night. Crime of
Little by little this change was effected. many sorts was rife there. Is there any
wonder that the little fellow came wrong
The closet forsaken, his Bible neglected,
side up to the mission-school ?
the means of grace abandoned, his brethren
That boy-became a man, and was manly.
shunned, prayer restrained, Jesus dishonored,

for two

number,

@@ame impressed with a

vague sense of duty, I
resident, and under no
first calls! My ideas

poor

eternal ruin.

1 believe the fault was all in my own im“All at once I

my

only drifting—but drifting to thy

ter ;” and it was to teach boys to “know
better” that that school was started, But

until some mysterious accident revealed the
fact that all were alike strangers, not knowing another person in the church.’ It set
me thinking about the pale, elegant woman
who sits in the pew with us in Dr. Earnest’s
church, and who has twice found the place
in the hymn-book for me when I have been
late. I thought at the time that her manner was a little too patronizing. But now

agination.

Alas,

drifting,

each believing she herself,

years together,

was the

and out

who was not an old
obligation to make
in a chaotic
were
;

and

at

last the

sad

spectacle was

presented of a Christian. drifting.
Miss
was a Sunday school teacher.
She had an interesting class of young misses.

And now comes the news of his Christian
death, in: Providence, R. I. The record
stands that re was ‘‘a citizen of no mean

city; and one of the felow-citizens with
the saints, and of tlie household of faith.”
Her colleagues were earnest and anxious.
They met weekly to study the lesson for He died rejoicing in the love of Jesus,
the Sabbath succeeding.
They were un- whom he professed and trusted, He was
willing to meet their classes before they right side up at last. Father Hawley spoke
had thoroughly digested their lessons. Aud truly of him in that mission-school, so long
they committed their work unto God in ago, ‘All right my boy, only the other
prayer before they undertook it. But Miss side up !”
And that was a representative boy. A
—— was seldom there. hs did Bot see
the necessity of so much I
awd
as a host of scholars in our best conducted Sunconsequence, her class was not intérested, day schools are all right, only wrong side
became disorderly, and more than once the

superintendent
reprove them.
drifting!

has found it necessary to
A Sunday school teacher

Precious

time,

golden opportu-

nities, sacred responsibilities, and solemn
vows all neglected, whilei easily, leisurely,
;
and lazilyi the teacher drifts along, injuring

stale, bis auld 2h. restless, 40d || yu“HoweA manyhonkyof

:

his accustomed

place.

Strange,

steamboat landing, a face suddenly appear-

ed which baffled
recognition. Tones of
hearty greeting were powerless to recall
identity, and hurried

on

the

crowd, it

recalled

as one

daily fa-

a few

weeks

past,

was only in a quiet
that the face was

miliar, until within

>

myself, go]
alternative but to equip name
and ad- |
the
dress of the before-mentioned lady, and |

to the sexton and obtain

proceed with all due celerity to pay hera
visit.
“J was warmly received, and found her

most charming

She

bas

been in the church & little longer than myself,but had not made an acquaintance, was
even behind me in that respect, for she had
never spoken with her minister. ‘I was ill
" about a week ago,’ she remarked, ‘and told
my husband that if I should by any chance
be taken

away, I hoped he would call

old Brooklyn

pastor to ‘attend my

to spare Dv.

Earnest the

our

funeral,

embarrassment of

seeing me first in my coffin,’
I confessed to her as I have to you the
influences which had driven me into making the call, and while we laughed over it,

we resolved to put a pin in at that very

point, and tog: ther visit every new-comer
who should come into the church after us.
Now the question I want to ask you is this:
“Qught Christians, members of the same

church organization, to observe to the letter all the ceremonies of society in reference to first calls? May they not with
propriety make many exceptions, and by
80 dong increase their usefulness, and ren-

der themselves more acceptable to the great

their homes. A routine of duty marks their
lives and service. The hard shell of outward service is not broken, and the higher
and purer enjoyments of the spiritual life
are not'realized. .Love will draw the soul
nearer to Jesus against the tide of evil.
But these are not drawn, but drifting. Not
getting nearer to Jesus, their brethren,
du'y, enjoyment, and sinners, but drifting.
Brethren beloved, this ought not to be.
“Let us not sleep as do others.”
*‘The

by

moment

long

after;

in

far different scenes.
;
By a kindred law of association, is it not
incumblent upon the friends of the blessed
Lord, since they are to be living epistles,
known and read of all men, that they socially and spiritually be in their place, that
in the voluntary
companionship
avowedly frivolous, may cause a

embarrassment
identity.

One

the marvelous
who

has

as
who

regards
has

light

tasted

the

of

fain

God's love; one

hidden joy,

would,

to

may, by

recognize

him.

The laws of association are at variance
with his position. Let him return to hs
true and accustomed sphere, and he will be
recognized

be.

as it was

he

intended

city on the hill, that are

identified by the gaze.

should

candle-stick, the

Itis the light on the

to

attract and be

Spiritually,

the

Christian

bas

in the name of find that he has lost the privilege of « witOaly those who nessing,” has turned the scale of silent in+gtand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ fluence the wrong way, simply by not behath made them {ree,” are right side up, ing in his place.—Sunday school Times.
»
| even though they may ‘ ‘know better” than

Varietics.

J. i m———

gives

no

occasion

to its enemies to blaspheme, nor by his falls
and inconsistencies furnishes scandals to be

better, makes us worse.

to women,

IMPROVED.
The

it

The best phy-

fe

995

It is sola
120
eow49d

.

i
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bY all dealers in drugs and medicines.
RNER & CO., Proprietors,
Tremont Ssreet, Boston, Mass.

Best

Wringer

in

DOUBLE

the

Market.

PRESSURE.)

ily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will dis-

“The Bible in the Public Schools.”

connect and lose their power, as is the case with other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or both
sides of the shaft.
It also has the peculiar advantage of two pressure
screws, so arranged that each screw presses on both
ends of the rolls alike, the same as if it was in the
-center, while the two together give double the capacity for pressure.

Wanted, Book Agents.
FOR

The Open Bible,

The “Universal” has its iron parts either wrought

or malleable, and is built so strongly

and

REV. JOSEH BERG, ND. D.;AUTHOR OF THE JESUITS,
CHURCH AND STATE, &C., &C.,

ally that for years it cannot be broken
garments by the strongest person.

#9 Prospectus Books free to Working Agents.
Send for Circulars.
Addresss
TWIN CITY PUBLISHING COMPANY,

GEO. H. HOOD,

supstanti-

in wringing

Our readers may be quite sure they will find the
CONTAINS OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS.
“YIniversal” ringer a good and serviceable article.
A work of warning lessons from History on the | Xt is more
Durable, Wrings
Drier, and
great Bible question before the people.
Every friend |Works
Easier
than
anv
of the Free School System wants this great work.
other
Wringer
" Inexperienced Agents earning as high as $30 per
Sold by Dealers everywhere.
éay.
Wringers of all kinds repaired.

t38

Lock§Box

THE

ORIENTAL

Gen. Ag't.

97 Water

410, Pittsburg, Pa,

THE

St., Boston.

CELEBRATED

DOTY 'S

TEA CO,

CLOTHES

Are constantly Seveiviog oe Tete wy the latest
an, and
Coffee from
arrivals from China and
Arabia, Java, and Brazil and furnish them

WASHER.

Sold on the most liberal terms. Circulars
:
on application.

TO THE PEOPLE

GEO.
17

at wholesale prises, or aslow as the closest retail
buyers purchase by the ehest, and rupply

sent free

HL HOOD,
Gen,
97 Water St., Boston.

Ag’t.
teow

RAILWAY.

ERIE

RETAIL DEALERS

id
.
Tea deal
holesale
esale GGrocers or Teadealors purchase | nw BROAD GAUGE DOUBLE TRACK ROUTE
an whol

elow 1

tte

b

actual
strictly

cost of importation,
cash

system,

both

which a large capital
in

buying

and

a

selling,

and a constantly increasing busines enables us to do.
Every pound of coffee we se!l or ever sold is roast
ed by usin our own establishment by the most ap
proved machinery, which, being run constantly
every day, ensures the absolute freshness of all we
sell.
If you have had difficulty in getting good tea and
dcoffee, or have found the price unreasonable,and are
isposed to have the best in the market at a moder
te cost, call or send to us or any of our Agents, and
a package.
very pound of tea and coffee we sell is fully war.
ranted to be satisfactory in every respect, ard may
be returned at our SXjense if not found so, and the
money will be refunded.

SUNDAY

SCHOOL

CITIES

ATL ANTI C

bseat

now ‘low price wo “san G16 pour oF adlierated
F05 ut to seleet at al times only pure, strong
|
but,
gray heads,
s 1088) and full, well ripened
ana delicious.
| ragven
*

OR ENTAL TEA COMPANY.

[)

and

Which is the best Clothes Wringer ?
(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
© After careful examination, we recommend
the
“Universal” as the best and strongest machine.
It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double
gear,) with very long and strong alternating teeth,
which, together with the “patent stop” (which is on
no other wringer), allows thé rubber rollers to separate sufficiently to run through the largest article eas-
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_To feigna virtue is to have its opposite | ot Shout one-third the usual Sos

. We use our conscience chiefly to judge
it is” to have sway there.—Lra.
others’ actions by.
Virtue lives on” our income, but vice eats
The Living Epistle.
into the capital.
1t seems as if we kept part of that happiDr. Guthrie says, in the Sunday Magazine: ** He who so orders his life aad con- ness which we gave away.
That experience which does not make us
versation as to bring no dishonor or reproach on religion, who

drings prompt relief and certain cure.
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speaking.
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is now offered to thé general public with the convietion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
claimed for it, It produces little or no pain; leaves
the ergans free from irritation, and never
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ing injury to any 6fthem. The most complete success
has long attended its use in many localities; and it
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The pathways of Thy land are little changed
:
Since Thou wert there;
al
The busyworld through other ways has ranged,
And left these bare.
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THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM
NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 miles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER 385 miles,
AND IS
22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTE

V

Four Express TraINS daily leave New York from
Depot foot of: Chamber

Sw, at

8.00 and 10:00 A. M., 5.30 ‘and 7.00 P. M.
238d St., Depot at
7,45 and 9,45 A. ¥M., 5,15 and 6,45 PF, MN.’
running through WITHOUT CHANGE and connegting
with 411 WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES,
Trains leave Cincinnati
by Columbus, O.,

time, irom Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley
7,00 A. M. 1,15 and 9,45
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I", M.
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O., time from

Atlantic and Great Western Depot, at
7,25 A M., 3,35 ¥. MM. and 10,25

Dunkirk
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M.

*.

by New York time,from Union

Depot, at

13,0 I, M, and'9.50 ¥*, MM.
Leave Buffalo by New York time, from

corner Exehange

snd

Depot

Michigan Streets, at

7,00 A.M.,2,50 *.M.,6,25 ¥*. M.& 11,20 P.M:
Leave Rochester by New York time,from Genesee Valley Depot, at

2,05 A.M. and

4.00 ¥,M,
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”
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Rev. G. W. Bean, agent for Maine Cen“tral Institute, then presented the claims of

the command to preach the gospel to every
creature. ~The chief impulse to it springs

from loyalty to the Master, and

from love

that institution and solicited subscriptions
in its behalf. It seems that the institation
is
now burdened with a debt of more than

to those for whom he died and

for

$20,000,

authorized edition of the New Testament
has been found where the command has a
qualification excepting F. Baptists from the
service.
It may sometimes seem, asa
matter of human policy, that our particular work is less extensive than this; but

from

which it must have immedi:

ate relief. Several responded to the appeal
made, and several hundred dollars were
subscribed.
Some of the remarks made
indicated that the spirit of self-sacrifice is
still

prevalentin

the

denomination,

and

be bids us toil.

Itis to be

he includes us in the

whom

presumed

commission,

that

for

no

that hard work and heavy burdens can be faith in the Lord’s word is a surer depencheerfully accepted and carried forward dence for a Christian, than presumption

without complaint.
:
Atv the close of this effort the Society ad“journed.
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© The anniversary of the Foreign Mission
Society was held 4this evening, the exercises commencing at the usual hour. . The
President of the Society,Rev. E. Knowlton,

patap tg.

occupied the chair, and prayer was
by Rev. J. L. Sinclair.

The

Corresponding

Secretary,

offered

Rev.

C.

O. Libby,then made his annual report, con-

guidance of worldly

human-logic and the
expediency.

Christ's

way is always the right way, even when
it ‘crosses the path of our mortal theories’
and selfish plans. They who take care
only to heed the Lord’s voice; go to safety
and trininph, even when pressing into the
sea and striking for the desert;

while

they

who tuke counsel of mere worldly prudence, find that promises cheat them and
disaster waits upon the assurance of success.

We

can

afford

risks

with

God;

fining himself to a general statement in re- without him the surest plans forever misgard to the Mission and its progress, asno carry.
We need this view of the foreign mission
regular report had been received from
work, so that our interest in'it may be a
India.
thing of conviction rather than of impulse,
The missionaries are the same as last
—a steady and practical outflow rather
year, with the exception that Rev. O. R.
than an occasional gush of sympathy or a
Bacheler and wife were, in consequence
toss of money, induced by the worn face of
of failing health, on their way home.
It
some stricken missionary who has just
is hoped that a residence in this country
staggered home to die, or by the magnetwill soon restore their health, so that they
ic speech of some anniversary orator who’
' may resume their labors at some future
extorts a donation but Jeaves no abiding
day.. The report also made mention of
interest and no working purpose. The
the sickness of Miss Crawford, who, through
great cause is not to be carried forward by
the instrumentality of our physicians at
spasms of sympathy, but. by the steady
Midnapore, is now able to perform the duwork of Christian principle and the effec_ ties assigned her.
During the year there has been some tual prayer of a vital faith. A mere sur-

slight change in the location of the missionaries,—Rev.

E.

C.

B.

Hallam

and

wife

having removed to Midnapore, where they
are now stationed with Rev. J. L. Phillips
and wife, and Miss Julia E. Phillips. Rev.
B. B. Smith and wife are at Balasore, where

general prosperity attends all departments
of the work. The Christian village of Metrapore, at one time supposed to be lost,
has been partially recovered. Miss Crawford is doing her usual: work at Jellasore.
The Girls’ Boarding school numbers about

g

upon the authority of

face enthusiasm is pot worth seeking for;
a settled, serious, fruit-bearing conviction,

carried away from this meeting, would
warrant and reward any amount of effort.
It we can learn to heed Christ's command
and believe his promise, there will be
lack of laborers, or funds, or success.

no

But it is not hard to find obvious reasons
for service in this field. There are grounds
for this work such as all of us may see.
The benefits of this sort of

labor

may

be

easily discerned. And it may be well to
look at these for a few moments.
one hundred and forty pupils.
A steady
The speaker then went on to say that
and continuous work of grace has been these encouragements to foreign mission
enjoyed in the School. At present more
work appeared in several facts.
than half of the scholars are professing
1. The number of apparently genuine
Christians. Rev. J. Phillips and wife are
conversions
which have taken place in con-.
still at Santipore, and are doing a large
nection
with
the labors of our foreign misgeneral work. Buildings have been erected, schools supported, and a system of suc- sionaries, appears to be quite as large, in
cessful village farming has been carried on, proportion to the number of laborers emand the spiritual interests of the people ployed and the time spent, asin the fields
of labor at home.
promoted.
2. A conversion from- heathenism to
Bazar preaching is kept up at MidnaChristianity
signifies much.
It proves the
pore, and a Bible class sustained for the
power
of
the
gospel.
It
arrests
the attenbenefit of the natives. The press at this
place has also been doing something the tion of many eager and intense observers.
past year. Larger contributions are solicit- It is an open, striking, radical, suggestive,
ed forits support. Zenana work contin- prophetic fact, which is sure of study, and
ues interesting, and is becoming more which operates like leaven in the surroundIt involves a radical
extensive. Santal schools are still pre- ing community.
change
in
the
social
life of the convert, and
gressing and inspire hope for the future,
while the work among the Santals is hold- so makes itself heard and felt. And so it
ing on its way. In fact, every department is a living seed, dropped into the soil of an
awakened and stirred neighborhood.
In
of the
work
seems to be prospering.
Since the last report, .thirty-six have been this respect it is lifted into an importance
added to the several churchesby bap- that seldom attaches to a conversion at
home.
tism.
.
3. This foreign mission work reacts upThe Mission Society in New Brunswick,

;

:

:

which has assumed the payment of the
salary of Rev. J. L. Phillips, is still carry-

ing on its operations.

The receipts of the elevate their ideal, consecrate their service,

parent society, during

the

covered by the

report

eleven

of

the

months

Treasurer,

amount to $10,487,68, while its disburse- |
ments are nearly as large.

Re

on the churches at home, and so tends to
broaden their plans, vitalize their faith,

The meeting was
G. T. Day.
4
He

¢hen addressed by Rev.

began by referring to the remark

ot

and so add

to

their

their home successes.

spiritual

A great

power

and

cause

like

this enlarges the hearts that cherish it.
‘The greatness of the work deepens the
sense of dependence, gives fervor to prayer,
and stimulates true enterprise.
The cheerful sacrifices of missionaries, and the rare

joy which springs from them, interpret and
put emphasis upon the requirement to leave

STAR:

reading, and find a task awaiting us. such
as God puts as a special privilege only into
the hands of a people whom he would honor in the sight of the world.
Rev.C. 0. Libby, the second of the

speakers announced, said that, twenty-eight

years ago, when he first went out to try to
preach the gospel, he did so simply for one
Sabbath; but when the next Sabbath came
round, he found himself under the necessity of going again. Such was the case
the next Sabbath, and so on to the

time.
mission

Very much like this is our
work.

‘We

have

present
it,

9

4

TC
@®

is calculated at once to instruct,reprove,en-

Yet the eyes are not unfrequently

open-

ed, and then we see him at our side.

How

experience.

Jesus

had

been

them. That was a joyful surprise
John’s eyes were opened to discern

this has

been one motive which has impelled us on-

ward in times of discouragement.

but we do not discern that it is the Lord.

happy

and we must carry it forward. Itis even
more expensive for us to relinquish the
work than to carry it forward, and

than exaggeration to make
a show,
though the exact truth would be best of
all.

on the shore of the sea.

¢‘Itis

.

But, asit is, the Register is something

for all F. Baptiststo possess and study.

of bread!” The mystery of their peculiar
interest, hope and comfort, while they
walked and communed, was then explained. There were good reasons for their

Foreign

commenced

ties; he enters the circles of sorrow and
brings a strange consolation to bereaved
hearts; he quickens the thoughts, ‘arouses
the feelings, sharpens conscience, revives
hope, strengthens faith by his presence,

precious was that revelation when
* he
was made known to them in the breaking

It

courage and stimulate all, who inspect it
with care and heed its lessons. Send for it
at this office.
:

with

when
Jesus

the Lord,”

Ge Horning Star.

burdens,
the sorest trials,

mat-

We are also obliged to omit a prepared
report of the meeting of the N. H. Baptist
State Convention, and of the Baptist Ministers’ Institute, holden during the past week

v

the noblest

tri-

umphs, the most pathetic and hallowed experiences which our churches know. They
will recall revivals that filled sanctuaries
and homes with praise; baptisms, that
seemed to reproduce the glory of the scene
at Jordan when Christ fulfilled all righteousness,and the people saw the dove and
caught the benediction
cending from
heaven ; feasts at

the

Lo¥d's

table,

when

the circle grew larger and gladder in the
coming of new members to the sacred
board ; dismissions to other church homes
and to heaven, when the pain of separation
was soothed and sanctified by the hope of
an gternal reunion ; exclusions,
that grieved
worse than death would have done, and

made the very heart of

the church ache

last week, where two thousand

lives

were

destroyed by its fary, mor was the rain as.

gains,

however,

here would indicate.

The Ohio Association,

which last year reported a membership of
646, does not appear in this year’s table,
For some reason, five churches in the R.

I.

Association, which last year reported an
aggregate of nearly 500 members, are not
at all credited this year. It may be a spe-

cies of deserved discipline meted out to
those churches

for

neglecting

to report

In addition to the hurricane we have also
had an earthquake.
It occurred on Thursday,

at

half

pgst

eleven,

A.

M.

It was

felt in the greater part of New England,
and in many places the vibrations weve
quite marked. It seems to have been in
the track of a wave which swept from the
shores of the (4alf of St. Lawrence across
the New Dominion, the New England
States, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio»
in a line from northeast to southwest, and

a true minister of Christ is set and anxious
to do. Faithful and wise laborers are need-

ed here, and they may be sure of a welcome. The few churches of our denomination already planted there, may be made

important centers.

We have a few min-

isters in this field who are working nobly
under disadvantages, winning esteem, doing

good,

and

They

are but a handful where

awakening

a desire for more.

a large

company is needed. Their fields are too
large to be properly cultivated. They are
burdeseds with cares, sometimes oppressed
with a sense of weakness,#and they long
for the fellowship and strength which would
spring from the presence and sympathy
of earnest co-laborers.
Houlton is reported as a village abounding in thrift and throbbing with enterprise. We have a neat house of worship
there, and a good,vigorous,resolute church.
A faithful and earnest pastQr is needed at
once,to direct the energies
which that young
household

of faith holds rdady for service.

And there are other points,nta few,where,
as we are assured, faithful efforsand a limited

amount of Home Mission aid would doubtless, in a shott time, result inthe planting
of churches equally vigorous, capable of
radiating light over a large and promising
territory, and issue in most grateful and
substantial results.
There are few better openings for missioniry work to be found by us anywhere.
So we are assured by those who ought to
know, and the statement accords perfectly
with what we have often been told, and
with our own settled convictions.
Let
old Aroostook not be forgotten in selecting
fields for seed sowing.
D.
Boston

Q. M.

By some. inadvertence arising from a
change of clerks,the statistics of the Boston
Q. M. appear in the Register just issued

under the head of “No Returns.”
The statistics of this body in the Register
of 1870 were also imperfect, so.that, since
any full returns were made, several important changes have occurred within its
limits. A year and a half ago a church
was organized in the beautiful town of
Winthrop, Mass., five miles east of the
State House in Boston. Bounded on the
west by the city limits, and about
to be
connected with the city by horse rail-road,

its annexation to the‘‘Hub of the Universe"
is only a question of time. A more delight- *
ful spot for a home can not be found in New
England.
It was my privilege to supply
the church from its organization till quite
recently. It has been thoroughly united
from the first, although originally composed
tions: Its prayer-meetings have been well
sustained and unusually interesting.
It
has! received

Another

two additions by baptism the

important

interest

has

also

sprung up in South Boston, chiefly through
the agency of a few brethren from the Boston church. It secured a church organi-

zation a year and a half since, and exhibits
a epirit of genuine enterprise. Rev. T. D.
Clements has been from the first, and still
is, its pastor. ~ His labors, seconded by the
church, have been signally blessed.

About

fifty have been added to the church by
baptism the past year, so that at present it
numbers nearly a hundred members...
The
Society has recently purchased a commodious house of worship in a good locality,
which they are struggling hard to pay for.

It is to be hoped that their calls for aid in
the good
response,

work

will

meet

with

a liberal

The churches in Amesbury, Mass., and
Pelham, N. H., are now without pastors.

‘The remainder of the churches are supplied
with pastors

as follows: —Boston, Rev.

A.

P.Tracy ; Charlestown,Rev. O.T. Moulton ;
Natick, Rev. S.E. Root ; Haverhill, Rev.E.A.

Stockman ; Lowell, Rev. J. E. Dame; Lawrence, Rev. J. A. Lowell. The growth of
this Q. M. for a few years has been rapid
but healthy, and it is now a vigorous and

efficient body.

E. N. FEKNALD,

Oct. 17.

WAR.

The week has been marked

by

the

ex-

Nebraska

Frontier,

SRR

pression of an increasing desire for peace,
but no definite steps are yet taken towards
securing it. The reports of intervention

I write from Dryden P. O., J efferson Co.
The P. O. is kept by one of our ministers,

they have proved false so often before that
they receive hardly any credit now. Bismarck is reporf to have offered more favorable terms to France than ever before, but

from the Kansas line, on the northern hank
of Rose Creek, looking}into said state, and
having in view about a dozen of her cabins
erected this season. This is the lastP. O.

by Etgland, Russia, &c., are repeated, but4 Rev. R. D. Preston, and is about one mile

itis a French report, and is doubtless employed to impress the outside

a sense of the Frenchmen’s

world
- with

increasing val-

their statistics, butit leaves a false impres-

or.

sion. Other cases, Jike that stated by the clerk
of the Boston Q. M., seem to exist, which
make our reported membership stand on'a

reported for the French

materially change the figures to our apparent disadvantage?!)
But this may be better

‘Sanday, the 16th, There werd 4,000jprison-

basis différent from that of last year, and

gospel, and they appreciate the work which

past year, making its present number
twenty-five. Rev. D. M. Graham, D. D.,
is now supplying the pulpit.

been

considerably greater, in our various Yearly
Meetings, than the aggregate statement

lation is steadily gathering and settling
into permanent forms. They need the

AN EARTHQUAKE,

THE

have

Me,

of members from tliree different denomina-

to 100,000 a Jout hence.
actual

Aroostook Co.

copious as'that which produced the recent
flood in Virginia, but no one in New England therefore envies those other places.

with
a sense of loss and mourn over the about parallel with the St. Lawrence river
dishonor cast upon the Master and his and Lakes Erie and Ontario. In Vermont
cause. All these things will be suggested ‘and Maine bricks were toppled off the chimand recalled as these silent columns of fig- neys, and in New Hampshire some glass
ures are inspected, making the Register was broker, besides other slight damage
both a reminder and a sermon.
done. In Boston the large buildings were
The reported gains for the year in our generally swayed, and bricks and mortar
membership are’ small,—11 churches, 35 were loosened ip many places. The Jourministers, 218 members.
The gains in the nal states that many of the girls ran out
ministry are cheering, supposing that they doors, and were pale, and refused for a
represent increased working forces; and if time to return to their work. -Also the winthe added churches are vital bodies of dis- dow weights rattled against their ‘casings,
ciples, comprehending and accepting their furniture was disturbed; panes of glass
true work, they will bring in harvests in were cracked, and an old Californian said it
the future.
The 66,909 members
ought was a genuine San Francisco shock. It will
to make an impression upon the country be remembered that we experienced a simand the world; and with the fifteen or ilar disturbance about a year ago, but this
twenty thousand other members belonging last one seems to bave been less severe
to bodies that are only a step removed from than that. We shall now probably have
our family fellowship, and that seem about several columns of prophecies concerning
ready to take that step, we ought to go up the fate in store for us.
The

Denominational News and Notes.

field for Home Mission effort. It is of great
importance that the preaching of thesgospel
lar instititions of religion
Great responsibilities rest upon a pastor. and the
If he has not the right spirit, and is not should keep pace with the foremost wave of
thoroughly versed in the Scriptures, and emigration that sweeps toward the Pacific.
skillful in expounding them, he may preach ‘But it is well to remember the claims of
to empty seats. But after he has done all the East. ‘Aroostook Co., Me., is a field of
that he can, and done it well, he will fail rare promise for F. Baptists to occupy.
unless the church cooperates. The follow- Iv is a most fruitful land, whose undeveling from Spurgeon is suggestive, and may oped resources are large, and where an
intelligent, hardy und enterprising popudo some brethren good :

said he; and all on shipboard were thrilled
even more to pay the expenses of a mis- with delight. Peter plunged into the sea
sionary
home than to sustain him a year in and swam to the shore in his gladness.
the field: It should not be forgotten; how- Suddenly the night of sorrow and discourwhich enveloped them broke "Quite enough for a Pastor to fill the pulever, that regular remittances have to be agement
made to our missionaries
every three away, the very center of their lives was in ‘pit well, and that the filling of the pews
depended upon the zeal, the earnestness,
months; snd the treasury must be sup- an instant set aglow with ‘divine light.. and the diligence of those with whom he
plied with funds with which to do it. It is This has been the experience of the saints commenced his ministry ; if they would supa great advantage to our causein India to in all ages. From the depths of sorrow port him by their earnest co-operation, the
have our missionaries paid promptly. It and gloom they suddenly spring to un- meeting-house would soon be full. I remember, when I first came
to London,
causes a loss of respect and influence for speakable joy. Their eyes are opened,
preaching to eighty or ninety in a large
they
see
the
Lord
and
find
a
Friend
and
them to have to borrows of the natives or of
chapel, but my little congregation thought
the resident Europeans. Just now two of Redeemer near when they imagined them- well of me, and induced others to come and
fill the place. I always impute my early
our missionaries, Bro. and Sister Bacheler, selves dlone and forsaken.
“Jesus is always near, but many things success to my warm-hearted people, for
are on their way home. The consequent
they were so earnest and enthusiastic in
loss to the mission is great. Speaking of hold our eyes and we fail to see him. their loving appreciation of ‘‘ the young
their departure, one of the missionaries re- Worldly dust gets into them, or we look in man from the country,” that they were
a wrong direction,—look after other obcently said in a letter,—‘‘ It is not every
never tired of sounding his praises. Ifyou,
jects,
and set our hearts upon them. -If any of you, are mourning over empty pews
missior which has a Dr. Bacheler to lose;”
and soit is. His return will cause addi- we looked for Jesus in all the paths of life, in your place of worship, I would advise
tional expense to the mission during the if we desired and expected to see him, he you to praise up your minister.
year to come, and we shall be unjust to would meet us often, yes, he would be alhim in his poor state of health, unless we ways with us. . He would be seen in our
Events of the Week.
make some provision for his support for a joys and sorrows, in our cares and duties,
in ‘our homes and places of business, in
few months after his arrival in this country.
PRISON REFORM CONGRESS,
The churches will bear this in mind and act our temptations and triumphs. We look
An article in the Star of Oct. 5, calls atso much upon the material, the things
accordingly.
tention to this Congress and gives a generThe speaker closed with an earnest ap- which are seen with the carnal eye, that
al idea of the business to be transacted. It
peal for contributions. After taking a col- our spiritual vision is dull, and if we see at
all, our Saviour toe often seems afar off, was held in Cincinnati from the 11th to the
lection for the object, the Society ador like a shadow, an impalpable, unsub- 20th of the present month, and was well
journed.
:
stantial personality. We need a large attended. It drewtogether a large number
measure of the Spirit to keep our vision of those interested in the physical and morThe President of the Anniversary onal welfare of criminals, and was more succlear, and enable us to discern that our
vention at once called that body to order,
Lord is the most real, substantial and per- cessful than any other meeting of its class.
when votes were passed most enthusiasticalPapers were read by eminent philanthrosonal of all beings, and most to be honorly, expressing gratitude to the. various railpists,
both American and English, and
ed, loved, trusted and enjoyed.
Whenever
road companies that had furnished tickets
there was a free discussion of the most salwe perceive the real truth, the facts with
at half fare, to the church and people of
which we are in constant contact and utary methods of dealing with the vicious
Augusta for their large and generous hos-+
and criminal.
Superintendents of prisons
which largely enter into our soul life, we
pitality, and tothe Com. who had had the
shall feel the wealth and significance of the and of Biate ghaniios took an active part in
arrangementsin charge, for their timely
Saviour's words,—*‘‘
Lo Iam with you al- the Congress, and thus largely increased
and efficient service in providing for the
ways tothe end of the. world,”—to a de- its'interest. One of the conclusions reached
success of the Anniversaries.
Prayer was
gree which will bring exceeding strength was, that prisoners would be generally
then offered by Rev. G. T. Day, the Conbenefited by more humniane treatment, and
and comfort to our souls.
vention adjourned sine
die,
and
the
that the effort should be to lift them to a
Anniversaries were over.
higher plane of life, instead of, by cruelty
Freewill Baptist Register,
and severe discipline, arousing their hate
and making them still more revengeful and
The Register comes out promptly, and in criminal.
Next year there is to be an interappearance corresponds to the enlarged and
national congress of those interested in
improved issue of last year.
In typograprison reform, and the result can not but
OCTOBER 26, 1870.
WEDNESDAY,
phy and general make-up it would be a add very much to the benefits of those
credit to any press; and in respect to price,
already attempted.
GEORGE T. DAY,
it
may
be
questioned
whether
it
is
not
sold
.
EDITORS
¢
A SEVERE STORM.
GEORGE H. BALL,
so cheaply as to raise a question over its
Since the fall rains commenced, we can
real worth. Ten cents per single copy for a
Aa All communications designed for publication
not complain but they have been frequent
closely printed and neatly bound 12 mo.pamshould be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
and copious enough. They have amounted
phlet of nearly a hundred pages,is a marked
»n business, remittances of money, &c., should be
in most cases to continued showers, and
example of economy to the purchaser. The
addressed to the Publisher.
:
that with the accompanying high winds
edition ought to go off at a jump, and evhas made them somewhat destructive. The
ery Freewill Baptist family should blush at
Our ‘Crowded Columns.
storm of last Tuesday was especially so. It
the coniession of having no Register for
ty
ty
amounted to & hurricane along the great
1871, should Thanksgiving day find the
We have preferred to complete the report
lakes, and was quite severe in many parts
destitute.
:
of the Anniversary Meetings in the present
of
New England.
In this State and in
The figures in this little book are always
issue of the Star, rather than continue them
instructive, generally significant, somie- Maine several buildings were demolished,
to another week.
Our readers will, we are
and on lake Erie there were destruction to
times truly eloquent. They stand for some
shipping and considerable loss oflife. The
sure,be interested in examining them careof the most heroic struggles, the heaviest
wind was by no means as high as in Cuba
fully, and will excuse the absence of the
usual amount and variety of editorial
ter occasioned by their insertion.

the second fine of railroad to Paris, and
gives the Prussians that much additional
advantage.
:
.

Much is properly said .of the West as a

Help the Pastors.

It costs

a distinguished pervert to Romanism, that
in Dover, and must put it over till the next
the history of Protestant missions was a all and follow Christ, and upon the promise issue. For the same reason, we lack space
farce and a scandal ; and said that the man that a hundred fold of blessing shall suc- to deal with topics of public'interest which
was to be pitied for the puejadioe which ceed. That magnificent gallery of portraits, would otherwise cldim attention,—such as
blinded him to the glory of one of the most where the transfigured faces of heroic men
the magnificent but satirical speech of Mr.
striking chapters of modern history, or for and saintly women look down from the ‘Wendell Philips in Boston, in opening the
the malignity which made him such a reck- walls,—faces that have gained their luster | campaign as the candidate of the Temperless accuser of his former brethren. A in the fields of missionary effort,—rebuke ance and Labor Reform parties in MassaChristian who was not thrilled by the mischusetts,—the meeting of the Unitarian
all our low aims and half-hearted service,
sionary record of the last fifty years, begin- stir our shame, kindle a worthier ambition,
National Conference in New York and the
ning with the departure of Judson for Bur- beckon our aspiration, animate our faith, struggle over the question of a creed for that
body,—the new phases of the contest bemah, must either be a stupid reader or and tell us that the true soldier in this warlack moral nerves. This foreign mission fare goes to certain triumph, and that no tween Prussia and France, &c. But all
work grew as it was inspected, and stirred victor misses a coronation.
That sacred these matters can wait, and we are glad to
men in proportion as they came into close stimulus, in the form of reaction from our give our readers an opportunity to receive
contact with it and made it a study. And effort, is one of our choicest possessions ;— and enjoy, in some measure, the facts,
yet, in loving and pleading for this cause, that gallery of portraits is a spiritual treas- thoughts and influences which made the
one need not lose his interest in others, or ure, which, though seeming to cost us meetings at Augusta a real privilege to the
goodly company of brethren and sisters who
press them into subordinate places. All much, has been bought at a paltry price.
these interests that have been urged on| 4. But the chief work being done in the for- sat down together there in conference and
our attention belong to a common family eign field is one of steady undermining. Ev- fellowship.
and are mutual friends. We abuse them ery error exploded by our nmisgionarios,evand stultify ourselves when we set them ery great truth taught, every conversion atIt is the Lord.
up as antagonists. Out from the necessi- tained, every zenana that is entered with
ties of this very foreign mission work Christ's message, every Christian family
The Lord is often near us and we know
comes a most urgent plea in behalf of every planted, every true prayer breathed into it not. When the disciples went to Emother interest that has here asked attention the ear of God, is, slowly it may seem, but maus, the Saviour walked and conversed
and aid. It pleads foPtrae Sabbath school steadily and surely removing the founda- with them, but they did not know him.
work, that the young may be early conse- tions of that great system of false religion
When he spoke to them from the shore of
cratedto the only true life,—that which that hides the redeeming light af the gosthe sea of Galilee, after his resurection,they
aims, in its large and unselfish gener- pel and holds the millions in ‘moral capiivi- knew him not. His voice was strange to
osity, to profit men and lift the world near- ty. That system may
seem huge and them, when he asked,—*‘ Children, have
er to God. It pleads for Home Missions, strong to-day, but the time hast
hen it you any meat?” Mary even did not know
as necessary to supply the resources on shall topple and fall with a crash that start- him when she stood weeping at the sepulwhich we are forced to draw. It pleads for les the world and heralds the great triumph cher, but supposed him to be the gardener.
¢¢ Their eyes were holden.” They could
Temperance, that it may save capital from of the Messiah.
Napoleonism seemed
waste and get pure men for a redeeming strong three months since; but in its sud- not see what was directly before their eyes,
It pleads for Education, because it den overthrow at Sedan, and in the birth of because they were not spiritually discernwork.
must have the well-trained minds that are the Republic after one slight throe at Paris, ing. It is likely thatthe Saviour wore a visalone capable of grappling with the diffi- we may see an illustration of that great age more divine and spiritual after his resculties that beset the missionary who would spiritual process by which, as the prophet urrection than before. He was the same
turn the heathen masses from their sense- tells us, a nation shall be born in a day. person, had the same face and expression,
less idols and the heathen scholars from And as none of us would consent to sell the but a higher glory was visible, which the
their bewildering philosophy. And so it satisfaction, at any price, with which we disciples did not at first} recognize. So he
is fitting
that this anniversary should end recalled our work for freedom when the was often present and they knewit not.
Thus he is with his saints to-day in varithe series by embracing and harmonizing bastile of slavery fell and the bondman
all that have gone before it, and expand- leaped into citizenship, nor consent to ous guises. He often walks and talks with
ing our heartsby the breadth of its plans sell the opportunity granted us to assist in them, and they suppose some other one is
till they have room enough for all these the succeeding work of reconstruction; so near them. Their hearts burn within them,
good causes to nestle within them in lov- when Hinduism tumbles into ruin, and its and they credit the inspiration to the brethdevotees stand aghast before their dumb and, ren, when it is Christ who speaks. He is
ing fellowship.
is
broken idols, waiting for the living God in the precious prayer room; he walks
work
mission
‘The basis of theforeign
very simple and obvious, It is found in may we have a record worthy of a with those who converse upon’ divine -realigk

OCTOBER 26, 1870.

j

Great

and frequent victories ure
in Paris,

also

but it is

impossibleto discover who the conquered
enemy is,—certainly it is not the Prussians.
—Soisson capitulated to the Prussians on

ers and

132

guns

captured.

This

opens

west,

and

is in the last organized county ;

yet the very rapid settlements will soon call
for other Post Offices and counties. This
valley,

about

a

mile wide,

is very rich in

soil, timber and bluffs, the latter lined with
oyster beds, petrified in limestone. This
very fine Tocation of Brother Preston on

a great traveled road, was thought to be so
far in the frontiers that two years ago he
would not touch it. Rail-roads are being

wo

(5

.
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Voted, That this conference regardsit a suf

ficient cause of grief and church labor, for a
member to pledge any sum for the support of
preaching and not ny it. Next session with
the church at No.
hitefield and Jefferson,

Revivals, &c, 2.
inst.

place is on the Cedar Valley and

This

Minneso-

, ta R. R., and within the limits of the

Valley Q. M.
tists have

Cedar

A number of Freewill

settled in this

vicinity,

Bap-

and

of Rev. R. Hayden, G. J. Cummings and
R. D. Frost.
The council was opened with prayer by
R. D. Frost. Rev..R. Hayden conducted
the examination and completed the organization in the usual form. There were
eight persons included in the organization,
_ and it is reasonably expected that as many
more will join hereafter. They hope to
as soon

some one can

Until

procured.

PARSONSFIELD Q. M.—Held

last “fall,

most

acting as the only teacher.

body or estate, and.
ry sphere a blissful
hall be but a side
u that Dr. Sage’s
sands of cases of

fold.

V.Pierce, M, D.,

of

Redding,

little church’fs

struggling

all the storms of life.

PLANTATION

interest

Mr. R.

BITTERS.

fear-

pain in

Last

week

he

* What!”

the

WRINGING

conver.

said the doctor;

“is this

readers

with

tachment.

It

is just

as

important

that

the

England Farmer.

FREEWILL

BAPTIST

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
In accordance with the vote of General
delivery.
Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12 mo. mn size,
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it contains a large amount of information respecting the
of Christians in America
various demominations

it-

Others expressed a willingness to

MINSTERS AND ‘ CHURCH ES,
At a full meeting of the F.W. B. church and
society of Pittsfield, N. H., called to act upon the
resignation of the pastor, the following resolutions were unanimously passed :
Resolved,
1st. That we deeply deplore the
removal of our beloved pastor, Rev. E. A. Stock-

we feel

us

that

reparable, for we

as sheep

our

loss

without

is almost

a
ir-

~

sired that some of our

who can not be swerved from the strict line of
truth and duty, aad
who practices what he

Bro.

with him our most sincere

and

Stockman

Rev J
49
“ H
* A

takes

heartfelt thanks

for nearly three years of earnest, faithful, and
highly successful labor for the good of this church

A F.B. church of eleven members was organized in Swanville, Me.,in what is known as the
Young Neighborhood, Oct. 6. The Council consisted of Revs.H. Small, Wm. Ford, G. D. Gar.
land, and Bros.R. Ford and J. Peavy.
The prospect before them is good, and others will unite
with them.
G. D. GARLAND, Clerk of Council.

Rev. J. D, Waldron

expresses

thanks

and to members

bath school, for valuable presents.*

)

Quarterly

its

next

session

Received.

W Armitage—Lufhena Beals—J M Bailey—8 B Bean—
A W Bailey—A ‘F* Bryant—J Barbour—IL Bundy—8 O
Courler—Mrs J Clark—W Clark—H J Carr—R Cooley—
Mary F Demeritt—Z 8 Dutton—Evans Ady. Agency—J
Edgcomb—H H Ewings— B Glimpse—J 8 Gardner—C
Hurlin (2)—K H Higbee—C H Hurd—E Knowlton—H H
M—A N Marston, Monadnock Adv. agency—O T Moulton
A SMcLean—S8 Merifield—E F Owen—S8ylvania L Olney
L Phoenix,
—FE R Perkius—A Pratt—L 8 Parmelee—J
Plummer
Jr—E H Prescott—G M Park—E_Prescott—G
ollins—M IL Sweet—J Spencer—D
‘=D I Quint—L ©
le—G
Wheeler—
—A
Vilas—C Weaver—C Whi
oung—0 W Yonng
A E Wilson—Mrs H B Woodward—N
Wiles
I Leach,

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

a

MrsCE Houghtaling, Ouleont, N.Y. _
Rev J H Loveless
Weavertown, N Y.
* J Ingerick, Ea Charlestown, Pa,
“ J B
Higgins, Canterbury, N H.
D W Judd,
Brentwood, N H.
.
Rev J G Van Valkenburgh, Wayne, Erie Co,
Pa
(3),
bid
Riark, New Haven, Mich,
N 8 Todd, Georgetown, Me,

0. C, HILLS.

ladies of his parish

Lewis W Brown, Brownfleld, Me.

Rev J 8 Staples, Depauville, N Y.
Geo Aukerman, Latrobe, Pa (2).
J R Steward, Lundy’s Lane, Pa.
Levi Gifford, Perrins, Mercer Co, I'a (2).

to the

of the Sab-

-

L D Atwood, Hopkinton, N Y.

CoM.

x

term
DxrozD, Mich., Q. M.—Held its August
The delegation
church.
Lexington
the various
with the
from
churches
was small, yet we
“trust that the good seed sown may bri ng forth
abundant fruit to the
glory of God. Next session with the Bruce church, commencing Nov,
25th, at'7o’clock, P. M.
The following Resolution was adopted
and the Clerk instructed to

for publica~

NY

)

Foreign Mission,
8 Warren, Abbott, Me,Me
Arcade, N Y. per 0 Chaffee
Mrs § Jenness, Rochester, N H, and

: SM

failed to

re.
me

receive a copy of our By-

Agent.

Providence, R, I.

PILES! PILES! PILES! PILES!
Outward ap
plications are money thrown away. The only permanent cure is DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC
LOZENGESThey strike at the cause. They are
pleasant, nor, like all pills, do they require increase

‘Books in New York.
All of our own books, and a general assortment of carefully selected
Sunday school books, and Sunday
school maps, cards, and singing books,
and Theological, and miscellaneous
books, can be had at wholesale. rates,

by sending ordérs to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street, N. York.

At

ers, we offer our own prize books which

ty
i}

of their class.
In another column, see
list, and retail prices. From these prices we make

Series.

A LIBERAL
to Sunday

THE NEW

75
70
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just completed “The
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90
,90
,90

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post

has been selected with great care from
type made by first-class manufacturers
in New York, Boston, and Philacdelphia.
:
The Pressman has had an’ experi-

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications,or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools
in Libraries, at wholesale prices
- Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

that

tors, superintendents
being in every way
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type is entirely new, and
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at

will be

g#~ Conducted with signal success for thirty years past
by GEORGE N, COMER, A. M., President, possesses the
confidence of the community, and has thereby peculiar
suitable EMPLOYMENT for its
facilities for providing
female), Open DAY and EVENING.
graduates (male and
Catalogues and Cireulars, giving full information, with
styles of HANDWRITING taught, and list of Mr. Comer’s
works on Penmanship, Book- eeping, Navigation, &¢., sent
st-paid or nay be bad free, at the College, 323 WASH6 00
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Inspect the arrang
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single,
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, | History
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single, 120
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To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new sub-

scriber, we will send

a copy

Kennedy’s volume,—“Close

of Mr.

jon, or open Communion ? An experience and an Argument,”—and will also

send a copy of the same work
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comely appearance.
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Now Ready
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| ready
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delivery to our customers.
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printed.
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L. R. BURLINGAME,
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Remittances of money for dur publica
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Yorkor Boston, and made payable to the

including the

and teachers as
worthy of their

patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)

Dover, N. H.

all

story of Jesus.”

This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pas-

SybDIlS WAY ceevessesssesssersraccsecesss1,25

+ = **ceeeeecceeces
Triumph over Midian

CLARK,

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have
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Overcoming ..
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Perfect Man.....
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Who
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age, on receipt of the price.

every
College,

QUESTION BOOK,

“The Wonderful Works of Jesus,”

Or, if it is preferred,
we will send any unbound volume of
To ADVERTISERS.
‘I'he rates of the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from tended for publication should be addressed
to “Tare MyRrTLE,” Dover, N. H.
advertising in the Morning Star will the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on
All orders and remittances for the paper
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers, the same terms. The postage—which should be sent to L. R. BurLINGAME, Doon application to Mr. Gro. B. Coss, is twelve cents,—must be paid by:those ver, N. H.
Terms.—Single copy, 80 cents a year
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New who order the books.
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of Job-printing,
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are not excelled by any other books

Sunny SKieS,eeecsccccecssscoscscccsancssl,2b

has just been put into operation in the

kinds
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schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere in New England
In addition to the publications of oth-
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Printing Press

therefore,

Books,
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Day
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of dose.
They are exactly suited to obviate
costiveness—the cause of ill health,
Forsale at No. 1
Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON
&
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists.
Mailed for
60 cents,
.
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HH Wallace, 4 Franklin 8t, Lawrence, Mags,

Simeon 'B Given, Bowdolnham, Me.
Rev J Cook, Burnham, Me.
Fernando Randall, Lyndonville, Vt.
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Laws, will be supplied on application.
D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen.

EXPRESS

Rev G H Ball,

Bright

School,
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of the country.
It is believed,
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Child’s

Starlight
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Starlight Stories. .ceceicecscsccscesrences
Brother and SiStericeceseiecccccsccecsecs

ence of twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the largest cities

Special
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Making Something, .
eee 41D
Jamie and Jeannie,.
ee 410
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Concord.

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P.M
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.56 A. M., 5.05
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.40.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M.,12 M,,3, 6p, M.
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P. M.

WRITING,

L Harvey M D, Watford, Outarior

Meetings.

Summer Arrangemens.
August 6, 1870
Trains leave Dover tor Portland at 10.10 A. M,, 2,40 and
rN ., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. at
J2 P.M.
For Great Falls, 10.10A, M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
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Smith Taylor, Washington, Vt.

—

RAILROAD,

York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any

Daniel & Buiegl, Blenort Y.
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Office Addresses.

Letters

Qur people in Greenfield, Pa., dedicated a substantial and tasty house of worship on the first
of Sept.
Six hundred dollars were raised on the
oteasion of dedication, which frees them from

debt,

from

D. POWELL,

Mariner, Box 684, Providence, R I, Residence
Greenwich, 8t.
v
Stiles, Irasburg, Vt.
H Heath, Providence, R I.

and people, and we follow him’ fo his new field
with our warm sympathy and earnest prayers.
E. BABB,
?
D. P. TILTON. § Com.

brethren

with the 1st North Berwick ehurch, Nov. 2d and 3d.
P, SMITH, Clerk,
©
Post

MAINE

without the money, and have received no reply, have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad
mission money.

PER ORDER.

preaches,—a safe and reliable leader of the flock |

Mrs.

Notices.

If not accepted, the money will be promptly
turned.
Those who have sent applications to

The re-dedication of the Free Baptist church of
Scottsburgh will take place, Thursday, November
by the pasDedication sermon
3d, at 10, A. M:
afternoon and
tor, Rev. D. J. Whiting. Preaching
Wood.
.
J
and
Kellogg
J.
Revs.
by
evening
hold

AND

Any who have

ministering

will

BOSTON

geny their admission
TIONS,

Norice.

COUNTY Q. M.

Higgins, Mr. HenL. Collins, of C.

Brethren making application for admission to the
F. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to

distance should be with us.

YORK

Bal-

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.

The churches composing the Taylor $ M. will hold
F¥. B. church,
an Association with the’ Flemington
It is deNov. 4th.
commencing on the evening of

have found jn our Pastor one

.of Christ.
8d. That in leaving us,

copy, 2

NOTICE.

1

both of

HOUTrS,seeesesscssscecasevacceessl,50

Jrs.

School.

Job

in the World.

THE BAD GIRL; Yin press.

New Year.c....

THE MORNING STAR
A new Steam

the

Also, in Press, the New Prize Series, comprising about a dozen superior books for
the Sabbath School and the Family. These
will be announced as they are complete.

Birth Day Present.ececseseseesesceccsess JB

‘A. HERBERT BELLOWS, Pres’t.
A. C. HARDY, Secretary pro tem.

The Job

special

Registers for the Farmington Q. M. have been obMinisters and others can be supplied by
tained.
sending to Rev. G. W. Gould, E. Dixfield, or Rev, A.
Deering,
Farmington. Price same as at Dover.
.
G. W. GouLp, Clerk.

J. L. PHOENIX, JR.

F'. Hackett,

Tunbridge, Oct. 12th, by the same, Mr.
and Miss Mary E. Rowell, both of T.

la

Notices and Appointments.

-a collection of upwards of $15.

from us, leaving

on a single

and Miss Ella

June 21, Sumner P. Tewksbury, of Boscawen, and
Dora A. Herrick, of Sanborton.
¥

At this Office.

ing people. The writer was remembered by

shepherd.
2d. That

Postage

B. Cuttler

In Canterbury, June lv, by Rev. J.B.
ry Dalton, of Boston, and Mrs. Carrie

ders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
. Address
LR. BURLINGAME,

go forward in baptism,
Sunday, Oct. 9th.
The ordinance was to be administered by
the pastor of the church, Rev. W. Brown,
who was to continue the meetings.
The
people there are an industrious and think-

man,

Elijah

timore, Md. In
Orlando H. King

&c.
Missionary
it has been deimproved, Statistics,
enlarged andEducational
thus Operations,
Though

hundred copies, $7.00,

Vt,

and

THE GOOD BOY, (complete.)
THE BAD BOY, (complete.)
THE GOOD GIRL, (in press.

Series.

Fireside Angel......
aves
Rainy Day at HOME eseeeseccsocssesoces

For Trustees of State Normal
Concord, N. H., Oct. 11, 1870.

DURABLE.

For the Sabbath School.

S. S.

Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,ceesccecccecccence

In accordance with the provisions-ef-the
act for the

At the residence of the bride, Oct, 5, by Rev. W. H.
Waldron, of Fabius, N. Y,, Mr. E. Gardner, of Gilbert's
Mills, and Mrs. C. Byer, of Fabius.
:
At the residence of the bride’s father in Richland Center, Wis., October 2, by Rev. B. F. McKenney, Mr. Fred
H. Tuttle and Miss Emma A James, both of R.C.
In Tunbridge, Vt., Sept. Ist, by Rev. A.J. Dutton, Mr,

REGISTER.

cts.; on a dozen copieg, 24 cts.; on one hundred copjes, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers. Or-

church.

tus, of Brownington,

of

THE

tendent of Public Instruction,

REPAIR.

when stretched on its frame

More

CHURCHES

Soniradietions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

establishment of a State Normal School, passed at
the last session of the Legislature, the Board of Trustees hereby give notice that they will receive, up to
the first day of December, 1870, proposals from towns,
corporations or individuals, to furnish lands, build-

In Hampton, Oct. 13, by Rev. D. W.C. Durgin, Mr.
Benjamin F. Brown, of Boston, Mass., and Miss Clara M.
Neal, of H.
In Berwick, Me., Oct. 16th, at the residence of the
bride’s father, by Rev.J. Nason, Mr. George M. JenJess, of Rochester, N, H., and Miss Abbie J. Hooper, of

on all these machines
play apart, except on the
“Universal,” which we can recommend to our readers as a darable wringer, and just what is needed in

Our

Send

BOSTON, MASS.

State Normal

A

Conn.

Luttrell,cecececssscoccescesssesassl,50

LOCATION OF THE

100,00
100,00

Husk.

ATTRESS

Master and Pupil,eceececececescancsees.1,60
May Belleecocesccosssocosassscncensacessl,50
Sabrina Hackett,ceceseteosrscccseccessesl,60
Aunt Matti€,ecoocesccesereccscscsscenses
1.50
Light from the Cross.seeececescssseesss1.50

ings or funds for the School.
These Jroposas must be in writing, addressed to
the Board, and directed to the care of the Superin-

one and on both ends of the shaft, ana find the cogs

through

two

FOR

In Clinton Gore, Me., June 16th, by Rev. J. Cook, Mr.
Melville Milliken,
of Burnham, and Miss Sarah Cook of
for thenIthe use of the cog is lost when most needed. | C. G
In Brownington, Oct.9th, by Rev. H. Stiles, Mr. Eathan
We have examined several machines with cogs on Blodget,
of West Boylston, Mass,, and Mrs. Emily Ti-

during which time twenty-one were immersed, and that number united with the

for

:

wheels be so arranged that they will not entirely
separate or play apart when wringing large articles,

any family, —New

Prize

PROPOSALS

cog

weeks,

writer

1000,00
50,00
10,00
50,00
100,00
50,00
50,00
50,00

ELASTICITY, and

and delivery.

WASTED { — AGENTS everywhere, to canvass for
JORN 8. C. ABBOTT'S forthcoming book, PRUSSIA
AND THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR.
A live subject for
a wide-awake canvasser.
Address,
3t43
B. B. RUSSELL, Boston, Mass.

Sem-

cog

cided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts. one

the

1m43

and

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabishment. These Books are now ready for sale

A $5.00 Prize

Subscriber.

NEEDS

or

NOISELESS,

TO

Superintendents

Shining

two stamps for specimens.

a year.

Straw

WIRE

OF
AND

Andy

30,00

$1,685,00
27,230,56
28,915,56
J. 8S. GARDNER, 7'reas.

Previously acknowledged
Total cash received,
ws
Whitestown, Oct. 17, 1870.

TO PASTORS

in strictest confi

BEST STORY PAPER in the
UNIVERSE.
Sold everywhere
83

SHAPE.
NEVER

GEORGE C. PERKINS, Secy.

eow1y49

every

Without

Hartford,

Or

4,00
10,00
10,00
6,00

Treasurer.
:

inary

W D Walcott, N Y Mills,
B 8 Merrell,
Utica,
;
H A Champlin
**
David Parks, Westmoreland,
E W Page, N Y City,
Roderic Sholes, Bridgewater,
Newton Sholes,
sat
Nelson W Sholes
Parley Phillips, Unadilla Forks,
D G Young, Columbia,
J 8 Gardner, Whitestown,

‘ Farmer”

a wringer

key morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address ‘THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE
Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.

to

ITS

COMFORTABLE,

WOVEN

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.
These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.

N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted

LOSES

SPRINCS!!

ST and SLEEP they‘have NO RIVAL. Withno covering but a folded blanket,
TH BEI, and when for private use a Mattress is desired, a very LIGHT
they form a COMP
THIN one, weighing only 20 pounds, is ALL the covering necessary.
dis
For sale by the Trade throughout the country. aa
Seng for Circular and Price List to

Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians
of the day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, July
1869.
J
Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Tur

6 cts.

Mattress

H., Sept. 'T,1869.

:

received on Building Fund of Whitestown

WITHOUT

BED

For all purposes o

dence on all disease requiring skill and experience,

wheels in preference to one without a cog wheel at-

self, and the meetings were interesting,
and spiritually refreshing.
Meetings were
continued by

Cash

SPRING
ORDER.
NEVER

The Most Perfect Sleeping Arrangement

booke
every

cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them just how and when to do it.—Farming-

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.

confirm it

years the

to buy

2,50
3,55
5,00
5.00

SOCIETY.

N. H.

returned to

following

MACHINES.—For
its

2,00

oes Republican, Lancaster, N,

OF

This fabric has wonderful STRENGTH

order of

of our race for these invaluable productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the

85,00
8,85

SILAS CURTIS,
Concord,

They are not the cheap

"20,00

C H Kimball, J Nason, J C Guptill & Mrs E 8
Kimball $1 each, for annual membership,
Mrs F A C Clark, Toast Corinth, Me, Interest,
Rev W H Bowen, Lewiston, Me,
bid
Mrs Ann Galoway, Lowville,
N'Y,
.

told him the story of his recovery. (ascribing

has advised

Back-

manifested

was

it wholly to the Bitters,) and is willing to
verbally or by letter whenever applied to.

J. D. WALDRON.

revival

EDUCATION

he

MATTRESS!

proper tension secured,
the result is

DR. HAYES igone of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude

5,00
2,00
10,00
8,68

|

:

The Wire Mattress is made of 900® feet of small wire, No. 18 1-2, carefully tinned, coiled ,by an ingeSPIRAL SPRINGS, curiously INTERLOCKED.
nious process of DOUBLE
SHAVING, into 400

abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to frau y coarse tastes, but are writ.
ten by a responsible profeasional gentleman of emi-

345,87

you?”
“ Even 80,” replied Mr. Redding, quietly; ‘ You’re
not sorry to find yourselfa faise profit, I hope?”
“ No, no, certainlynot. But it’s a miricle. How was
it, my dear fellow, how was it?”

CHEMUNG, N. Y. At the September session of the Troy Q. M.,held with the Barton
church, a

He

had a constant

medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes.
These
are of actual merit, and should find a place in

intelligent family,

OUT

CLEAN,

VALUABLE BoOKS.—We have received the valuable

2,00
5,80

A Friend in Boston Q M, Mass, per T D Clements
Boston Q M, Mass, per T Clements,
Sam’l Warren, Abbott, Me,
Steep Falls ch, Me, per A Hobson,

Beautiful

WIRE

PERFECT

GETS

The

;

others ever published.

5,00
1,00

Mrs W H Smith, East Randolph Vt,
Dea J Smith, Phillips, Me, left by his deceased

our

York, was, as

00
3,11
+29

26

wife, per A H Morrill,
Rock and Dane Q M, Wis, per L, Hulse,

of

anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person shouldbe without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any

FREEDMEN’S MISSION.

Drug

and

our

nence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability and ‘eare, and, as an appendix, many useful
Jressriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—

G W Gould

N B Jackson & wife, Arcade, N Y, per Chaffee,
C Chaffee,
E00
0
A Friend to Missions,
North St ch, bath, Me, per E W Porter,

of

Revenue

attention

complaint atrophy;

sation occurred:

She tries to live and

give light.

the

New

eian who attended him, when

and a few

along

at

8,
26,
15,
10,

per Chaffee,

business; his health being quite restored.
The other day, on his way home, he met the physi:

erec-

pardon.

For|sale

‘2,

Steep Falls ch, Me, per A Hobson,
JT Fox, Dixon, Me, per R I. Howard,
Mrs Ann Galloway, Lowville, N Y, per G C
Waterman,
Parsonsfield Q M, Me, per I A Philbrick,
8S M Wells, Arcade, N
Y, to con himself LM

hisright side, ate scarcely enongh to keep a baby
alive, and was much ‘depressed in spirlts. At this
juncture, a clerk in the eftablishment where he had
been employed, persuaded him to try a course of

NorTH LAWRENCE, N. Y. The Lord is
still with us. I pave been holding meetings a short distance out of the village

found

calling

fully waeted and debilitated,

tion of the building, which they intend to
have completed by the first of January
next.
E. H. Prescorr.

sinners we trust have

in

of 509 Grave street,

pronouncing his

They

work.

Y.

6,
4,

Ohio,

NEVER

explained, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no

Mission,

Warren Pickens, E Dixfield, Me per

supposed, not far from death’s door. Hih phyai
cian—considered a skilful one—had given him up,

have united with the Methodists to build a
house of worship. The foundation is com-

sliders have come home to God,

N.

ch,

THE

OR SINGLE OF
what is tully

allusion even can be found in any other works in

Conneaut ch, Ohio,
uBowdoin QM. Me, per A M Jones,
Rev J A Lowell, Lawrence, Mass,
Rev C O Libby, Dover, N H,
C MW, Boston, Mass,
Van Buren Q M, Io, per T Wheatly,
Hillsboro, Io, per Mary T Jackson,
Unity Q M, Me, per B Fogks
Great Falls ch, N H, per J L Gilman,
'
Col at Anniversary, Augusta, Me,
Dea W Smith, late of Philips, Me, per A H
Morrell,
8 8 Wood, Lewiston, Me, per W H Bowen,
East Dixtield, Me, Miss.boxes, per G W Gould
1st Mt Vernon ch, Me,
**
bi
os

An Interview between a Doctor and his
Patient.—Three months” ago Mr. James Henry

five converts who have recently sought the
Lord. They gave testimony in the evening prayer-meeting, that it was the happiest day of their lives. Many whose harps
had hung on the willows tuned them anew
in praising God. The brethren and sisters
though few in number, are earnest. and

and the Lord has revived his

Sheflield

cation, &c., of a State Normal School.

baptizing

pleted, and they enter at once on the

pay $500 for a case

Home

WOVEN

This is indeed a book for every

48 nothing whatever that the MARRIED
EITHER SEX can require to know, but

Treas.

Waterville & Sidney ch, Me, per G H Ball,
Union Q M,N Y,
»"
had

readers to the advertisement for proposals for the lo-

his

faithful in the service of the Master.

Buffalo,

We take pleasure

May the Good

privilege

ih

session |

Stores. Dr. Pierce’s private Government
Stamp is on each package of the genuine.

EAsT FRANKLIN, N. H. The church in
East Franklin is enjoying a revival. Last
the

C. 0. LIBBY,

this loathsome disease which he can not cure. It may
be procured by mail for sixty cents, by addressing R.

R.D. Frost, Sec. of Council.

Sabbath I had

‘will

. 6,00
20,00

Dover, N. H.

is destined to make our sublunaParadise, to which Heaven itself
show, but we do wish to inform
Catarrh Remedy has cured thonCatarrh in its worst forms and

stages, and the proprietor

time

Shepherd continue to keep them within

BIBLE & TRACT CAUSE,

No HuMBUG.—We do not wish to inform you, read=
er, that Dr. Wonderful, or any other man, has digcovered a remedy that cures all diseases of mind,

then,

of the

its Sept.

1,00

Epsom, N H, per M A Quimby,
Woltboro’ Q M, perd Chick,

Wonderful

man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound in
cloth, DR. A. H. HAYES, Author:
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIO"
LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
70 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
I
;
These are, beyond all comparison, the’ most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There

221,76

Nov. 8th, at 2 oclock, P. M.
;
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Clerk.

they will be supplied by the writer.
The meetings were attended witha good
degree of interest. There is material here
for a psymanent church.
These disciples,
unlike many who emigrate to different
parts of the West, have kept their faith
alive, and some, evidently, have grown in
grace, assisted very much, doubtless, by
the weekly visits of the Morning Star. One
of the sisters has superintended a Sabbath
school since

Vilas,

session with « the
East
at Denmark.
Next
Nov.
9th
and
10th.
Parsonsfield
church,
The ministers Gonference will be on Teusday,

miles

distant, in sustaining a pastor,

Deborah Taber, Ea Farnham, P Q. per A

Hampton Institution. Voted that we approve of
the effort to
raise ten:thousand dollars asan additional endowment; and
recommend Bro. Sinclair, the Agent,
to the beneficence and liberality.
of our churches.
Next session:at Danville.
JoserH FULLONTON, Clerk.

for

was chosen on Saturday, P. M., consisting

unite with the Mitchell church, eight

its Oct.

Rev, J. L. Sinclair presented the claims of New

some time have desired to be organized into a church, For this purpose a, council

be

N. H., Q. M.—Held

RockiNGHAM,

9th

E. PrEscoiT, Clerk.

attendance of
session at Great Falls. (ood
ministers;
some being present from the New
Durham [York Co., Parsonsfield and Belknap 3
Ms., and
ope residing in the Sandwich Q.
M.
Some gain
interest since the last session.
Revommendel]l
to the ‘churches to hold extra
meetings,
to/ promote revivals, each church
selecting minjsterial help and fixing the time.

ORCHARD STATION, JowA.
A two days’
meeting was held at Orchard Station, Mitchand

-

RES

Dec. 16 — 18.

Y. Tribune.

Let EVERY reader of the Morning Star read the following in regard to the:

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS-

ES of mature years.

23 & 30, 1869.

TP!!
SSLEE
AND
RE

CHONDRIA, and all other diseases arising from the

ERs
a

surprised to find it no larger than at the
mouth of the Yellowstone, 150 miles above.
. W. B, HAMBLEN.

15,00

Fem, Miss, So, Penobscot Y M, for support of
Duta, per Mrs N 8 Bryant,
30,00
Pawtucket, R I, per I Hyatt,
10,00
2 Lebanon, Me, per I C Guptill,
’
5,10
Augusta, Me, per C F Penney
:
10,00
Collection at anniversary,
40,18
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
1,00
J T Fox, Dixon, Me, xe R ‘L Howard,
2,00
‘Wm Jenkins, Boston
Highlands, Mass,
2,00
North St, Bath, Me, per A C Mallett,
10,00
Lydia Ross, 3,16, Sarah A Taylor, 1,50, Lizzie
Eager, 25, G Taylor, ,10, Assabet, Mass, per L
88,
Rev H J Brown, Waupun, Wis,
5,00
Litchfield, Me, per N Preble,
4
Limerick, Me. to con MissJosephine E Burbank
L M, in full and towards
LM of Dea 8 8 Has~
ty. per E P Ladd,
. 18,00

NOVEMBER

“Farewell the Spiral Co I,
Farewell the Elastic Star.”—N.

No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
(Opposite Revere House,)
100,060 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR,
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA.TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure ofEXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYBICAL DEBILITY, HYPO.

20,02
6,50

Rev 8 D Church, Bangor, Me, on note,

MoNTVILLE Q. M.—Held its Sept. session with

In crossing the river at Nebraska we were

ell Co., Iowa, the 8th

Newmarket, N H, per J A Lowell,
Phillips, Me, per A H Morrell,
\

“the church at No. Vassalboro, Sept. 16 —18. A
season of usual interest was enjoyed.
The following vote_was passed unanimously,and ordered
to he published:

:

B00

gees EEEE

hera.

10,00
1

N H, per J F Joy

»

near

Purinton in India, per N 8 Purinton,

W Hoffman, Lyndon, Vt, per L B Tasker,

PATENTED JUNE 16, 1868,

AND WOMANHOOD,

;
PUBLISHED BY THE
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

sgl

the outskirts of this State; Palmyra church,
in Otto Co., thrty-five miles west of
‘Nebraska City; i
trust one will soon

. 2d Lisbon, Me, for support of N 8

New Durham,

to labor with such ministers. and delegates as
do not attend when legally chosen.
:
W. H. SuTPHIN, Clerk.

s located as follows :—Sebee, in
churcheare

be een

MANHOOD
For,

4

The Star and | Whereas, the Ministers and Delegates of this
Q. M. have of late become very slack in attendBrother Marks ing the sessions of the Q. M., therefore,
;
esolved, That it is the duty of our churches
Some of our

made to pass near here.
Freeman both come here.
lives seven miles below.

Eel

THE
i

EK

ua

-H.

-

MORNING STAR:

BE

THE
sands of fishes served

LU I

water I"

up

with

mud

and

i

.

‘“ My dear,” said the mother, laughing,
¢¢ your remark proves that ‘there is but one

step from the

mat 3 hes onoms

Our, Angel
‘BY S.A.

P,

little bird flew to our home,
One bright and happy day ;
‘We loved, cared for and tended it,
And plead with it to stay.—
A lambkin frisked within our door ;—

Ch

A

I.

No owner seeming near,

from this point

only to Cotopaxi.

And
A bird?
That
Nay, ’t
That

by internal fires, and plowed

our especial care.”
a lamb? a child, say I,
blessed us so that day?
was an angel,seeking heaven,
Jost her shining way.

Go

,

hh

pres

lies

Still cherished by us here.
At length, ere twice the year came ’round,
A stranger came to see
The little one who dwelt with us,
And filled our home with glee.

and we can hear the deep
of its subterranean fire.
great valley we are
looks like a great ocean

We asked him whence he came, for what
He rapped upon our door ;—
He answered, ‘ for the child I'm here,
And would have come before ;

wave after wave up the mountain side.

‘Then were opened wide

From this point the descent is frightful,
through quagmires and swamps, and down
flights of rocky steps. General Putnam’s
famous ride was nothing to it, but the In‘| dian horses are trained to such

roads,

Here, on the eastern slope of the

Papallacta, a village of thirty houses, or
rather hovels, miserable and dirty beyond

description. With their usual hospitality,
the poor people offer us the Ygst they have,
and even the governor anghis family will
turn themselves out of doar
we may
have their best bed,

And the gates were set ajar;

which. is

a raw-hide

stretched over some round poles.”
‘“ Who can ever sleep on such a , bed ?”
said Laura.
‘“ You remember” you thought it very
strange that so few people travel in South
America. You begin to understand that it
involves such hardships as very few are
willing to encounter.
If you follow the

i

Fled our darling! fled our treasure!
Fled our angel, Stella May!
Lost to us, but found to heaven,
Treading now the golden way.

track of Pizarro you must prepare

Only a Word.

yourself

for still greater privations.
Here we must bid farewellto our

—

L
)
§
|
7

A frivolous word, a sharp retort,
Alas! for the loves and lives
So little a cause has rent apart;
Tearing the fondest heart from heart
As a whirlwind rends and rives,
Never to reunite again,

us that is indispensable to life.” .
*“ Why can we not catch game, and
as travelers do in Africa, and in our

‘“ Because wild animals are not plenty
enough to be depended on for food, especially in the dry season,which extends from
November to April. In the rainy season

the swollen streamsand flooded plains render the journey impossible even to Indians.
An Indian will carry seventy-five pounds,

made into a bundle and bound to his
shoulders by straps across his forehead and.

A frivolous word, a sharp retort,

breast.

Alas! that it should be so!
The petulant speech, the careless tongue,
Have wrought more evil, and done more

wrong,

With fifteen

or

twenty

of

a

trail,

Than all the armies age to age

that so little used we are in danger

Records on history’s blood-stained page.
—Harper’s Bazar.

ing it.

What a journey is

before

bridged rivers!

Strong

have done well when

With the Children.
G. RAMSEY.

A

EVENING.

men

they

of

us—over

hills, through the swamps, across

The Fanily Girl.

these

peons, as they are called, bearing our food,
clothing, medicine, tools, &c., we plunge
into the forest. Laura thought there ought
to be a road, but there isonly

Have brought to the world more woe,

FOURTEENTH

live
own

western forest?” inquired Henry.

But live and die in secret pain.

V.

and

guide us through the wilderness. Our outfit for this journey requires more calculation
and care than for a voyage round the
world. We shall be cut off for weeks, perhaps for months from all resources east or
west, and we must carry everything with

id

A frivolous werd, a sharp retort,
An arrow at random sped,
It has cut in twain the mystic tie
That had bound two souls in harmony ;
Sweet Love lies bleeding or dead!
A poisoned shaft, with searce an aim,
Has done a mischief sad as shame.

horses

and hire Indians to carry our baggage,

A frivolous word, a sharp retort,
A parting in angry haste—
The sun that rose on a bower of bliss,
The loving look, and the tender kiss,
Has set on a barren waste,
Where pilgrims tread, with weary feet,
Paths destined never more to meet.
:

BY

moun-

tains and western edge of the great forest is

And we almost caught bright glimpse

Evenings

and

generally manage to carry their riders safely.
:

the portals,

Of the angel band afar.

rumbling thunder
Eastward is the
ut to enter. It
of foliage rolling

the:

think

have

and

los-

they

traveled

twelve or fifteen miles a day. When night
overtakes us there is not even the shelter of
a bamboo hut; but our Indians make
us a booth of palm-l:aves under which we
must rest. We want a fire to cook oursuppers, but we wonder how we shall get it,for
everything in the forest is dripping wet.
The Indians know what to do. They look

in his-

about till they find a tree which they call

tory,” said Henry, ‘‘ and I think we ought
to proceed on our journey. I would like to
travel down the eastern slope of the Andes,
and see if the country is as wild as when
Pizarro visited it.”
‘* They ought to have a ad
by this

sindicaspi—which means wood that burns—
and gathering the green boughs they make
a pile, and kindle them with a match. This
tree seems a special provision for our
wants. So we hang our dripping gar-

“Now we have had our lesson

time,” said Laura.

* I hope

they have,

for

I shall not like to cut a path through the
forest, and wade the unbridged rivers.”
** Oh, that is nothing,” replied her broth-

er.

*‘I shall be along
to help you over

ments by the

cheerful blaze,

and

sip oar

hot chocolate under a canopy of leaves so
thick that the sun never pierces it. We will
thank God for the wood that burns where
everything is wet.”
‘“ Ah, mamma,” said Laura with

the

a sigh,

“it is very dreary traveling here in the wilbad places—but girls always are afraid !”
Mrs. White laughed. *‘ This journey of derness. What shall we find to pay us for
_ which you are talking has tried the strength
-and conrage of the bravest men,” she said,

-

but escorted by my valiant son, we need
not fear, so let us set off. You thought
that traveling over the mountains on mules
was rather rough, but if you go east you
will have to trust to your own feet.”
‘ What, all the way, mamma?” cried
Laura.
¢“ Not ‘quite all the way, Setting out

from Quito, we find a bridle path
allacta, a distance

of

forty

to Pap-

miles.

This

path lies over the eastern Cordillera and
rises to the elevation of fifteen thousand
feet.”
;
-

. “Bo we have to climb, getting

out of

Quito, as well as getting into it,” said Henry.

‘¢ Yes,my dear, and from this high point
we have one of the most magnificent prospects that the earth affords. The moun-

tains we are leaving lie around

us.

To

the north is Inbabura ; the wo d means fish

producing,and comes from 1he fact that this
mountain sometimes pours forth
crater immense quantitiesof mud

from its
and wa-

ter, with thousands of fishes. At its feet is
the beautiful ate of 8in Pablo which .con‘tains fishes
of the same species as those
which have been thrown out of the mountain,”
;
!

* That must have been a * pretty kettle

of fish,” said Henry, “ which was boiled in
that voleano, and thrown out with such a
wasteful hand; jastto think of it, thou-

our trouble P"
‘¢ The manifold and wonderful works of
God, my child ; and only those who have an
enthusiastic love of life, forget the discomforts of the situation. ‘Here are ferns fifty
feet high, with stout rough stems like trees;
and rushes,—plants akin to those you have
so often gathered in the swamps for playthings,—which are twenty-five
feet in
length ;and here is thewater-tree—hunadhuae,
the natives call it—a kind of bamboo, which
sometimes yields two quarts -of clear water between the joints;

here also

are curi-

ous orchises which can be found in no other
part of the world, and wonderful parasites.”
‘‘ Pray, what are

parasites?”

said

Hen-

ry.
“‘Parasites are a class of plants which, instead of having their rootsin the earth,

fix

*

awoke

morning, there was his beautiful world, all

full of ‘good and pleasant things, waiting
for her to arise and enjoy them.
But she went out and began the day
without saying one word to the dear Father

——

Lira Revey.

that

see the wondrous processes by which God carries on his work of fashioning a human soul for
his fellowship. His previous volume was unique

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF A JOURNEY IN BRAz1L. By Louis Agassiz and his traveling com-

panions,

Geology

and Pnysical Seogfuplsy of

razil.
By Ch.
Fred. Hartt,Professorof Geology im Cornell University. With illustrations

ings.
How sad it was!

peared some years since, chiefly from the skill-

fall, and flowers do not wither ‘at the north

Dear children,did you ever spend a whole

day without speakingto God P—1If yon did,I
know it was just such a naughty, unhappy
dayas the one Nell spent.
!
Why, just think of it! Suppose you
should spend a whole day without speaking
a word to your father or mother ; would you

ful and graphic pen of Mrs. Agassiz.
The expectations formed of Prof. Hart’s work were
high, but the volume is likely to justify them.
His explorations were systematically and care-

wind’s breath,’ but they are budding and
decaying all the year. It seems like a con-

stant struggle between life antl death,
¢ Where ever upon old decay

The freshest verdure springs.’

** The silence inthis deep

most perfect.

We

may

forest

travel

is

al-

for days

without the sight of any living creature except insects. If we meet with no misfor.tune we may hope to get through the wilderness in two weeks and reach the villiage

of Archidona, where

there is

a Catholic

mission.” We are very glad to escape from
the leafy canopy and to look up into the
sky. We are glad to see the faces of human beings, and though this is a poor
place, it seems full of comfort to us, and the
Catholic missionary is a friend and brother.
This has been a missionary station two
hundred years. The Indians are childlike
and docile, but the corrupt
has been taught them, has

religion which
benefited them

very little. There is a church, and morning
and evening the people assemble to sing
and pray, but there are no signs of the
spiritual purity, or intellectual
growth
which alwaysaccompanies a pure Christianity.

;

Another day’s journey brings
Rio Napo.

us to the

We will rest here

to-night, and

to-morrow proceed down the river
Amazon.”

to

the

her

so

many

bless-

Do

you

wonder that

everything went wrong with her that day?
How could a day be pleasant and right
good without God's smile upon it?

not think it dreddful?

and
;

To be in the room

with them ; to eat with them; to hear their
voices; to see your mother mending your
clothes, and father going out to labor for
you—and yet not speak. to them all the
while! why, I don’t believe you could bear
it!
:
And now think of God,—the great God
who made you and who died for you, and
who loves you a great deal more -than fa
ther or mother does, who

make

you

happy,

does

so much

to

his earth ; no matter where you go, think of
him walking by your side all the time;
think of
air;

smelling his flowers, and listening

birds, and breathing

and

yet

not

his sweet

speaking one

word

to

him! Is it not treating him very ungratefully ?
Do not treat the dear

God

so!

Do

not

have such gloomy, crooked days as Nell
had!
?
Talk to God every day. Tell him every-

thing ; thank him for everything; and see
what bright, beautiful days you will always
have.—Prot.

Churchman.

\

Something
Something
morning.

Was - wrong

whole;

Yes;

and

her

dress

she had

on

with

Nell that
:
clothes

was

neat

a pretty

and

white

Was there rain to spoil any of her plans?
No; the sun was shining beautifully, and
the birds were singing gaily. But Nell did

not sing with them; she did not feel like
singing—something was wrong.
‘Haven't you finished your composition?” asked her brother Henry, looking
across the table at her cloudy” face.

¢¢ O, you need n't worry about my composition!” Nell answered, ungraciously ; and
Henry shrugged his shoulders, and said
something about ‘¢ getting out of bed on the
wrong side.”
Now, Nell might have said a pleasant
“ Yes” to her brother’s question, for ske had
her composition written and folded nicely
away within the leaves of her Reader.
What could have happened to make Nell
speak and act so?
Nothing went rightly, and nothing looked bright to poor Nell all that day. It
was such a beautiful, sunshiny day, too!
On her way to school, she vvertook

some

of her classmates, who were flitting about
in a field of early green grass, like so many
happy batterflies, und talking and laughing
merrily.
see

here,”

one

cried

as

came up. ‘‘Just look what lovely
and such heaps of them!”

Sunday after Sunday his shiny bald head
came - into church, with its fringe of snowwhite

hair;

the

ruddy

hue

of

his

cheek

deepening and deepening as he grew older.
in

apron ; it could not have been that.

“0, Nell!

Zachariah.
rl
A

Every one at the breakfast table

noticed it when she came in.
What was it? Were not her
order?

Old

Wrong.

she

violets,
:

¢¢ And buttercups, too!” called another,

There

he

was in his

place,

forenoon

and

afternoon, singing as only those sing who
have learned to say lovingly-and filially,
“ Our Father;” he; and the children God
had given him,—a round dozen girls and
boys,—half
and half,—‘ not one too many,”
as the old man said every time a new name

was registered in the Family Bible; Sally’s
and Mary's and Jenny's and Helen's ; Tom-

my’s, Charley's, Billy’s, and Sammy's; all
of them free to chop np the piano
dling wood if they chose, and that
was the reason they did n't choose.
think the old man ever thought
phrase, ‘¢ family government; but
that he had a way of laying his
little

heads,

“hop”
to

that

pillows,

hurry

up

was

as

which

their

naps

for kinperhaps
I don’t
of the
for all
hand on

soothing

country

another, the girls grew

with.

as the

ladies use
One

after

up to maidenhood

and womanhood,and one after another mar-

ried, and;left the old homestead for houses
of their own; throwing their arms around
the neck of the good old man as they went,
but still with a word of love and pridein
the

tearful

glance

which

rested

the next

minute on the husband they had chosen. Ah
me—!

one

after

another

came

back,

dou-

bled and trebled, to lay their heads again
under the old roof-tree, where they could
never know again the lightsome, care-free

dreams of girlhood.
Not
their

maps.

Boston:

Fields,

Octavo. pp. 620.

Osgood

Sold by D.

&

Co.

Lothrop &

0.
The public have long and eagerly waited for
the issue of this promised exhibition of the more

scientific results of
Brazil,

the

the Thayer Expedition to

admirable

narrative

of which

ap-

fully made, and the information has been judiciously classified and put into a form marked at
once by scientific accuracy and literary attrac-

tiveness.

‘The various districts of the country are

dealt with in a natural order
the reader is sel to study the
acteristics of the country one
askedto harmonize a mass

large to be readily

of succession, and
features and charby one, before he is
of information too

mastered.

Abundant illus-

trations give great help in rendering the narrative clear and the facts definite,and the mechanical excellences are ‘such as make the work
equally noticeable and attractive.
The style of
the volume corresponds
to that prepared by
Mrs. Agassiz, and it may safely challenge criticism.
-

and who never forgets

you for a single moment,—think of living op

to his little

and

1870.

:

a complaint,
misfortunes

not a, reproach
(for

such

things

for
have

THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF THOMAS
ARNOLD, D. D., late Head-master of Rugby
school.and Regius Professor of Modern History
in the University of Oxford.
By Arthur Penrhyn Stanley,M. A.,Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the Universityof Oxford.
Two volumes in one.
Eighth American edition. Same Publishers, &e.
1870. 12 mo. pp.
778.
To praise this work would be a waste of
words.
The subject was one
(f the truest, noblest, simplest, solidest and grahdest of modern
Englishmen, whose presence way
a stimulant to

what is best in the human heart,

Whose learning

had no pedantry but an abundance of practical
common sense, whose spirit was at once as
genial as sunshine and as magnetic as a battery,
whose life fertilized a generation, and whose
death served to set his power free for a broader
rule in the empire of mind. And the biographer
is set down as one of the finest literary artists of which this generation can boast,—a man
of the broadest sympathies, the highest appreciation, and who takes hold of this task with the
enthusiasm. of ‘an ardent admirer and- the af-

fection of a- devoted friend. . The seal of public
approval was long since set upon this work, and
a place was promptly assigned it in the first rank
of biographies.
The publishers have done a
fitting thing in giving us this cheap and excellent popu lar €dition, that will multiply readers
and not fail of a long and useful life.
:
po———,

COMPANIONS OF MY SOLITUDE.
By Arthur
Helps, author of ‘Friends in Council,” etc.
From the Seventh London edition.
Boston:
Roberts Brothers.
1870. 16 mo. pp.276.
Sold

by D. Lothrop & Co.

Those who have

read

the

previous

this author will welcome this

works of

book

with es-

pecial satisfaction: Mr, Helps is In his way an
admirable literary companion.
Always
quiet
and suggestive,—making hackneyed themes appear fresh,—utterly free from the intense and
sensational,—genial in his deepest
philosophy
and wholesomely playful even when most profoundly serious,—so sincere that shams and affectdtion and cant
are silently rebuked
and
shamed out of sight whenever one looks over

his pleasant pages,—at onte

soothing

his read-

crazy for flowers

that

morning,

and

why

some of them could n't have gone on with
her? She didn't believe they cared for her
at

all—not one of them, or ‘they

ue her so.”
hen the little cloud
darker;

and the day went

would n’t

grew

larger

and

on

without

any

sunlight at all for Nell.
What was the reason? Nobody else
seemed to have any trouble, Miss Denton
praised the girls’ compositions, and that
made them all feel happy, except Nell—
who did not seem to care much.
And after school, Alice Lee asked

her

to

go home with her and play croquet, as she
had often done before. But Nell
said
*No;” and then went on home, thinking to
herself how she ‘would have liked a
game, only she guessed Alice didn’t want

id face; no frownings and fidgetings and
pshawings when little feet pattered loudly
in parlor and hall; some on his shoulders,
some ofl his knees, some at his feet; still,
‘‘not one too

many,” and each, as he said,

worth a thousand dollars apiece ; and heaven knows they cos him tha, first and last;
but he

was

nita man

to remember

it, as

hesat in their midst, with his spectacles
on his nose and his Bible on his knee, read-

ing all the precious promises garnered
there, for just such as he. ‘*“It is all right,”
he said at the altar; ‘It is all
said over the coffin; “Itis all

right,” he
right,” he

said, when he folded his’ worse than widowed daughters to his warm, fatherly heart.
Ah! Jaugh at this good old man’s Bible
if you liké; I know1t is the fashion; itis
considered

smart

and

knowing,

and

all

that, to put out the sun, and try to grope
through the world by one’s own littlesglimmorink taper. Wait a bit,—till your feet
stumble on the dark mountains; till the
great cry of. your agony goes up to that
God, whom, loading you with blessings,
you yet reject and disown: like the willrul
son, who, in the lordly pride of new flédg-

ed manhood,

turns contemptnou:ly

from

the mother who will never cease to love
him; and yet,—and yet,—his first great
sorrow finds him with his head on her
breast.— Fanny Fern.

4,

and valuable; in this, while applying the same
general methods of thought, he has taken
his
reader into the spheres of human activity instead

of the forest, and he has interpreted

with added

skill, embodied his thought in a more

vigorous.

style, given us more nervous vigor of expression.

and, by maintaining a completer
self-poise,
has added to his effectiveness of speech. A little

florid and vehement at times, not wholly

inno-

cent of hyperbole, and perhaps occasionally mag-

nifying one side of a truth at the apparent expense of the other side,~he has nevertheless

given us a most readable suggestive and quicken-

ing volume, which many an instructive but
heavy preacher might profit by studying, and
which thoughtful young men and women could
hardly read without being helped to find most
valuable means of grace in the street and shop
as well as in the Bible-class and sanctuary,

THE COMING OF CHRIST IN HIS! KINGDOM,
and the “Gates Wide Open” to the future

Earth and Heaven. Adventism, Millenarianism and a gross Materialism exposed and refuted, and the true nature of Christ’s Kingdom, °
as
Promised in the latter-day glory of earth
and the consummated glories of heaven, unfolded, &c., &e.
By a Congregational minister.
New York: N. Tibbals & Co.; Boston: D.
Lothrop & Co. 12mo: pp. 840.

The title of this volume suggests its character.
It is a'labored argument, made with some show
of learning, reason and Scripture,
against the
semi-materialistic views of prophecy, the second
advent, the millennium, the resurrection, the day

of judgment, the reign of Chriét with
&e., and with
a view of proving
spiritual interpretation should be

his saints,

that a more
put upon the

teachings of the Bible and the Church relating to
these subjects.
An earnest purpose, a devout
spirit, a strong faith and a brave hope run
through all these crowded and fervid pages, and
the discussion willgeeply interest a considerable body of religious readers.

Tie RULE AND Exercises or Hoy Dying.
By Jeremy Taylor. D. D.
Cornhill
Edition.
Boston; D. Lothrop & Co.. 1871. 18mo. pp.
310.

.

THE RULE AND EXERCISES OF HOLY LiviNG.
Same author and publishers. pp. 248.
Among all the beautiful and convenient editions of these standard devotional works. from
the brilliant and fervid pen of the good Bishop
of Down, this is certainly the most attractive.
The delicately tinted paper the clear typography,
the red line border, the rich and exquisite bind.ing, seem almost faultless, and constitute a Most
fitting casket for these gems of Christian thought

and felicities of literary expression

which have

charmed and blessed so many Christian souls.
The beauty of the volumes should tempt many
purchasers to buy, and the excellence of the contents should make their ministry a steady and
grateful one in all Christian circles.
:

THE POCKET
SCRIPTURE
ATLAS.
Twelve
maps, colored.
By William Hughes,F. R. G.
8.
From the London
edition.
Chicago:
Sewall & Miller.

A beautiful, convenient, accurate, instructive :
and durable atlas, easily carried

in

the

pocket,

and ready for use in the Sabbath school class or
elsewhere, full enough for all ordinary purposes,
and exhibiting the various geographical sections

and aspects of the ancient and modern

oriental

world, so as to answer the requirements of the
Scriptural narrative of the chosen people from

the beginning to the

end.

Few

things

of the

kind have pleased us so much as this, and we
shall be surprised if it does not prove to be what
many have long waited for.

er’s passions and giving both intellect and heart
a higher and truer activity,—he is sure to be a
favorite with all thoughtful and healthy natures. |
. The companions of his solitude here brought
ROY’'S SEARCH ; or Lost in the cars.
By Helen
forward are the best'of kis thoughts," and they
C. Pearson. New York: National Temperance
Society and Publication house.
1870. 16mo pp.
keep their meditative air while he introduces
304.
them, one by one, to the literary public, and
they soon become intimate, permanent and grateHOPEDALE TAVERN, and what it wrought,
3y
J. William Van
Namee.
Same Publishers.
ful acquain tances.
:
*
Sa
1
1
1870, 16mo. pp. 252.
THE LIFEOF ARTHUR

TAPPAN.
New
York:
12 »mo. pp. 332.
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.”
It will prove a most acceptable service to
many,—who
knew of the high integrity, the
eminent public spirit, the broad Christian philanthropy, the genuine moral courage, ‘and the
Hurd

&

Houghton.

costly anti-slavery

1870;

devotion

of Mr.

Tappan, in

been) from the silver-haired old patri- the days when these qualities ‘Were rarer and
holding up her hand fuil of the shining yel- arch.
He, smiling, blessed them all the more needful than now,—that the brother who
low flowers.
: same, rising up and sitting down, going shared his confidence and his labors, has given to
‘Come in and get some! I'm going to out and coming in,—they and theirs; that the public a bisgraphy of this honored Christian
take Miss Denton a splendid bunch for her they were poor and desolate built up no merchant and faithful reformer. The story deserves telling, and the man’s life has a voice
desk I”
separating wall between them.
A few whose lessons we can not well afford to lose.
*“Who- cares for violets? I don’t want more chairs at the hearth,— a few more The biographer;
Mr. Lewis Tappan, has told the
any; it’s too much trouble to pick them !”
loaves on the table,—that was all. There story in a very plain, clear, just and unambi‘“ Why, Nell! Ithought you liked vio- was enough and to spare in that father's tious way, feeling that the facts. needed no embellishment and that high-wrought eulogy was
lets.”
house, for their tastes were simple, and
wholly out of place,
Mr. Tappan was one of
““ Well, I would n’t go in that nasty wet the morning and evening prayer went up the few. men remaining who fought the great
grass for them, anyhow {”
on as strong wings of faith as if no cloud battle for the slave’s freedom through from its
O Nell, Nell! the beautiful wild flowers, had settled on the fair, matronly faces beginning, without once faltering in the strife or
distrusting the most thoroughly Christian weapand the sweet fresh grass which God about him.
:
made! how could you speak so of them?
The boys? oh yes, the boys; well, they ons, who cheerfully risked reputation, and spent
How sorry it must have made him, to hear out-grew jackets, and went into long-tailed money, and braved censure, and defied violence,
you talk so ungratefully about the pretty coats and ‘‘stores.” Business fought shy and mixed prayer with princip le, and held up
his heroic courage with a sublime patience, and
things which he sent to make earth pleas- of them.
I suppose, because they were lived to witness the slave’s jubilee and the naant for you!
too honest to cheat; but the old man said, tion’s triumph, and then went up to tell his grat‘“ May be Nell has new shoes on, and ‘Never
We welcome this record with
mind; try again, boys; there's itudeto God.
does n’t want to get the dew on them,” said always a place for you here, when things especial satisfaction, and commend it to our
readers.
one of the girls, laughing, and then taking goawry.”
And things did go awry; and
another step right into the pearly drops one after anbther the boys came home, too,
FIRST STEPS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
By
that shone on every blade of grass.
till they could ‘‘ turn round again.” NevAuthur Gilman, A, M. New York:
Hurd and
Nell made noanswer; but walked slowly er a wrinkle more on the smooth face of
Houghton.
1870.16 mo. pp. 231.
Sold by D.
Lothrop & Co.
on, wondering what made the girls ¢“all so Zachariah,—never a smile less on his plac-

themselves on other plants or trees, from
which they draw their nourishment. They
abound here, and we frequently see trees her much, or she wouldn't have left her,
of stupendous growth, strangled in their just to get those violets in the morning.
twining arms, and standing like skeletons
Poor Nell! her unsatisfying, cheerless day
in the midst of wonderful masses of flowers came to an end at last. And when she lay
and folinge which they have nourished with in bed, and thought it all over, 1 am quite
their very lives.”
sure that she must have found out why it
‘* What selfish and ungratefal plants I” was that everything seemed to go wrong.
exclaimed Laura. *¢ They remind me of
What do you suppose was the reason?
wicked people who live at the expense of I will tell you, Nell had not spoken to
God all that day! Just think of it! Not
others.”
3
‘‘ This thougtit has occurred to others,” one single word !—~not so much as a ¢* good
replied the mother, smiling. “The German morning,” or a ‘ thunk you,” r a ** please.”
traveler, Burmeister, observes that * the His loving arm had been folded 'about her
,

she

the strong show no respect for the weak,
and the selfishness of parasites which advance themselves at the expense of others,
find their parallels in human
society.
There is another aspect which reminds us of
our own lives. , Leaves have no set time to

the
un-

all night long; and when

in heaven, ,who gave

cold

noes.
We tan see the silvery cone, from
which issues a great cloud of black smoke,

Then we gave to Death our darling;
He unclasped the golden chain;
But the Saviour came to take her,
Follewed by the heavenly train.

a pra, =

snow

of humanity.
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‘The fierce struggle for existence in which

of

most beautiful, and most terrific of volca-

Chide me not for coming early ;
I have tarried at the door,
Till the angels tire of waiting
For her on the upper shore.”

SA LE

rivers

still a little farther off is Cotopaxi itself, the

Till she your home should bless,
‘With music from her pattering feét,
Her voice and sweet caress.

gg Tray
i
or
pa 7

by

and still, covering it three thousand feet
below: its inapproachable summit.
And
_

ical forest is a fit emblem

Its sides have been rent

molten lava, but now the

But the good Father held me back

a.

thousand

it seems a mighty
which the sunlight

‘We said, *‘ ’t is God’s especial gift,

The months into a year;

t

nineteen

kindles into ineffable glory. South is Antisana, a fierce volcano in ages past, second

And still the darling child seemed ours,—

|

of

and five hundred feet,
mass of ice and snow

we cried,

The wecks fled by into the months,—

4

remember

is indescribably sublime.

Rising to the hight

:

A tiny child unclosed for us
Her eyes so bright and fair ;—

t

to

ambi, standing exactly on the equator. Itold
you of this mountain before,and I wish you
to notice and_remember it. Its appearance

“Its loss we need not fear.”

,

to the ridiculous,’

- “Still nearer in the same direction is Cay-

——

*‘It is our very own,”

sublime

but if this thought helps you
the fact we will pardon it.

contemplation of a tropical forest produced
on him & painful impression on account of
the vegetation displaying a spirit of restless
selfishness, eager emulation and craftiness.’
Another traveler has expressed thata trop-

a

The great

merit

of this manual

of

English

Literature is found in the thoroughly systematic
way in which the material is arranged, showing that everything is made to contribute something to a preconceived and excellent plan, and
in the remarkable and lucid brevity with which
the author states his facts, characterizes his authors and puts down his criticisms and estimates .
A vast amount of valuable and well arranged information is crowded within a narrow compass,
and as & hand-book for beginners in the stady of
English Literature, it is alike calculated to grat-

ify and stimulate the desire

for

a

practical

ac-

We are always sure of finding something of
merit when books reach us with the imprint of
this enterprising House, and are not disappointed.
While especially aiming to supply the young
with an entertaining temperance literature, the
publishers never-become indifferent to the general wholesomeness of what they issue, and take
care that their books shall possess a fair share of
literary merit.
These two volumes are thoroughly good. "The chief hero of the first volume

is a boy whose

parents

areunknown,

and

who

seeks them till they are found; and his uprightness and devotion are properly rewarded.
The
list of personages introduced i¥a long and striking one, not a few of whom are strong and
unique characters; but through the humor and
zest of the volume, the wholesome lessons find

themselves clearly stated and strongly enforced.
Hopedale Tavern i’ tale of the evil work of
the cup,
such as life is constantly furnishing,
an impressive warning against tampering with
the poison, and an indirect but strong plea for
the pledge and the united effort of all who would

see the land freed

| evils.

from
e

one

of the

direst of

oy —

Messrs.

D. Lothrop& Co.,

lish Sabbath

school

books

quality that make the

House

Boston, who

in

pub-

a quantity and
a

noticeablé one,

send us, among their recent issues, the following:
BYE-PATH MEADOW.
author of “Lamps,
ete, 16mo. pp. 464.

a
By Rev. Paxton Hood,
Trumpets and Pitchers,”
y

LITTLE BEN HADDEN; or, DO Right, whatever
comes of it." By W. H. G. Kingston.
16 mo.
pp: 267.

ALICE BENSON'S TRIALS, 16mo.

pp. 118.

LITTLE BLOSSOM STORIES. Five beautiful 18mo.
volumes in a box, entitled respectively,—Fair
Play, The Daisy Mission, Wintergreen Girl,
Kitty’s Tableaux, Bold as a Lion.

Twelve

L11TLY. BERTIE’'S PICTURE LIPRARY.
illustrated 24mo. volumes in a box.

Of these volumes it is not needful to say much.
The first is a book having abundance of character
as the authorship would of itself assure us. It
holds an interesting story of English life, but its

chief merit is found in the wise counsels and
quaintance with the great literary benefa
.
faithful warnings addressed to the young by one
who enrich our world of thought.
It is modest
who is at once sympathetic, earnest and wise .—
in1ts pretensions and satisfactory in its results;
Little Ben Hadden is an excellent book, detail
its aims are definite and it hits its target.
ing the striking experiences of a lad

WORKDAY

CHRISTIANITY:

or, The

Gospel

in

the Tradus.
By Alexander Clark, author of
“The gospel in the Crees.” ete. Phila. : Claxton, Remsen & Haffelflager, 1871. 12 mo. pp.

300, Sold by D. Lotarop & Co.

Mr. Clark has a high appreciation of that feature in Christ’s teachings which is exhibited in

his parables, similes and illustrations drawn
from the various spheres of ordinary and practical life. The moral uses of any fact are to him

And he has mansignificant beyond all others,
itestly a habit of looking for a spiritusl significance in every natural phenomenon, and an
ability to trace out intportant analogies between
the world of matter and the world of mind,
He
finds texts in the common tasks'of the peasant and
artisan, the complex machine of the inventor becomes to him the preacher of a thrilling sermon,

and t' a nice methods of the skilled workman are
made a telescope through which he tedches us to

who knew

not a little of both hardship and temptation, but
who clung fast to the right through it all and
won anoble victory.
The volume gives much

information

respecting

the

various

countries

which the little hero visited during his life as a
sailor,~Alice Benson’s Trials will supply not
a little in the way of illustrating the experience
of young girls who are bent on following Christ,
and who find that faithfulness costs much
pray-

er and patience,
But her fidelity gives her a
peaceful conscience and brings her a noble victory at last.—The Little Blossom
Stories, and
Bertie’s Picture Library

piled by Rev.

J. D.

are

Strong,

admirable,

Com-

who

what

knows

children want, and who brings to his task a true
sympathy and a large skill, filled with charming

and instructive stories, set off with an abundance
of choice pictures, and bound ina »tyle that
honors beauty and good taste, we .aball be surprised if there is not # steady and large demand
for them wherever they are known.

-

THE MORNING

v

escape of blood upon or into the brain; or,
finally, to the escape,of the watery part of
the blood (the serum) through the coats of
the vessels. True apoplexy, or the kind.

Inside a Mosque.

here considered,

————————

give anotion of the plan ‘of these Moham-

would allow himself

to be photographed. They are taught to
interpret the second commandment so literally that they assert, as a doctrine of the
Koran, that all painters and sculptors are
forbidden to make copies of the human
frame or person ;* they will be compelled to

furnish eventually souls for all the bodies
of men they fashion on canvas or in
stone.

No seats are needed in the mosques, for
all persons in the East prefer to sitor recline on the floor. The enclosures are kept
quite clean, and are ventilated well.
In
this respect they are in: agreeable contrast
with the gaudy and filthy churches in Italy.
On one side, against the wall, is wont, on
an

Imaum,in a niche prepared for himy.to read
prayers and chapters of the Koran.
Another man, called a Moolah, on Fridays
harangues the people, taking his stand in a
conspicuous and often richly carved pulpit
approached by a high flight of steps. Generally, however, the devotions are personal,

and in good measure solitary. The devotee
enters sedately,and immediately commences his multitudinous genuflectious and

even

though

the

heavens

retreat

for

food, are exciting causes which almost daily
predisposed to
already
destroy those
“i
apoplexy.
There are generally premonitions of the
apoplectic gondition. The weakened artery
often temporarily yields under undue pres-

And, most sin-

no one ever assumes authori-

of

these cool places of refreshment.
They
consider it God's house for every creature

of God, and that makes it his home. Even
the birds,building their nests in the nooks of
architecture, are not disturbed. Sanctuary
privileges, therefore, are free in these precincts to the poor and rich, the stranger and

home-born alike. What arrested my mind
more than anything else in some of these
splendid temples, was the sense of right to
every

person

the

ertion, and, above all, stimulating drinks,
and a stomach overloaded with indigestible

gotar sight of all, you will see some at
ull length sleeping on the soft carpet, their
heads buried in their extended arms, and
covered to a most suffocating extent with
their heavy blankets.
The poor wandering Arabs especially
find their welcome in these consecrated
buildings. No one ever drives a worship-

which

circulation

the

upon

in

brain may now, at any time, be followed by
:
a rapture of the affected vessel.
Mental excitement, fatigue, physical ex-

conversing in sedate tones, as if impressed

be inside of them,

pressure

due

all

ty to turn the weary and overheated out

Any un-

stage of most cases of apoplexy.

and then a group of men willbe. discovered

er away, and

ren-

In many

mentioned is the initial

weak by the cause

conceivable classes of incomers. The utmost quiet and decorum prevail. At almost any time a curious and interesting
spectacle may be found within the wide precincts. A few persons will be seen engaged busily in their laborious devotions.
Now

with the gravity of the spot.

uckily no one about heard or heeded him,

persons, the brain long overtaxed ceasgs to
be properly nourished, and the same process of degeneration is set up, and finally
terminates either in a rupture of vessels or’
softening of the brain-substance.
. An artery of the brain once rendered

should begin to fall. An intense businesslike absorption appears to hold them in
this exercise perfectly under its power.
Open at all hours of the day, entirely unlimited as to any bounds of parish locality,
free to every one, these places of prayer afford a cool and comfortable

of a

in or

its vessels

brain is impaired, and

the

dered weak and liable torupture.

a kind

of liturgy that sounds like an incantation.
The abstraction these people exhibit is truly wonderful. It would seem impossible to
them,

by

pressed

the brain

sure, and that portion of

upon loses its power, whether of motion or
often

persons

such

Hence,

sensation.

speak of temporary numbness or tingling of

a limb or part, a sense of dizziness, occasionally a momentary loss of consciousness,
or inability to articulate certain words or
letters, &r double vision.
:

"and

stands

close

by

wall of the

the

pal-

ace.

I do not like its

architecture

altogether,

for the minarets are so lofty and thin that
they résemble a candle with the extinguisher on the top. Hence the exterior commands admiration only for the beautiful finish of its material.
The entire edifice is
constructed out of veined alabaster. Once
fairly

inside

of

the

enclosure,

we

could

hardly restrain our exclamations of delight
and wonder.

It is the finest in Cairo;

and

1 have no hesitation in saying that it is the
most costly edifice I ever beheld. - It is inartistically expensive, magnificent in the
rough, with mere solid profusion of silver,
precious stones and gold. The inside and
the outside, as I have said, are of pure alabaster, of a yellowish white color, great

columns of
polished stone glittering like
variegated iw clear “to Beis summits.
The porch with its multiplied ornaments, the
arches of. the court. yard, and the domes
that make the roof, are full of points of rare
architectural beauty. And then within,on
every hand over the vast area, the exquisite
tablets inscribed with verses from the Koran, traced skillfully

in characters of grace-

ful Arabic; the pulpit, the winding staircase, the curiously-fashioned lamps suspended like so many vases from the ceiling
by silken cords; the beautiful figures in the
the thickly-tufted carpets, the stained windows in the lofty casements elaboratel
carved, the cornices projecting heavily wi
pendants as tenuous as {rost-work—all these

to-day seemed so like the imagined scenery
Nights, that I
“of the Thousand and One

could almost bring back the dream of my
childhood concerning the times of the good
Caliph Haroun Alraschid.—Rev. C. 8. RobENON.
"

Apoplexy.
The reported deaths
astonishing, if not of

by apoplexy

are cf

alarming, frequency.

Daily we see new and familiar names added to the long mortality record, and learn
that ni

our friends,

or the great

men of

the world, were stricken down, while in apparent health, with apoplexy, And wilh
-what

fearful

suddenness the

attack comes

on! Governor Andrew
was conversing
cheerfully with a friend ; Corwin was in the
midst of his humor; Stanton was happy in
his family circle; and Dickens was sitting at the family table, when the shadow
of death fell like a pall upon the brain,
shutting out forever all consciousness of
earthly objects.
Apoplexy is defined to he ‘“‘a disease essentially characterized by the sudden loss,
more or less completely, of volition, percep-

tion, sensation, and motion ; AE

on

sudden pressure upon the brain, originating
within the cranium.” This pressure may
be due to an unusual tendency of blood to

the brain, causing congestion; or to the

rupture of a blood-vessel,
“a

followed by an

kept under

the

hallucination

them

that, in learning the manual of arms,

they were qualifying themselves to command armies. To become a good business
man requires a certain training of the judgment and character—the acquisition of certain habits of mind which can only be
acquired by long exposure to certain powerful influences, such as those to which a
boy is exposed who is taken young into a

real mercantile house, and employed in
real transactions involving real responsibilities, and familiarized day by day with
the spectacle of men whom ke looks up to,
and who are masters of their work, engaged in the solution of the various problems
of trade.
His whole moral and mental
constitution

is in

when

bold and when to be cautious,

the

exigencies
to be

this

way molded to suit

of his calling.

He

learns

and he learns above all things the enormous
difference between facts and fancies. This
training

is no longer very common, we ad-

mit; but neither is the type of merchants
which this training’ created. The modern

type approaches more nearly to the gambler

cated

portions of

the brain,

base, it may prove quickly fatal.

so

the pressure

absorbed, and

in. time be

its

or at

Or it may

far relieved that the attending paralysis
may disappear. It is owing to the fact that
a small vessel may first rupture, and the

patient recover; and afterward a larger
vessel may rupture, and recovery follow ;
and, again, a still larger vessel rupture,

es, is best

found on

time

the central

cave us all the most pleasure, we

citadel,

WEST

among the most industrious and enterprising
citizens of the town, He had been an interested
reader of the Star for about thirty years;—read

PP

LEBANON

ACADEMY,

HE FALL TERM of Lebanon Academy will
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 3), and continue
eleven weeks under the following insurusiors | G.H.
Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi-s
M. H. Fernald, Pre-

other papers and books ;—had a retentive. memory, and was interested in the general affairs a

I always possessed the dangerous faculty of seeing the ludicrous side of everything, and

was

famous for making * fun,”

movements of the age. For about tweny-five | ceptress, and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.
ears he indulgéd a hepe in the Saviour; was a E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Siacy, teach-

in boyhood

and

in after

over of meetings, and but few listened to good
preaching with
greater interest.
His widow
and only son with his wife are greatly afflicted,

This was the source of some trouble, both
years, and I have

before the

tacks

proves

disease

the fallacy of this belief, we have

by preventive measures.

symp-

A person subject to the premonitory

toms mentioned should be extremely careful to avoid all causes which excite undue
pressure upon the cerebral circulation.
The neck should be free from all pressure ;
the food should be light and nutritious;
stimulating drinks should be used in modquantities,

erate

if at

severe

all; and all

mental and physical excitemenfs must be
scrupulously avoided.
fa
The approach of the final attack is often
noticed by the sufferer, and he gives a moment’s warning of the danger. Dickens
felt a pain shoot through the side, and spoke
of it; this was doubtless occasioned by the
rupture. The best treatment to be adopted
by the bystanders is to lay the patient down,
head

the

with

remove

elevated;

and

heat

to

the

from

of

Paris, where

I had special opportunities for observing
the stirring events of Sunday, and I give
you what I know to be the true story of
her Majesty's escape. The deposition of
the Napoleon dynasty was voted in the
Corps
Legislatif about one o'clock on Sunday

afternoon.

Atiwo o'clock, M. Pietri—

then Prefect of Police—rushed breathlessly
into the Empress’ apartments at the Tuileries with the startling announcement and
warning :—*The ‘decheance has been declared. I have not a moment to lose.
Save your life, Madame,

to save my own?”

ening

peared,

as I am now hast-

Then he disap-

and with good reason, too, for the

revolutionary government would give something to be able to lay hands on him now.
The Empress found herself alone with her
old and trusty fectataty and friend, Madame le Breton, and with M, Ferdinand de
Lesseps, who botke urged her to fly at once.
But her high spirit made this a most unpalatable connsel.
It was cowardice—
une luchete—to desert the palace. She
would rather be treated as was Marie Antoinette by the mob than seek safety in an
unworthy flight. For a time all persuasion was useless; but at length her Majesty's

mood

calmed

somewhat, and she saw

the utter uselessnessof remaining.
Attended only by the two companions
we have named, the Empress fled through
the long gallery of the Louvre, but suddenly her course was stopped short by a locked
The little party could distinctly
door.
hear the shouts of crowds who were invading the private gardens of the Tuileries.
M. de

Lesseps, to gain time, proposed that

he should go out on the terrace and get
soldiers on guard to hold the people back

for a few minutes, while in addition he
would
delay
the crowds by addressing them, The resort to this expedient

was not

necessary.— Madame

his

throw or two in some speculative commodity, and furnishes, after a few years, one

of

the

innumerable

wrecks

which

now

warn men away from “business,” and give
the great money markets of the world such

a close. resemblance

to Baden-Baden and

Hamburg.

Public

le Breton

too

hard,

been published since his death. It isthe
letter * of a man entirely ill at ease. He
would have renounced politics, but it was
impossible.

He

ought to

bein the Cham-

ber of Deputies, but could not afford “to
devote forty or fifty thousand francs to an
election.”
To come to America was to
allow the course of events in France to be
determined, and to fit himself for affairs.
1t is, indeed, a melancholy letter, and has

been made the occasion of some melancholy comments upon the penalties of public
life,

as

illustrated

from some conspicuous

hurled at Washington, at Lincoln! Coutemplate the ex-Presidents! Who would
serve a public which forever proves itself
ungrateful !

But is it ungratefulto Washington? Is
it ungrateful to Franklin? Is it ungrateful
to any of the famous fathers? When a
man

complains

or feels that he has served

his country for naught, what does he mean ?
That he has not helped his country? That
it

is

not

and it rested on

the

‘¢scratch

wig?” too far forward to fall off. So I
must needs pull the string, and as my ill
fortune would have it, the pin would not
come; I drew it harder and harder, very
cautiously, till it was “tight. The pin had
caught

somewhere.

Now,

I knew,

ifde-

tected, I should be severely punished.
The temptation was so strong to pull off
that wig, that it seemed

is;

my

to me, I must do

fingers itched;

to tremble

with

I began

the excitement.

almost

I looked

at my father. ‘He saw nothing. All were
attentively listening to the preacher. I
must do it; so, looking straight at the
minister, andgiving one sudden jerk, off
came

the wig.

Billy sprang
ing

both

I let go of the string;

from

hands

his seat, and,

to his

head,

poor’

clasp-

cried, ‘‘ Goo

—G00o—Good Lord!”"—to the astonishment
of the congregation. Bat there in our pew
lay the wig, with pin and string attached,
as positive evidence against me. One
look at my father’s face convinced me
“that
I had

done

it,” and

should

it,” and ¢“ catch it” 1 did.
ed

er of Penmanship and Vocal
Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

Music; Miss

A.

V.

till Monday,

and

*‘ catch

in the morning

most

thoroughly,

buthe

made

me

take it

off,—so that the jacket

was none the better

for the

my

¢ dusting,” but

stronger,

wiser,

better,

for

his

shoulders

Obituaries.
Particular Notice ! Persens wishing obitua-

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion,
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

Verses are inadmissible.

they

country that he may be personally honored,

his disappointment
his friends.;

will sour

himself and

But we must understand what

honor is. ' Would. Webster, or Clay, or
Calhoun be more honored or regarded if
they had been President?
Would they

have

been

more

famous?

What

is the’

reward of publiclife? Is it noble fame and
pubile gratitude, or an office? Would John
Bright's political career, his public service,

be without reward if he had never been
called into the Cabinet,if he should never be

made Prime Minister.
Webster, Clay,
Calhoun gave their
lives and talents to public life, and were
rewarded

with

highest office.

great fame and all but the

If they were disappointed,

the moral is not that republics are ungrate-

ful, but that the personal ambition of public
men

is

inordinate.

The

testimony of Mr.

Greeley has been given upon this subject
in a little speech. He says: ‘I wish to
give my testimony as that of one nearly
sixty

years of age, and who for forty years

has been actively engaged in political strife,
and that without holding office or attaining
wealth or position; that I feel that my
career has been a satisfactory one.”"—Har-

per's Magazine.

I

Enjoy the blessings of this day if God
gends them; and the evils bear patiently

Py nyt |

open

SAVE

MRS. ALICE RANDALL died in North

ciety man, and as such was

universally beloved.

As a Christian he tried to be faithful.
We remember his last public testimony for Jesus, given while tears fell from his eyes, so deep was his
love and interest in the blessed cause.
At the
time of his death, he was a member of the choir,
and a teacher in our Sabbath school.
Services
by the writer.
C. B. GRIFFIN,
WILLIAM SANBORN died in Loudon,Sept. 17th
aged b9 years and 11 months.
Brother 8. had
been a great sufferer for years with chroniz
rheumatism,
His last sickness was short, being
an attack of paralysis which terminated in death.
This dear brother gave his heart to God in June,
1820.
Sept. 16th following, was baptized by Rev.
8. B. Dyer, and united with the {Freewill Baptist
church in Loudon, in which he labored and toil
ed for its prosperity.
It can be said of him, He
was a Chrigtian, He possessed an amiable disposition, such as few share,
He loved the church
and all the ordinances of God’s house, in" which
he filled his place with cheerfulness.
Praising
God and singing the songs of Zion were his delight.
His Bible was his most esteemed
book.

He was a patron and veader of the Star for more

J\

.

James

Hook died

in Chester, N.
61

years,

H.,

He was

& CO.,

Boston, and all druggists.

cured of Deafness and Catarrh by alesimp

AN: IN GENESIS

quity.

AND IN GEOLOGY:

By JosepnP. THOMPSON,

bP. D., LLD.

by

L. RR. BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H.
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Tuesday,

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPSENES

Dec.

ToAgents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, Principal,
| MACHINES. The best machinein the world. Stitch
ANNIE O. TUTTLE, Preceptress.
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
Special attention given to those fituing for College,
For further pasucnlars addreés THE WILSON SEWand to those preparing to teach.
ING MACHINE CO,, No. 656 Washington street,
Board, and rooms to those wishing to board themBoston, Mass.
:
1y48
selves, will be furnished at reasonable rates.
M.D,

TROY BELLS.

Pres.

COLLEGE.

OLD

REV.
REV.

J. L.COLLIER, A. M.} President.
I. D. ADKINSON, A. M., Professor of Ancient
Languages.
WILLIAM REED, Professor of Mathemat cs.
‘
Miss JORIE SUMPTION, Teacherof Primary Department.

MRS. MARY

J. E. ADKINSON,

Zeacher

of Instru-

RANTED

(Combines

the

Address
Gy

thorough,

advantages

lim-

room

rent at terms

to

favor

stu-

0. E\ BAKER,

Supt.

MANUFACTURED

K, MABRY,

BY

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
"of New York,

And Sold by Agents everywhere.
This mill is WROUGHT IRON-—not CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so as {0 run for years without
injury.
It works with less power than any other,and
less expense.
It has taken the First Premium at the

State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been ex-

hibited.

J.D.

“BROCKPORT, N, Y., April 10, 1869.
WEST—Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist

Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with

two

horses, at 160

revolutions, and I'think I ground about 15°bushels of
corn per hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat fasters 1 am perfectly
satisfied with it.

Yours &c.,
“MONROE,

R. M. PALMER.”
N.Y., May 10, 1869.

“J.D. WEsT—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire
Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels
“The

Union Grist

all that

you

Yours,

&c.,

THOs,

and Feed (now

represent it.

Corn per hour.

H. BATE.”

Empire)

It will grind with

It also makes

I consider it a boen

once

Mill is

ease 6 to

excellent

to farmers,

tested,

There

and

is

‘JOHN

B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.i—The (Empire) Mill I
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. I grind 7

or 8

bushels

will
per-

per hour;

feeders.

in fact, it is just the thing

None should

for

be without one.

ISAAC BARKLEY.”
4a

SEMINARY.

HE
FALL
TERM
of this
Institution
AL
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under the
sonal supervision of”
.
MapisoN

5

CORN & FEED MILL

farmers aud

vacation through holidays.

PARSONSFIELD

EMPIRE

it will be indispensable when

ents.

:

:

but one opinion—it is a success.

HE SUMMER
TERM
commences Sept. 7.
‘I'uition,—~common branches and incidentals—
extra branches,’ each, $0.75.

and

TEE

Graham flour.

WILTON, IoWA.

12 weeks;

Bell

Mount' WAR-

VINEGAR
How made. from Cider, Wine, Mo
)
¢ lasses or Sorgham, in 10 hours with
out using drugs.
For circular address F. I. Sage
Vinegar Maker, Cromwell, Ct.
1y33

8 bushels of

WILTON SEMINARY,

Term,

of genuine

SATISFACTORY.

of corn per hour.

-,

gloating

Made

39 t 26

©

CHAS, W. CUSHING.

$7.00;

FOUNDRY.

Large Illustrated Catalogue sent free upon application to
JONES & CO, TROY. N.Y.

careful, complete.
Advantages for Music, Painting
French and German, unsurpassed.
Particular atten,
tion paid to common and solid branches.
Teachers
and cemforts of a school and home.)
Number
ited to 40, Next year begins September 15.

BELL

Metal (Copper and Tin.)
Hung with Rotary
ings, the best and most durable ever used.

term begins June 6, and ends August 18.

chosen with great care.

TROY

on hand and made to order.

mental Music.
Calendar for 1830-31.—Fall term begins September 6, and ends November 23.

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Ten miles west of Boston. - Instruction

ESTABLISHED

ROY, N. X.—A large assortment of Church,
Academy,Fire Alarm, and other bells, constantly

n

Send for Circular.
\
J ID WEST, General

__40

AGENTS

Agent,

.

Cortlandt St, Now York.

WANTED

IN

Principal,

FOR

HISTORY.

A grand theme, and the grandest

GOD

book of modern

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes,Teacher of Classics,
Natural Sciences and Vooal Music; Miss M. A. Piké
Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Drawing; Miss J. B. Stanley, Teacher
of Instrumental
Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W, Titcomb, Teach

times,
All History analyzed from a new stand point.
God rules among the nations,
‘An OPEN BIBLE in

Abbie Mabry,

new plan insures a sale in every family,

er of * Spencerian

System”

of

Penmanship;

Primary Department,

Tuition: Common

English, $3,00; Higher

$4,00; Languages, $6.00; Music, $8,00;
strument, $2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to
manship, $1,50.
.

Miss

English,

Use of In$5,00; Pen-

Board, $3,00 per week. Wood and lights extra.
Rooms for those desiring to board themselves.
Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.
A Teacher’s Class will be

of thoroughly drilling those
the

coming

winter,

formed

who

Especial

students preparing for College,
M. E. 8wrAT,
Parsonsfleld, Jdne 27,70.

WHITESTOWN

for

the

propose

attention
M. D,,

purpose

to teach

paid

those

Sec. of Trus.

HE FALL TERM of this institution will open
Aug. 23. Its courses ot study are as follows: In
De;

artment—Collegiate,

English,

every land. No other book like it. Approved by
over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
The best terms to Agents ever before given, Our

once

'

Department is one of

Il

GOODSPEED

&

Co,

"$500 REWARD
For a case of Catarrh that Demeritt’s North Ameri
can Catarrh Remedy cannot cure. Price per pack
age $1.25, (two bottles.) For sale by all Druggists.

CARRUTHERS
md

the Most Success.

I

& DEMERITT,

Send for circular and

fo

ANTED—AGENTS,

Musical,

Painting.
In Male Department—Classical, English
fyeilitiés are
and Scientific, Commercial. Superior
furnished to Young
Men Fitting
for
College. Its
Commercial

¥.W.

Address, at

87 Park Row, N. Y., or 148 Lake street, Chicago.
20129

120 Hanover Street, Boston.
home sestimonisls,

SEMINARY.

ful in the state. Terms moderate. - For full infor
mation, send for Catalogue.
‘
J. 8, GARDNER, Prin,
Whitestown, N, Y., July 22, °70,

Mr.

CHILDREN.

One vol., 12mo. Price, $1. Will be.sent prepaid
post, on receipt of price, by

Services by Rev. J. Clough,
Oct. 3, very suddenly, aged

THE

Sec, Trus,

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creationtested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.

Female

Com.

E. C. LEWIS,

N. H., July 20,

GC. S00DWIN

than thirty years. He has gone down to the
grave ready for his Father's kingdom. He leaves
the companion of his youth, for a short time, two

sons, a father, brothers and sisters, May they
find comfort in preparingto ‘meet hin in heaven,

1870.

DR. GOULD’S PIN-WORM SYRUP.

Sec-

Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.

Provi-

23,

Purely vegetable, safe and certain. A valuable cathartic, and beneficial to health. Warranted to cure,

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
The Winter Term will commence
6 and continue i3 weeks.

Aug.

Principal,

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and dies-because
of Pin-Worms. The only
known remedy for. these
most troublesome. and
dangerous of all worms in
children or adults is

wail

Summer

1G. P. RAMSEY.

A. M.

with eight assistants,

on

L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec.

Pres,

MESERVEY,

New Hampton,

DEA. DAVID MARVIN died in Davenport, Del36
aware Co., N. Y., Oct. 2d, aged 70 years and 3
months.
At the early age of fifteen, he conseLAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
crated himself to God, and soon -after became a
member of the Free Baptist denomination, of
HE WINTERTERM will commence on MON-'
which he remained a worthy member till death.
DAY, Nov. 14, 1870. Complete. courses’ of study
Bro. Marvin had held the office of deaton about , for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
forty years, and secured to himself a good deNorth Scituate, R. L., Oct. 10, 1870.
gree of faith in Christ Jesus.
At the ‘time
of his death, he was actively engaged with others in erecting a house of worship, near his resiMAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
dence.
This enterprise engaged his attention
HE FALL TERM will commence Sept. 1.
during his sickness, more than any other.
He
often expressed deep anxiety for its completion.
G. B. FILES, A. B., Principal,
His last days were quiet, and the veteran soldier
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress,
laid aside his armor.
God gave him an honoraand six other teachers will constitute the Board of
ble discharge from the church militant and pro- Instruction.
moted him to the church triumphant.
AgreeaThe Normal department will be under the care of
ble to his request, Eid. Amos Wing delivered an
E. E. WADE, A. B.
impressive discourse at 'ni~ funeral:
Several othFor particulars gaddress the Principal, or Rev. A.
L. GERRISH.
er clergymen were present and took part in the
N. F, WEYMOUTH, Sec’y. Trust.
exercises.
His remains rest in the cemetery at
Pittsfield, July 27, 1870,
Oneonta, while a widow, three children and
other relatives mourn his death.
LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY.

JAMES FLANDERS died in East
Andover, N,
E., Aug. 13th, of typhoid fever, aged 49 years
and 9 months.
He was born in Dorchester, was
moved while an infant to Bradford, where he
lived some ten years; from Bradford he was
moved to Wilmot, where he lived until about
five years ago, when he became a resident of
Andover.
Bro.F. embraced the Saviour early
in life, was baptized and united with the F. W.
Baptist church in Wilmot some twenty-nine
years since, with which church he was united
at the time of his death,
He was really a so-

or because

CALDER,

begins

A. B.

WAS

Tuesday, September 6th, 1870.
Catalogues will be seat on application to the
JAMES
3w33

INSTITUTION.

TERM

- Apply to Principal or to

HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
retary.

HAMPTON

FALL

REV.

Northwood, N. H., Oct. 18 1870.

powers

perceptions,

NEW
HE

remedy, and will send the receipt free.
Mgs. M. C. LEGGET, Hoboken,N. J.

The Fall Term of Hillsdale College will

RIDGEVILLE

obituary.

win such other assistance as may be required.

&c.

Apply to the PRINCIPAL, or to
TaoMAS TUTTLE,
E. S. TASKER, Sec.

dence, May 13th, of dropsical complaint, in the
75th year of her age.
She was baptized some
86 years ago by Rev. James McKenzie, and was
an acceptable member of the F, B. church.
A
few years since, she united with the High Street
Congregational church in Providence.
She died
inthope, leaving an interesting family, Whose
mutual care failed not to the last.
M.W

and

Academies,

¢

MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial Department, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss LUELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Music,

MERCY, wife of Ezekiel Chase, died in Sebec,
Oct. 6,aged 66 years and 5 months,
Sister Chase
found Christ about 40 years since, was baptized by Rev. Asa-Burnham, and joined the Sebec
F. W. Baptist church, of which she died a member.
She leaves an aged husband and eight children to mourn their loss. Her trust was in the
Saviour.
Funeral services by the writer.
A. PRATT.

and

back ¢ suffered some, “and itserved me
right. All through my life this tendency
to “make fua” has been of no advantage
to me, though it has given me many ‘a
hearty laugh.—John B. Gough.

services? No; he means something very
different. He means that he has not received the reward that hé wished.
If the careers of the three Senators of
the last generation are melancholy to contemplate, why are they so? Is it because
they served the country according to their
are felt to be personally disappointed men ?
The truth is plain. If a man serves his

Isaac B .DWIN died in Strafford, Vt., Sept.
22d, aged 64 years and 7 months.
The deceased,
in usual health, went to his barn to milk, and
was found de
soon after, by his wife and
daughter, having died instantly of heart disease.
The family are in great mourning, for he was a
kind husband, and an indulgent father, esteemed
in his neighborhood and town as an honorable
man and a Christian, In earlierjdays
he was a
member of the M. E. church in town, but as
there is no church of that kind now, he has
for years attended and helped sustain
the F. W.
Baptist meeting.
He leaves a wife and three
daughters in deep sorrow.
May the Lord sustain them. "Funeral services by the writer.
M. ATWOOD.

con-

*

UALENDAR. —Fall term begins August 23; ends
ov, 4.
>
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871,
The Institution will be under the charge of
MR. GEORGE W. WORTHEN, Principal.
_ Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.

ELLA J., only daughter of Josiah Richardson,
died Oct. 5th, of consumption, in the 27th
year of her ‘age. In the early stage of her
sickness, she sought the Lord in earnest, and
found him precious to her soul.
She died a
most triumphant death,
Com.

My father wait-

ducted me to Billy Bennett’s, and made me
beg his pardon very humbly.
Billy was
very gqod-natured, and actually -tried to
beg me off; but my father declared he
would ¢‘duast my jacket for me.” And he
did; or at any rate, would have dusted it

A sad letter of M. Prevost Paradol to a
friend in France, in which the minister
speaks despondingly of his position, has

found the key, opened the door that had and sweetly. For this day only is ours;
obstructed her progress and gave egress we are dead to yesterday, and we are not
to . her Majony--vo 0, accompanied only / orn to to-morrow.
!

snap iton his head with-

Gratitude.

The

extremities.

A correspondent writes to the London
Telegraph. of the 8th of September, thus:
just returned

make

inducement, cries the critic, has'a man to
serve his country?
See what aeuse was

the Empress Escaped. 4

1 have

to

all con-

great object is to prevent the effusion
blood by withdrawing it from the brain.

How

tries

‘go to Europe,” by a happy

careers among ourselves.
Undoubtedly the three most noted Amercan men of the last generation died disappointed men. Webster, Clay and Calhoun
are sorrowful names to mention.” What

striction from the neck; apply cold to the
head,

and

recently

had numerous very notable examples.
Apoplexy, like most other severe diseastreated

combinations,

fortune

Of

fatal.

how often I could

that they were learning to be ‘‘business out detection. After several successful permen.” It would be just as sensible to tell formances of this feat, I snapped it a little

The severity of the attack depends upon
the position and size of the vessel ruptured,
and the amount of extravasated blood. If
but a small quantity of blood escapes into

and death result—that many havethe popular notion that there are generally three at-

the very summit of the Mokatt@ne. hills,
within the enclosure for so many y&#rs the
center of all history and power. It is the
most conspicuous of all the edifices that

same

than the trader. The ‘‘graduate” of the
business college rushes into the market
with his check-book and his invoices and
his account current, and feeling himself
utterly incapable of working for distant
results, or following the thread or compli-

his very manner claimed for himself, and
no one ventured to deny to another.
It would be easy to give detailed descriptions of many of these edifices,but I can not
hope to prolong the interest they gave us in
the actual inspection. That one which

show their roofs above the high

-..548

and the cab got safely away with the two
TUITION.
always sympathized with every boy who as are many other relatives and friends. The |
ladies.
i
ple
Higher English, $5,00
Languages,
$6,00.
was
‘prone
to
mischief”"—I
mean
withfuneral was very largely attended,
Discourse
They drove to M. de Lessep’s house,
Common English, $4,560.
Primary, $4 00.
by Rev. J. Fullonton, from the passage,
*‘B
out
malice.
Any
and
every
opportuPenmanship,
(12
lessons)
$1,50.
Ins. Music, $10,00
in
the
Boulevard
de
Malesherber,
where
between 40 and 50 in males, and between
still, and know that I am God.”
Com.
nity
for
a
joke,
was
a
strong
temptation,
Good
boarding
places
can
be
obtamed.
Special at50 and 60 in females; a second writer fixes the Empress sat still until she was joined almost irresistible. How, when I have
for College.
T. H. BEXTON FLANDERS died in East An- tention given to those fitting
the periods of greatest frequency between by M. de Metternich, who did what he
JOHN H, SHAPLEIGH, Sec.
N. H., Sept. 22d,of fever, aged 17 years
40 and 50, and 70 and 80; a third says it is could to facilitate her departure to a place seen the baker, with a tray of loaves on dover,
and 10 months. Truly we are living in a vale of
AUSTIN ACADEMY,
most usual between 40 and 70; a fourth has- of safety. Later in the evening the Em- his head, my toes would fairly curl in my tears. Scarcely had Benton seen his father close
:
CENTER STRA¥FORD, N. H.
ress, still accompanied by Madame le shoes, with the longing just to put out my his eyes in death, before the mystic form of the
generally met ‘with it in persons between
reton, drove to the Garde du Nord, es- foot, and give him only one little trip. I unseen messenger was hovering about his path. THE FALL TERN of 11 weeks, will com50 and 80. It is evident, therefore, that
think one of the severest punishments
a time he tried to resist his power, but like
meace Tuesday, Aug. 30; under the instruction of
apoplexyoceurs much‘ more frequently dur- caped detection—thanks to- the thick veil my father ever gave me,—and I richly For
all others when called for, he passed away.
‘which she wore—and
at seven o'clock
ing the later periods of life.
‘
MR. A. N. MARSTON, OF BATES
deserved it,—wuas for a trick of this kind, Benton was a dutiful son, and a kind brother,
Apoplexy is all but universally the sequel rolled safely and unexpectedly away to- which boys call ‘‘ fun.”
He was a member of our Sabbath school, where
COLLEGE, Principal,
A
dapperlithis regular
attendance gave him a strong influof disease of the artery which is ruptured. ward the Belgian frontier.
tle man, a tailor by profession, attend- ence. He
Mrs.
SARAH
E. MONTGOMERY, 4ssistant,
was
also
an
active
member
ofthe
It is due neither to a short neck, nor broad
- yjed the Methodist chapel, where my father Temperance society in this place.
We have oftTuition.
2
shoulders, nor great obesity. These conThe Short-cut Method.
used to worship; and his seat was direct- en looked upon him with a degree of pride, and
Primary,
3
$3.50
ditions do not in any respect even contribCommon English,
4.00
lyin front of ours. He was a bit of & dan- have hoped that he might -be spared,” as the
*
—
E—
Higher English,
4.50
world needs just sudh bold, valiant young men.
ute to the disease. Quite as many very
y, a little conceited, ‘and rather proud of But
Languages.
5.00
“Business
Colleges”
are
in
a
decline
that
in
the
wisdom
of
God,
it
was
otherwise
orfleshy persons live to die of old age, or
his personal appearance, but was a sad dained, and though we loved him, and would
Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and Gerthey will probably never rally from. The stammerer. He had what was calleda gladly
‘man
languages.
.
;
£
other diseases, as the moderately lean—or,
have retained him with us, yet we will
Board from $2.25 to $3.00, Roomg can be had for
indeed, the verylean, The change which Nation doubtless suggests the true reason : ‘“seratch wig”—a small affair that just not repine, but try and say, ‘“ Thy will, O Lord, those
who
wish
to
board
themsely
takes place in the arlery may occur in any
A good illustration of the way in which covered the top of his head. One unlucky be done.” Services by the writer.
WARREN Foss, Sec.
)
C. B. GRIFFIN,
constitution, and probably in old age does people are led astray in our day by the Sunday for. me, as I was sitting in the
Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.
,
occur in the arteries of many persons. It is growing demand for ‘‘special education,” chapel, with his head and wig right beMR. S1rAS BUNKER died in Lower Gilmanton, | =~
GRANITE
STATE
the change of the coats of the arteries to fut or, in other words, for short-cuts to all the fore nre, I began Playing with a pin, N. H., Oct. 1st, aged 86 years and 10 months.
(fatty “degeneration) which leads to their trades and professions—is afforded by those and having bent it to the form of a hook,
MILITARY
&
OOLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
HANNAH
T.,
wife
of
Thomas
G.
Potter,
died
rupture. This change is usually preceded eminently deluding institutions, ‘‘business found in my pocket a piece of string, tied Oct. 4,aged 51 years and 3 months. In early life REED’S FERRY, N. H., oh Nashua & Concord R, R
slowwhich
by a low grade of inflammation,
Rev.8.N., HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.
y
colleges.” They have been called into ex- it around the head of the pin, and began she sought and found the Saviour, and her
:— Retired location, yet easy of access ;
ly progresses, and leads to.a gradual de- istence by the growing desire on the part to fish, with no thought of any particular Christian life has been nearly -inexceptional. No Advantages
Saloons,
or
places
of
idle
resort;
Full
corps
of
the last three years she
Mas been confined
generation of the arteries affected. This of young men to dispense with the long mischief, and doing what boys often do For
to her room, and although at times a great suf- teachers; Thorough instruction, &ec.
Pupils Jeveived at any time.
Send for Circular.
inflammation is induced by certain condi- apprenticeship without which it was difficult in church when they are net interested lerer, she bore it: without a-murmur.
Wondertions of the system—as, for example, in in old times to obtain a recognized and re- in,or do not understand the service.
So ful grace was manifested to her as she approachthe
affect
which
‘persons subject to diseases
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
spected place in the commercial world. with one eye on my father, who sat by me ed the heavenly shore. Through the whole of her
Such diseases are gout,
HF FALL TERM of this Institution will open
blood unfavorably.
So a crowd of raw boys are collected in a intently listening to the discourse; and one sickness, her countenance was radiant “ with the
hope
of
glory.”
On
Jesus’
breast
she
leaned
her
Aug. 30, continuing 12 weeks.
rheumatism, Bright's disease of the kidney,
large room, and employed in playing at eye alternately on the minister and my heady, and breathed her life out sweetly there.
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.
Board, $3,00,
etc. A strong predisposition is also created the mechanical operations of trade,running fishing line, I continued to drop my hook She léaves a husband and a large number of
For further particulars address the Principal,
eating.
in
excesses
REV.
G.S.
BRADLEY,
Prin.
and
e
by intemperanc
from one end of it to the other, making and haul it up again very quietly,—when, friends to mourn their loss. Funeral services by
Evansville, Wis., July 21, 1870.
J. G. MUNSEY.
Degenerative changes may take place in sham deposits in imaginary banks, drawing
becoming tired of fishing, I gathered up the writer.
the blood-vessels from impaired nutrition. sham checks, and making sham purchases the line, and resting the pin on my thumb,
LYNDON LITERARY AND BIB.
Mrs. Mary, wife of Jonathan Bean, died in THE
This condition is often seen in persons who -or, in other words, familiarizing them- gave it a snap; up it went; I snapped again, Candia, Sept. 24th,of heart disease, aged 67 years.
LICAL INSTITUTION
rapidly take on fat. They have alow grade selves laboriously with the forms of busi- and again very carefully, till one uanfortu- She was a member of the I. W. Baptist church
more
in
C.
and
although
deprived
of
the
privilege
latILL
open
its First Term at Lyndon Center,
become
organs
many
and
of vitality,
ness. Now there would be little objection nate snap-sentthe pin on Billy Bsnnett’s terly of attending meetings on account of sickVermont,
on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for
or less converted into fat. The nutrition of to this in itself, if they were not at the head ; it slid off. Then the feat was, to see ness, she retained her hope to the last.
the
Academical
year
1870-71.
:

leather curtain, swinging away by the corner when one wishes to go in.
No pictures or statues are ever allowed
in Mohammedan places of prayer. In this,
and in other respects, they set a praiseworthy example, which their papal’ neighbors,
claiming the Christian name, would do well
to follow. * Indeed, they carry this notion
so far that it is only within a very few years

prostrations, murmuring to himself

of blood

riedly entered a common fiacre,not without

a risk of detection on the spot, for a diminutive gamin de Paris, not more than twelve
years old, shouted¢‘ Voila I' Imperatrice !"—

—

though it has been observed in children.
One author states that it‘is most frequent

ing three or four sides. Before the door of
the moque itself, oftentimeshangs a heavy

isturb

ar

1870.

Fishing for a Wig.

by her tried friend, issued into the street at
the bottom of the Louvre. There they hur-:

Apoplexy is a disease of” advanced life,

medan churches. Generally they are constructed around a court yard,
paved, and
with a fountainin the center,
Entrance is
made through an . arched gateway; and
then a long colonnade is disclosed,surround-

an officer, called

is due to the rupture

blood-vessel and an escape
upon the brain. .

We have nothing in our land by which to

+ set occasions, to stand

26,

F

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

that any Mussulman

STAR: OCTOBER

(20

per

day)

to

sell

the celebrated HOME SHUTILE SEWING
MACHIN.,
Has the under-foed, makes the
“lock stitch” (alike on both sides,)and is
fuliy
licensed. The best and cheapest family Sew.
ing machine in the marke
dress
JOHNSON, CLARK & CO., Boston,
Mass., Pitts.
burgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill, or Bt. Louis, Mo,

.

a

MORNING STAR: OCTOBER 26. 1870.
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News

Paragraphs.

Summary.

An

There

were

11

appointed Nov. 24 as a day

deaths

from

yellow

fever in
induced
to death

Fenians,

Owen

Starr,

Wm.

L.

Thomp-

son, and Ed. J. Mannix, after their release on
Saturday,

by

the

clemency

in which they declared that they did not thank
the President or the Republican party for their

release; they thanked only the people.

Chief Justice Chase has been forbidd¢n by his
physicians to take his seat onthe bench at the

opening of the approaching term ong:the 30th
instant. He has sent
word, however} that he
_will return by the 1st of
Jaguary.
Ee
"Gen, Nathuniel P. Bani
hi¢hcen renominated

have

been

Hoosac

In Lincoln, Omaha,
they bave struck, at a.
depth of six hundred feet, a flood of salt brine
eighty degrees in strength, flowing at the rate
of two barrels per minute.
The value of the coffee which is annually consumed is one hundred and twenty-five millions

health, feeble,

assert that this is the resultof an arrangement
regarding a new commissioner of internal reve.
nue, although the name of his successor is not
known.
:
A member of Congress says that Senator Morton assured him that under the circumstances he
should not censent to go to England.

The report that Senator Cameron was stricken with paralysis at Baltimore, Friday,
‘is denied. He is said to have arrived at Harrisburg
with no ailment except a chill.
;

PE

a

ES.

thre. nt
Eg ts

E

ud A

AE

Senator Cameron was stricken with paralysis
in Baltmore.
One arm. and one
side
were
very badly affected.

for South Carolina indicate

the re-election of Governor Scott, by a rednced
majority. Two colored congressmen are probably elected.
The so called union reform party

has elected a congressman—perhaps.

>!

In the conference between the President, :Secetary Boutwell and Commissioner Delano, Sat-

was reached

regarding

a

i

latter.

So

©
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A French

army is forming at Tours for offen-

sive operations.
Fifty persons were killed or wounded by a
powder explosion at Alexandria, Egypt.
On the 10th instant abomb, fired from Fort
Mont Du Valerien, fell in the bed-room of Napoleon first, at St. Cloud, destroying the famous
mirrors.
Twelve men have been killed and many seriously injured at Newecastle-on-Tyne by the fall
of a ship in the dock.
Burnside’s peade_mission is unsuccessful, the
Parisians being determined on defense.
In a terrible hurricane in Cuba, 2,000 lives
were lost, and immense damage was done.
Minister Motley’s despatch from London, to
Secretary Fish, giving the report that a peace

is arranged, is much believed, but is not yet
officially stated here.
Chateaudun
sians.

has

been

captured

by

the Prus-

General Fleury has arrived at Lausanne to
arrange the private affairs of the French Emperor.
The belligerents are still confronting each othther near Orleans.

Garibaldi has
at Belfort.

been

Thére is great

enthusiastically

insubordination

received

among

the

troops at Marseilles.

The Americans bave received permission
leave Paris.
Several soldiers were killed and wounded
the explosion of am ammunition wagon at
dan.

to
d
by
Se-

The French were driven from Creteil, near
Paris, on the 12th, and a sortie from that city
on the 14th was repulsed.
The French

foreign office has issued a circular

to neutral powers, denying any respoasibility for
the present war.
The representations by Prussia as to the state of affairs in Paris are affirmed
to be utterly untrue,
France desires peace,—a
durable peace.
The stories in regard to the offer of Cuba to our
government for
a fixed sum, seem to have no
other foundation than the efforts of a set of spec-

ulators who

are laying

mext

of

session

out

their work for the

Congress.

There

is the

same

activity manifesting itself in Ssn Domingo matters, and a strong effort to secure annexation
at the coming session is to be made.

At Aberdeen,

Scotland,

one

of the

leading

papers is under the control of a woman.
The Prussians

say

that

readiness to commence
Paris this week.
A squadron of German

everything

will be in

the

bombardment of
:
hussars allowed them-

selves to be surprised at Athis, and one hundred

were killed.
Minister Washburne,

it is said, has made ar-

rangementa for the departure of 300 Americans
from Paris.

:

It is estimated that the Prussians, who captured Orlesns, numbered 95,000. The report
of another battle at that place, in which it was
said the French were defeated, is not confirm-

ed. .
The Germans are endeavoring to sever the
com

around

Tours, and that

city,

it is feared, may be cut off at any moment, The
storyof the sudden departure of ministers and
members of the Diplomatic Corps from Tours
for Bordesux, proves to have beena ¢ nard.
has been fixed as the day for the
28 r
Octobe
Emanuel into Rome. The
of King Victor
entry

cosaidaid into one,

Roman provinces a

It is reported that the candidature of the Duke:

been defi
has n
of Aosta for the throneof Spai
nitely accepted,
po

x

.

:

It has been

established

5

at last that the sponge

is an animal product, or rather, that it belongs
to those low
forms of animalcul®
comprised
under the term zoophytes,
The sponge of common use, however, is but the shell or dwelling
place of the animal.
When found
clinging to

submarine

rocks it is filled with a black jelly-

like

which

mass

has

been proved

to possess a

low form of life, analogous to the oyster.
The anthracite

coal

deposits

of Pennsylvania

underlie four hundréd and seventy square miles
of mountain and valley.
More than forty mil"
lion dollars have been absorbed in mining capital, about the same sum in canals, and seventy
millions in railroads, constructed almost solely
as a means of transportation for coal. Sixteen
million tons were sent to market during the
past year.
.
When John Saxon, editor of the Canton Re| pository, the oldest paper in Ohio, heard of

the battle of Sedan and

Four of the crew of the New Bedford whaling
ship Robert Edwards
were arraigned
in the
United States court in New York, Monday, on
a chargg of setting fire to the ship on the high
seas in July last. The penalty.of the law is

successorto the

n Indianian, while digging
a well recently,
came across five bundredold silver dollars ten
feet below the surface.
|:

the capture of the Empe-

ror, he wrote and published the account of the
event in acolumn parallel with a reprint of the
account he wrote and published in the same
paper of the surrender of Napoleon at Waterloo
in 1815. He is the only
editor, probably, in
the world, who has written of the exit of both
Napoleons in the same paper. :
The Russian Czar on receiving the news of
the battle of Sedan, at Moscow, September 3d,
gave a dinner, when, having drunk the health
of his royal uncle of Prussia, he broke the glass,
according to German custom, which prescribes
that none shall drink again froma glass which
has been used for very solemn toasts.
In reference to English railroads, an expert,
testifying recently, said thata number of/Tines
converging at a great
business center “are-wa
source of some
security #gainst railroad accidents, because the officers of each line will manage it so well that aceidents may prove almost
impossible.
Among

the

curieus

results

of the

war

is

that

bringing the French Bourbons again to the surface. The Count de
Chambord appears as a
pretender to the throme of France, and, calling
himself ‘‘Monseigneur.”
promises
to present
himself at the proper time and claim his own.
He declares that the monarchy. will hunt the
invaders from the soil and gain an honorable
peace.
It has been repeatedly remarked by persons
who have had to conduct the correspondence of
the French wounded, that the soldiers, and even
the officers, show a great deficiency in education,
and especially in all that regards geography.
Many of the under-officers can not write ‘their
own names.
One soldier placed the fortress of
Mayence on the Danube, and others placed a
little fortress in Bavaria in Turkey.
It seems that the Empress Eugenie sent for
General Bourbaki, and her object was te propose
through him conditions of peace, on the basis
that Prussia should retain Alsace and Lorraine,
and leave the Prince Imperial.under her regency,
to govern France.
When told by Bourbaki that
nobody in France would tolerate even the presence of the Prince, the Empress burst into tears,
A letter from Eugenie to the Emperor, of which
the Countess Cowper was the bearer, doubtless
referred to this projeat.

“A

pew

submarine

four-wire

cable has just

beén Jaid between Ireland and Scotland, by way
of Donaghadee and Port Patrick, and ina few
weeks u seven-wire cable is to be'laid to England, by way of Howth and Holyhead.
With the
existing seven wire cable to Scotland from Whitehead, Country Antrim, and also the four-wire
cable to England from Wexford, there will be a
total of twenty-two wires between Ireland and
Great Britain.
The Carlsrhue Zeitung states that Uhrich, the
commandant of Strasbourg, was formerly employed in the post-office of Offenburg, in Baden.
In 1849 he suddenly disappeared, taking the
cash box with him, and although tracked by the
police he succeeded in reaching Africa, where he
enlisted in the Chasseurs d’Afrique.
We shall
not attemptto solve the curious psychological

question, how far his obstinate defense of Strasbourg was the result of heroism, and how far it
was
prompted
by a very intelligible dislike
to revisit Offenburg-as a prisoner of war.
In France they are building two story railroad
cars. There is a great saving on first eost ia
them, and
also in dead weight. The latter
amounts to only two hundred pounds per passenger, while in this country the dead weighs per
passenger is rarely less than five hundred pounds,

and often more,

The few style would probably

be of great advantage to roads that carry a large
number of passengers for a short distance, as on

lines converging to the great cities, where there
is a great population

within

five

or ten miles

that have to be “transported to and
business daily.
REMEDY

FOR

POISONS.,—If

any

from their

poison

is

swallowed, drink instantly half
a gluss of cool
#water, with a beaping teaspoonful each of common. salt and ground mustard stirred into it,

This vomits as soon as it reaches the stomach.
But for fear some of the poison may remain,
swallow the white of one or two eggy, or drink
a.cup of strong coffee,—1 Lo

for a greater number

The

Chestnut
,

Fruit as Food.

as a Crop.

nourishing food.

li

' Fifteen or twenty years

.

hence chestnut timber,

scarce and costly even

now,

will command

a

price which will make the owner of a chestnut
wood-let arich man, providing the lot is large

being antidotes

of poisons than

good timber,

The

chestnut

grows.very

rapid-

any other

dozen of articles known, with the advantiige
of their hilie always at band; if not, sweet oil,
lamp ofl,
drippings, melted butter, or lard, are
good substitutes, especially if they vomit quicke
iy.

As

such

freely, and regularly
year, and as a part of
persons who love fruit
eat it between meals.

it should

A peculiar value is just now possessed by chestnuts, as its wood
happens to be -fashionable
for the interior decoration
of houses. There
can be no question but that the beauty of its
grain will be the same a quarter of a century
hence, and although it may pass through one
or two
periods of comparative unpopularity
it will of necessity be in demand for many purposes. The great demand for railroad ties also
enhances its value at present, but we do not
look upon this. demand as likely to last beyond
the present generation, as it is quite possible
that sonie manufactured substitute will be adopt~
ed before many years, if, indeed, railroads themselves are not superceded by some improved
means of travel.
At all events
we believe it
capable of demonstration that it would be much
land suited for the purpose, than twenty poor’
crops of wheat or corn.on land of-the same
quality, but, comparatively, unsuited for their
culture. . Chestnuts for seed should be procured
as soon as they are ripe, and may be sown at,
once, although -there are several methods by

which “they may be kept ‘so as to retain their
vitality until spring. Among these may be
packing in

the

in

frost

dry

dry’ moss, burying below

soil,or mixing

them

with

three times their bulk in dry sand. We remember that once in our boyhood we discovered a
chestnut tree standing at the edge of a plowed
field. The season was spring, and the furrows
were filled with leaves
packed down by the
winter storms.
Under these leaves was abundant store of chestnuts apparently in as good

ovder

as when

the frost

opened

the burrs

in

the fall. We kept our secret and were for many
days the envied ,possessor of pocketfuls of fresh
chestnuts out of season, and now we
suggest
leaves and earth as- good packing for chestnuts
to be kept through the winter. The best plan
is to plant the seed pretty thickly in drills in
the fall, and after sprinkling soil lightly over

them, cover

with

two

fruit thus eaten is injurious.

part of each of these meals

Crab-Apples.

cloth or jelly bag, and set it aside for jelly.
in
are

boiling,
easily

will

have

removed;

burst

The

their skins,

the cores

are

taken

out by pushing them through from the blossom
end, with a goose quill or a stick of equal thickness, being careful to press the stem end against
the fingers to prevent breaking the apple. The
fruit is now ready to preserve whole or to make
into marmalade; for either, the proportions are :
4 lbs, of fruit, 3 Ibs. sugar, 1 pint of water.
Put
the sugar and water into the preserving kettle;
set it over the fire until it boils, then drop in
the fruit,
(if it is to he done whole,) boil until
clear, and remove into a jar.
If there is more
syrup than will be needed, boil down to the de_
sired quantity; pour it over the fruit while hot,
and cover with a cloth, cut of sufficient size to
cover and tie down.
This cloth Idip into a ce.
ment made of two parts of bees-wax to one of
rosin, adding enough tallow or lard to keep it

from

cracking.

While

the whole is warm, I

draw the cloth tightly over the top of the jar
and tie down.
To make marmalade, the boiled
fruit must be mashed to a pulp before being
added to the syrup, and then boiled and stirred

until it becomes

clear, which

is usually

in half

an hour.
For jelly, T use equal portions of the water in
which the fruit was boiled. (which bas been
previously strained), andsifted sugar. I seldom
resort to scales. One
tumbler, even full, of
sugar to one of the juice, gives the required
proportions for all jellies; boil as for other jellies; and put up in the same way. Many persons
fail in making jellies by endeavoringto boil too
large a quantity at one time. I have always
found better success with 2 quarts or less of
juice at a boiling, than wuen I have undertaken more.—American Agricullurist,

colors.

calico

with yellow, and green with red.
Olive is formed of a combinatio)

le and

green; citron, from green and oa
set, from orange and purple. Red and

rusblue and

yellow harmonize with each other, and they may
be placed in” juxtaposition; but purple should
not be near red or blue, as it is composed of
those colors; for the same reason, orange should

not be placed next to yellow or red. Another
rule is that he neutral hues, brown, maroon,

slate, lavender, etc., should be used in the greatest quantities, and thé primary colors used in
smaller quantity, for hightening the effect. If
you lack the proper shud-s for producing the
necessary harmonies,
-aud find that two colors do
not harmonize well, separate them by a white

Always

place

the brightest colors in

the center of your design, and gradually decrease

the intensity of the
exterior; and avoid

tints as you approach the
spottiness or patchiness by

using.as much us possible,one prevailing color.—

Horticulturist,

The

printers

information

and

dyers.

will

interest

A fact of more

gen-

eral interest is, that fluoride of potassium will
remove ink stains from cloth.

2

:

of selected and choice

cents;

Address,

per doz.

LR.

The

$2,868,

Postage

BURLINGAME,

4

as

Warrantedto suit all tastes.

OR REGISTERED

AND

FREE

cures
wher-

Testimonials.
A Cough

of Twenty-Five

FOR: THE

Minnesota R. R. Co.

90 AND ACCRUED
Interest payable May

INTEREST.

J. EDGAR THOMPSON,
CHARLES L. FROST,

|

Trustees.

The Bonds are issued at $20,000 per mile against the
portion enly of the line fully completed and equipped.
The greater part of the road is alresdy in operation,
he pregent earnings are largely in excess
of the ope
nses and interest on the bonds.
Tue
balance of the work
necessary
to establish
to St. Louis, is rapidly progressing, in time for the
movement of the coming grain ercps, which, it is
estimated, will double the present incume of the road.
The established character of this line, running as
gether with its present advancedigondition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatingly recommending
these bonds to investors, as, in every respect, an un

doubted security:

So says Capt.Joseph

George

a long

cer.ificate, dated April

square

man,

whose

word

of Kidneys

of Manchester,

25,

Twenty

years’

they

and

1870,

N. H,

Ex-Gov,

in

Smyth,

Cured

Nights,

belicye.

Pains

standing, Cured

than a Bottie.—A Catarrh

sleep

with One

in

in

and

Back

vance over subscription price may be locked for.

The bonds have50 years to run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Company at’par, and the payment of the principal is pro

prices

return

Weeks

al

Catarrh

by

Less

used,

A.

Cured

by

street,

Manchester,

of March

N. H.,

25, 1870.

Cured of Catarrh, Hacking Cough, Pains in the Back and
Kidneys, and Lame Shoulders,
Rutus Merrill, a well known elderly gentleman of this
city, testifiesto the above,
We might give certificates by

import, but they

take up too

the thousands

much

space.

of the same

The originals

are in the possessionof the proprietors.
At this writing, August 20, 187.5 it has been Jess than
eight months before the public, and the sale has been”
enormous for a new article,
Wherever
a dozen
goes
many more soon fyllow.
It recommends
itself; one bottie often selling a gross.
,
Price One Doliar per bottle,
Sold by.all leading Drug-

VOID

New

York, General

Agents for Middle

LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Druggists
Manchester, N. H , Proprietors.

and

60),

Fully licensed and

rz A

postage.
New York.

1836

1870

H

larger number will be

LR

PENS.

of

Point. and are anearer approxima

SWAN
F

BURLINGAME,

Dover,

N. HM

THE

Stationers.

BAKER'S

HARMONY

THOROUGH BASS.
Every species of concord and disenrd is treated in
detail, simplited and made plain, with c.mprehengive and natural explanations in keeping with the
breadth of 1he subject,
Itis THE BOOK for the Student and the Musician—
whiner ior Instrumental, Vocal, Orchestral or Band
usic.

BY B. F, BAKER.

Price in Cloth, $2. Sent post paid to any addres®
on receipt of retail price,
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C,H, DITSON & CO., New York.
wid

1830,

ORGAN CO.

MENTS

in

taeir

have the

IMPROVE.

Cabinet Organs, for which patents

were granted them in June and August last. These
are not ‘merely meretricious attachments, but en.
hance the
substantial excellence of the
iustruments.
Theéy are also enabled, by increased facilities for
manufacture, to make from this date, a FURTHER
REDUCTION OF PRICES on several leading styles.

Having completed and added to their former
facilities a LARGE, NEW MANUFACTORY, they
hope hereafter to supply all orders

The
such

Cabinet
universal

America,

promptly.

hb

Organs made by this Company are of

but

reputation,

not

only

throughout

also in Europe, that few will need as-

surance
of their superiority.
For years tbe Company have been unable to sugply the-constantly in-

creasing demands for their instruments,
being
always largely behind orders, though
producing
about twice the amount of work of any other maker
of instruments of the class, This extraordinary de-

MRS.

MARY

SACRED

CLARK,

EDITION

FOR

“2. To sell always at the lowest possible prices,
reserving
to themselves the least
remunerative
profit.
As a costof production is diminished, prices
are reduced, and they alwavs priat their lowest

yrices, which’ are therefore

subject to no discount.

he

extent of their business and enormons number
of Cabmet Orgarvs which they now have oceasion to
produce, enables them to employ various juachmery,
and a division of labor which
woule not be possible
in a smaller business.
They are thds enabled to
make the present reduction in prices, and to sell
for

inferior instruments,

and

less than

the

.

They now offer FOUR-OCTAVE
CABINET ORGANS, in quite plain cases, but equal, according to
their capacity, to anything they make, for $50 each.
The SAME, DOUBLE REED, 65.
FIVE OCTAVE
DOUBLE
REED
ORGANS, FIVE
STO”S, with
Knee-swel
and Tremulant, in elegant case, with
scveral of the Mason & Hamlin in provements, $125,
The same, extra, with new Vox Humana, Automatic
Swell, &c., $'60. THE SAME, RESONANT CASE,

with new improvements, $200.
FIVE OCTAVES,
THREE
SETS REEDS, SEVEN STOPS with EUPHONE, a splendid instrument, 2925.
TWO
MAN.
UEL CABINET ORGANS,
FOUR FULL SETS OF
REEDS, NINE STOPS, $375.
THE SAME, &ESO-

with the new improvements,
&c.,

tue finest
&o.

and

reduced

prices, is now

Many

with full

ready,

and

CIRCULAR

presentivg a great mass of evidence as to the superi»

ority of there instruments, to any one sending his
address to the MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,
154 Tremont Street, Boston, or, 596 Broadway New’
York.
*
3142

of the

MUSIC

MELODIES,
AND

wherever « flected, and

will be sent free, with TESTIMONIAL

LATHAM

Also, for the NEW

improvement,

mand.

information,

WONDERFUL WORKS OF JESS,
BY

every

every f#cility which highest skill, ample experi
ence, and liberal use of abundunt means can com-

other styles in proportion.
A NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

THE

BOOKS

PALM

FOR,.870 AND

—Church

71,

Singing School and Con-

vention music, by C. M. Wyman. (Just out.)
Price, $1.50, or $13.50 per doz: n.
.

- The thousands who loved Mr, Wyman will find his

ALL

life in this book.
He did his work, and in

the full

prime of

a noble

Publications,

manhood entered into the glory of which he sang so
grandly.
.

will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by

roaaE PRIZE, for our Sunday School.—By Geo,
.
Root.
Price, 40c. ; by the doz., $4.00; by the 100, $33,

Baptist

& CO.,

MASS.

41tf

This {s

variety.

a

farge

Songs,

closely

Hymns,

filled

book

of

ve:y

great

Tunes, Anthems, Chants and

Recitations,

Published in April last, 60,000 in use.
THE TRIUMPH —By Geo. F. Root.
Price, #1 50 or $1350 per doz.

Geo. W. Ware
(FORMERLY
AT

AT NO.

& Co.,

12 CORNHILL)

157 TREMONT

STREET,

To any who have not seen this book it is heartily
recommended, especially
as a work for singing
schools.

Over 100,000 copies in use.

-

THE SONG QUEEN.- By H. R. Palmer.
Price. in boards,750., or $7.00
a doz; paper, 50c., or
$5.00 a dozen.
This talented and rising author has here supplied a
real and legitimate want, with decided success, viz,,
a smaller and less expensive book, that is at the same
time complete in its system and musie.

Over 50 000 copies in use, and the sales constantly
increacing.
For sale by the trade generally.
2142.
‘ROOT & CADY,
:

Chicago,

Ill,

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

Do You Want Business ?

including PART.OR, CHAMBER
ROOM FURNIIURE,

To occupy
your whole or spare time? If so, Address, stating what paver you saw this in, J. N.
RICHARDSON & CO., BOSTON, Maes.
842

AND

DINING-

LACE and DRAPERY CURTAINS and WINDO
SHADES, Also,
5
y

CHURCH'
on hand and MADE

est Prices,

TO ORDER.
‘

Clergymen,

All

atthe

At and Near Home,

TRIB

FURNITURE
Low41

(

HOUSEHOLD

awarded for prize ¢ ubg,

Specimen

BY

TH'SBRAVE, PURE Book is the
year,
550 have alr ady been sol

M.

D.

MACAZINE

copy

free,

Address

1y42

ALL
KINDS,
ELASTIC SPONGE MATTRESSES,
PILLOWS
CHURCH,

c

ARRIAGE
B
AND

CUSHIONS.
#9 gPECIAL ATTENTION

WOMAN:
GEO. H. NAPHEYS,

PLEASANT,

FURNITURE.

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,
.| whose Stock is one of the LARGEST and BEST Se
lected in the United States.
AIL

AGENTS WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE, FOR
PHYSICAL LIFE OF

a rotfitable

* contains in every number one complete

8. 8. WOOD, Newburgh, N. H

Superintendents

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

HONORABLE,

prize story valued at $100, Forty pages
of other matter.
sary, $1. Sold by News-dealers at
10 cts, per copy. Splendid Preminms.
$50 cash to be

and all Buyers of =,

of
will
find itIs Sor
for thethas a dvantage of their Schools to send

‘4wds

23,

of announcing IMPORTANT

NANT CASE,

THE

ion to the real

Mr SAMPLE
CARI,
containing all the
14 numbers, artistically arranged and securely in,
closed, sevt by mail on receipt of 25 CENTS.
Address,
:
EVIESON, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO.
oad & 140 Grand Street, New York.

THE MASON & HAMLIN
pleasure

instrument of the class made, $425.

NEW ' QUESTION BOOK,

QUILK than any hitherto invented.

r sale by all first class

discdunt,

the postage or express-

“FURNITURE

These Pens are of superior English manufacture
and ombine Eiasticity of Action with Smoothness

& August

ities.

Offer for sale a Fine Assortment of

‘

21

cost of production without such extraordinary facil

OPP. THE COMMON, AND NEAR WEST STREET

SPENCERIAN

June

REDUCTION OF PRICES.

manded

sent at 20 per cent.

" ORDERS FOR

NOW

MORE.

Important Improvements.
Patented

their work at even less than the prices commonly de-

BURR.

the person ordering paying
age.
Order at once of

:

STEEL

Co., Saco, Me.

This is a beautiful 16 mo. volume of more than 200
pages, containing a superior engraved likeness of
Mr. Burr.
Itshould be in every Freewill Baptist
Family and Sabbath School.
PRICE, $1.00 for a single copy, postage paid.
A

STREET,
Removed from Astor House after 33 years.

Elastic

Novelty

[Ready for delivery on the first of December.)

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS FOR

NO

remedy

OF

BOSTON,

Use no other.
DEPOT, 11 BARCLAY

indiscre-

J. H, REEVF
1v27

Messrs. D. LOTHROP

Coughs,Colds,
Sore Tnroat, Infilnenza and Bronchitis
RUSHTON'S
[F.V,) COD LIVER OIL

SEASON OF 1870-71.
& HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.

MASON

mand is evidence that they have been
successful
in carrying ‘into. effect two rules which it is their
purpese to adhere to rigidly so that they may
be said
to be principles of their business.
These

agents in a new busic

Saco

WILLIAM

B

Double

currency,

advertized

Address

paid

Address

Freewill

11

RENT

cent.,

victim of early
evgry

LIFE

warranted

for five years. We will pay $1000 for any machine
that will sew a stronger. more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It makes the * Elastic Lock
QQ) Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and still tHe
-4#-2 cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. We
pay Agents from $75 to $250 per month and expenses,
or a commission from which twice that amount can be
made.
Address SECOMB & CO., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburgh, Pa ; St. Louls, Mo, , or Oneago, I.
Bw

For Consumption.
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

per

SALE BY
Cash,

in vain

A WEEK
ness,
1y34

and Chemists,
4wis

Q COMM: 'N SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
oo! his Machine will stitch. hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
hind, braid and embroider in a most superior man-

Priceonly $15.

4)

charges.

QUACKS.—A

a stamp to pay
87 Nassau St.,

Western

un $756 to £250 per month, everywhere,
male and fe$4 male, to introduce tue GENUINE IMPROVE D

i
1

to

U.S. Five-twenties at

has discovered a simjle means of seli-cure, whiel
he will send freeto his fellow sufferers on receipt o

eR,

<4 ner,

priv-

1ail

a market

tion, Causing nervous debility, premature decay

gists. Send fr Circulars,
General Agents: Weeks & Potter. Geo. C. Goodwin &
Co,, Burr & Perry, Boston.
John F. Heury, 8 College
Hace:

not

now

Send for a 8; ecimen Copy.
We. CC. PALMER, Jr., Publisher,
4teowd3
14 Bible House, New York.

genius,

&c., having tried

©

L. Chesley, 4 Hanover

can

SCHOOL.

Dover, 11. H,
are:
)
‘
H. HALEY,
“
1. To make the very best work, and only the best;
Of whom pamphlets and information may be Obtained | availing themeelves of the best results of fuventive

Constitution-

Remedy. ,

says so, under a statement

only

"FOR
CALVIN HALE,

as to Prevent

John 8. Hayes, formerly
teacher of the North Grammar Bchool, Manchester,
N. H., and now at Newton,
Mass., says that it did for him what it was recommended to do.

Headache, Catarrh,

bonds

day to command

and Express

A highly respected and influential citizen of New Boston, N. H., testifies to the above.

Sore Throat,

fund. - The convertibility

these

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,
32 Wall Street, New York.

of

was perpetually

so bad

Snuff

Bottle,

Side

Two

Cough,

unless Catarrh

A small quantity of the. issue'on-

ly remains unsold, and when the enterprise is completed, which will be this Fall, an immediate ad-

attached . to

SABBATH

nearly 150 Original Pieces,
published for the FiRsT TIME,

With Opening,Closing and Musical Concert Exercises
IT CONTAINS MORE MUSIC,
i
IT CONTAINS MORE NEW TUNES,
IT CONTAINS BETTER TUNES,
IT IS BEITER MADE,
Than any other Sunday School Book published at its

through connections, thereby shortening the distance
between St, Paul and Chicago 45 miles, and 90 miles

Cured.— Ca-

tarrh, with Droppings iu the Throat, causing - feelings
of Strangling, Cured. — Dizziness,
Pains in Side and
Weakness of Kidneys Immediately Relieved,
— System
Seemingly Made Over New by Uuse of One Bottle,

N. Y.

price.
EVERY ONE that has tried it is PLEASFD WITH
IT. Price, $30,00 per hundred. Single copies 35 cents.

and November,

42

Years™Standing

CO,
ROW,

60,000 COPIES SOLD.

Containing

The small remaining balance of the Loan for sale st

Commission

New
England Physician,
While curing Catdrrh
every weakness of the system,
in back, loins, or
ever there is ‘any.
prs

&

37 PARK

for 1870, fur-

oF US. TAX,

All marketable Securities taken in payment free of

ONSTITUTIONAL
CATARRM
REMEDY.
CERTAIN
CURE
FOR
WORST
CASES OF CATARRH, and all diseases of the Mucous Membranes connected with skin, liver, bladder kidneys, and the like. Cures by building up the Constitution. Is the result of thirty years practice of a leading

Address,

Mrs. JOS. F. KNAPP'S

Principal and Interest payable in Gold.
ISSUED BY THE
;

present

Su
WIEN g
TEL TLAYOR.

free.

MUNN

interest, while these Bonds pay 91; per cent,,and we
regard them to be xs safe and fully equal ss a security
to any
Railroad Bond issued; ana until they are
placed upon the New York Steck Exchange, therules
of which require the road to be completed, we obligate ourselves to rebuy at any time any of these Bonds
sold by us after this date at the same priceas realized
by us on their sale.

SFR

Pamphlet of the New Patent Law

First Mortgage Bonds,
COUPON

price considerably above par.

—WITH THE—

plications for Letters Patent at Washington, and in all Enropean Countries. They kive special attention to the
prosecution of Rejected
Claims, Appeals,
Extensions,
and Interferences.
:
nished

7 PER CENT GOLD.

cause them at an early

| BLACK TEA!
Ny i

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN.
§¥™

DOVER, N. H.

strongest and best secured, as well
most profitable
investment
now
offered in the market.

ilege

THEA
NECTAR
IS A PURE

eo

e, address,
d
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MUNN & CO., 87 Park Row,N. Y.

Sseowis

vided for by a sinking

5md3

purple

number

(extra) on one copy, 8 cents; on a doz., 60 cents.

Prices reduced 10 to 40 per cent,

the blue,

Ithasalarge

per single book, 30

is greatest among the children.

A TEST FOR COLORS.—M. Nickles has found
that fluoride of petassium will dissolve a Prussian blue color, and not affect the indigo and

aniline

pecim

Tunes as well as many of our best Hymns.
Itis
MUNN & CO, continue to give opinions in regard to the
compact in form, can be easily carried in the pocket Novelty
of' Inventions, Free of Charge, make Special Examinations
at thie Patent Office, prepare Specifications,
and is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price | 1) rawings, Caveats
and Assignments, and prosecute Ap-

it does through the heart of themost thickly settled
and richest portion of the gregt
State of Iowa, to-

——

flower.
Again.

out.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and

and over-worked to digest confectionery, and
sweetened food, and condiments,until they break
down in fermentation and acidity, producing
cholera infantum, canker, or fever. Ixcessive
nutrition, followed up, is sure to break down the
health in man and beast.
The intelligent farmer
and stable-keeper understands this, and is careful how he feeds. He knows that if the food o
his animals is too rich, or if he feeds irregularly,
weakness or disease is the result. The humun
economy also needs care.
Give man good food,
regularly administered, let his habits be temperate in all things, with sunlight, exercise and air
a plenty, and in general, health will be good.

B8,5600

For successful effect in floral decorations, much
depends upon the judicious arrangement of colors; violent contrasts are to be avoided, as also
the sameness produced by having too much of
one color.
In producing harmonious contrasts of colors,
it should be remembered that there are only
three primary colors, red, blue and yellow.
From these, o'her colors arise—orange being
composed of yellow and red; purple, of blue and
red; green, of yellow and blue.
These form contrasting colorsto the primary
three, with which they are in harmonious op-

with

be good, ripe fruit,

been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type through-

Their little stomachs are to a fearful extent taxed

Bouquets.

position, as the orange

dys-

ex-Member of Congress, Morrison, and Geo. W, Riddle
testify that they know Capt. George to be an honest,

The fruit is prepared by first cutting out all decayed
portions; then wash
clean, and place
them in a kettle with sufficient water to cover
the fruit entirely.
Have a tight-fitting lid to
the kettle and boil, over a moderate fire, until
the fruit is soft enough to pierce with a straw;
drain off the water, and Strain through a coarse

which

Hz

Millions are every year killed by sugar;

but the slaughter

page weekly devotedA to AMechanics,s Manyfac-

The Sacred Melodies,

without sugar, spice, or condiments of any kind,
and you will soon find the good results. Constipation, indigestion, piles, and kindred troubles
will disappear. Ripe fruit may be cooked, or
eaten without cooking—it may be preserved by
drying or canning, but if you wish to use it so as
to promote health, keep it, at all times, free from
sugar and spice. Spice is indigestible, and sugar
is. excessive nutrition,
and overtasks a weak
stomach,
and is the basis of all fermentation and

acidity,

sixteen
ji;

onlay
Siento en number
of Toe”
ag,Architecture
and
$3.0C a year, 3]
sent fre
Cay a

pepsia, and rebels against continual abuse. The
stomach is a faithful servant.
Use it kindly
and it works to the end, and does its part of lifework, without freak or pain. Three meals a
day are enough—all that any one needs. Let a

Weakness

apples,

with

The Scientific American!

ENTITLED

The stomach needs

down

NEW!|

WORK

be used

rest, and should be allowed to fully digest one
meal, and rest and recuperate a while, before
it is tasked with another.
But the irregular
eater gives the stomach no rest, and works it on

or three inches or more

of leaves. In the spring rake off most of the
leaves, and when the plants have started an
inch or two draw the fine soil around them. In
planting the orchard the tree should be ten feet
apart in every direction, and the field must be
well fenced to protect them from damage by
cattle. A few years will place them . beyond
danger from this source, and the field may
even be used as a pasture, while during the
earlier period of their growth ordinary
farm
crops may with proper care be raised among
the young trees. Tbe American chestnut is a’
variety of the European species, and although
smaller in size is equal or perhaps superior to
it in flavor.
Doubtless it could be greatly improved by cultivation. and the “selection of superior seed might help the owner of a‘chestnut
orchard to tide over the somewhat long period
which must elapse before his timber ® harvest
is ready for market.— Chris. Union,

Preserving

THERE

taken every day in the
the regular meals. Most
ignore it at the table, and
This is a bad babit, and

ly, and will flourish on soil which is not suited
for the cultivation of ordinary farm crops, as
‘night add day, until it breaks
well as on the now treeless prairies of the West.

mentioned

SOMETHING

|

© Fruit, such as berries, apples, pears, peaches,
grapes and plums, affords delicious, healthful and

better to raise one good crop of chestnut trees on

i

It is finally settled that Commissioner Delano
will succeed Secretary Cox. Mr. Deland’s friends

urday,ho cosclution

Robyn

Consistencie’s a jewell.
For thee and me coarse clothes are best;
Rude folks in homelye raiment drest,
Wife Joan and goodman Robyn.

A private letter from the Hon. A. H. Stephens

death.

ballad of “Jolly

Fine pictures suit in frames as fiae,

The fields near Ravenna, Ohio, are overrun
with mice, and
they are doing an immense
amount of damage to corn standing in the fields.

Unofficial returns

and Shen-

andoah rivers was not caused by a continued
rain, but by something like the bursting of a

The official returns from 76 counties of Ohio
show the@Republican gains -in that state to be
14,612, and the Democratic’ gains are 4,412.
The
Republican majority will probably be a little
over 17,000.

represents him in very deplorable
and unable to leave his room.

in the James

In the

Rural and Domestic.

enough, and the trees of sufficient size to make
that the late

Roughhead” are the following lines, in which
it appears:
Tush! tush! my lassie! such thoughts resigne ;
Comparisons are cruell,
3

:

drowned at the
nh

freshet

Ballads, 1754.

He will proband reelected

A Grand Council of the Indian tribes will be
held at Leavenworth, Kansas, in December.
Four men
Tunnel.

unprecedented

from

their sources are’ not a very great distance
apart. The flood came down in the Shenandoah in great waves, succeeding each other rapidly.
)
A literary correspondent of the New Orleans
Sunday Times gives the origin of a quotation
which has puzzled literary circles in the Crescent City as well as in the North, viz: ‘ Consistency’s a jewel.” It appeared originally in Murtagh’s. Collection of Ancient English and Scotch

were serenaded at Auburn, and made speeches,

so long as he will consent to serve.

other farmers of the neighborhood.
It is the opinion of many persons

water spout on or about their head-waters, and

of the President,

for Representative to Cdngress.
ably continue to be renominated

that

cob, and dressesin a style not different

by tlie hope of a new trial.
Chicago has 539 miles of sidewalk, lighted at
night by 5,388 lamps,
z
The

tooth, evidently

Mr. Mason of Virginia, the associate hero of
the 'I'rent affair, is not aristocratic in his appearance and manners.
He drives daily to Alexan.
dria, in an old wagon behind a wretched-looking

New Orleans on Sunday.
Wilson, the murderer, says he was
to give up his plan of starving himself

petrified

of a mastodon, .was found yesterday in one of
the coffer-dam excavations of the Cincinnati and
Newport bridge.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The President has
of thanksgiving.

immense
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